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Editorial Notes
Welcome to volume thirty five of the International Yearbook of the Faculty of Security
Studies, University of “Kliment Ohridski”, Bitola, Macedonia. The Yearbook presents a diverse
collection of articles this year, including submissions highlighting the dangers of „lone wolf
“terrorists for Macedonia and the western Balkans by Dragan Lazarevski. Working on a related
issue, Marjan Nikolovski, Frosina Tashevska-Remenski, and Dragan Lazarevski, in details analyze
the processes of recruitment for Islamic militant movement. Pero Boškov and Svetlana Nikoloska
highlight the importance of prevention of interference and prevention of bankruptcy criminality,
while Tatjana Gerginova presents an overview of the contemporary security challenges, risks and
threats. While Ice Ilijevski, Zlate Dimovski, and Kire Babanoski, discuss a very specific topic for
the work of police, the use of a service dog in crime investigation, Zafirco Pancev analyses current
issues and challenges in border management. Frosina Tashevska-Remenski discusses the positives
of the conflict resolution policy during the armed conflict in the Republic of Macedonia in 2001,
warning about the existing threats to security in the country and the possible ways for mediation.
Praising the role of the European Union as a factor of stability in the region, Josipa Rizankoska, and
Jasmina Trajkoska, answer the topical question whether the EU is a promoter of good inter-ethnic
relations in Macedonia. Working on international issues, Snezana Nikodinovska deals with the trials
to the OSCE concept of comprehensive and cooperative security while Vladimir Ortakovski
compares the minority rights in Macedonia and Greece. Svetlana Nikoloska elaborates on the
Macedonian legal code regarding computer crime, specifically referring her analysis to the issue of
computer crimes against property. Vesna Stefanovska succinctly expounds on the Media coverage
of police deviance in the Republic of Macedonia. Stojan Troshanski, Marina Malish Sazdovska, and
Latif Latifi present the findings of their case study on applying the method of criminal prevention
through environmental design (CPTED) on Pushkinova street, in the city of Skopje. Working in the
field, Latif Latifi dwells upon the establishment of inspection council as a model for efficiency and
quality for inspection supervision and inspection services in Macedonia.
I am very grateful to all those who contributed articles to this volume, and particularly to the
members of the Editorial Board, and its Secretary. All concerned, from authors to Faculty staff,
worked hard to continue our reputation for producing a high-quality publication, and I cannot thank
everyone enough for their time and commitment to turning out another great Yearbook of the
Faculty of Security Studies. Hereby, I would also like to thank also all of our outstanding reviewers.
We will continue to offer an academic forum for experts from the region specializing in the field of
security studies, including a wide range of topics including: International relations; Police sciences,
Security studies; Homeland and International Security; Criminology; Criminal Law and Legal
sciences, and Criminalistics. I hope you will take advantage of the opportunity the Yearbook offers
for the publication of your research effort.

Sincerely,
Editor of the International Yearbook of the Faculty of Security Studies
Prof. Zhidas Daskalovski

v

Vladimir Ortakovski, PhD
Faculty of Security - Skopje
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MINORITY RIGHTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
AND THE MACEDONIAN SITUATION IN GREECE
ABSTRACT
In the Republic of Macedonia the free expression of the national identity is one of the fundamental
values of the constitutional order and it can be applied during the censuses of the population. The country has
made serious efforts to improve the quality of life of the persons belonging to the “communities not in the
majority”. They enjoy high level of rights in a number of segments of the social and political life (as
members of Parliament or ministers in the Government), in education (the possibility to attend school lessons
in their mother tongue), in the media, in the literature, they are represented on a high level in the army and
the police, etc.
In Greece, which declared itself as an “ethnically homogeneous country”, the Macedonian national
minority does not have any rights. Almost in the whole duration of the 20 th century Macedonians were
subjected to denationalization, assimilation, ethnic cleansing, ethnocide, genocide, especially during the
Second Balkan War in 1913 and the Greek Civil War from 1946 to 1949.
The comparative analysis in the paper leads to conclusion that minority rights in the Republic of
Macedonia are at a significantly higher level in relation to the human rights possessed by members of unrecognized minorities (including Macedonians) in Greece.

1. THE STATUS OF THE COMMUNITIES (MINORITIES) IN THE REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
According to the census of 2002, alongside with 1,297,981 Macedonians (64.2% of a total of
2,022,547 inhabitants) in the Republic of Macedonia also lived 509,083 Albanians (25.2%), 77,959 Turks
(3.9%), 53,879 Roma (2.7%), 35,939 Serbs (1.8%), 17,018 Bosniaks (0.8%), 9,695 Vlachs (0.5%), and
14,887 members of other communities (0.7%). Compared to the 1994 census, the number did not change
significantly for the smaller communities and the Albanian community as the biggest minority community
showed a growth (of 441,104; 22.7% in 1994), while Macedonians were 66.6% in the total population of the
Republic of Macedonia in 1994.
The members of the minorities in the Republic of Macedonia enjoy protection of their ethnic,
cultural, linguistic, and religious identity and are represented in the institutions of the system. The country
has developed mechanisms and instruments for inclusion and co-habitation with different ethnic groups. The
model established for the protection of minority rights in Macedonia is grounded in a historically deeplyrooted feeling of mutual understanding and tolerance in the collective memory of the people, as well as in
standards of the international law and practice in this sphere. Despite occasional interethnic tensions, the
political and legal system in the country is seen as a unique successful model of protection of the minority
rights.
In the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia of 1991, the term “nationality” was used in place
of the internationally accepted term “minority”. With the 2001 Amendments, the term “communities not in
the majority” was introduced. This is expression of the policy that is favourable for minority rights, with the
aim to avoid pejorative meaning of the term “minority”. If you have “minority”, you have also “majority”
and it is possible for their relation to be a subordinate and superior one. If you have a system of minority
rights, including “affirmative action” in favour of minorities, then there is a basis to express your wish
through the used terminology. In this case, the term is not only a form of manifesting, but also it can express
substance of respecting minority rights.

1.1 Status of ethnic communities under the Constitution and the Laws
The 1991 Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia which guarantees the rights and freedoms of
individuals and citizens also contains provisions referring to the rights of the nationalities, aiming to achieve
real equality of their civic status and the protection of their ethnic, cultural, and religious identity. Article 9
states that citizens are equal before the Constitution and the law, that is, “equal in their freedoms and rights,
regardless of sex, race, color of skin, national and social origin, political and religious beliefs, property and
social status” (Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia, 1991; Amendments IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X,
XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVII and XVIII of the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia, 2001).
There are provisions in the Constitution regarding the rights of the nationalities: in the Preamble, as well as
in the normative part of the Constitution, introducing special institutes to take care of cohabitation of
Macedonian people with nationalities.
The free expression of the national identity is one of the fundamental values of the constitutional
order of the Republic of Macedonia contained in article 8 paragraph 2 of the Constitution. Traditionally,
Macedonia provides for nationality in the censuses, which makes possible “the official existence” of persons
belonging to communities. During the census of 2002, in accordance with the Census Law, the census forms
for each community were published bilingually (in Macedonian and in one of the languages of the
communities).
In some amendments of the Constitution from 2001 the term “communities not in the majority” was
used. This not only avoids pejorative meaning of the term “minority”, but also in the New Preamble
(Amendment IV) includes an explicit acknowledgement of “citizens living within its borders who are part of
the Albanian people, the Turkish people, the Vlach people, the Serbian people, the Roma people, the Bosnian
people and others”.
In Amendment VIII it is quoted that “members of communities have the right freely to express,
foster, and develop their identity and community attributes and use their community symbols”. Protection of
ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity of communities is guaranteed. Members of communities
have “the right to establish institutions for culture, art, science and education, as well as scholarly and other
associations for the expression, fostering and development of their identity”. They have “the right to
instruction in their language in primary and secondary education, as determined by the law”. With the aim of
their successful integration in the Macedonian society, it is also their obligation to study Macedonian
language in schools where education is carried out in the language of the community.
Macedonian Constitution provides for minority language rights and provisions for the use of
minority languages at the local level: “The Macedonian language, written using its Cyrillic alphabet, is the
official language in the Republic of Macedonia. Any other language spoken by at least 20 percent of the
population is also an official language, written using its alphabet…” (Amendment V to the Artic le 7). There
are also provisions here regarding official personal documents and communication on municipality level:
“Any official personal documents of citizens speaking an official language other than Macedonian shall also
be issued in that language, in accordance with the law. Any person living in a unit of local self-government
in which at least 20 percent of the population speaks an official language other than Macedonian may use
that official language to communicate with the regional office…”.
Amendment VI establishes a new fundamental value in Macedonia: “equitable representation of
persons belonging to communities in public bodies at all levels and in other areas of public life”.
Article 19 of the Constitution guarantees freedom of religious confession, that is, “the free and public
expression of their religion, individually or in community with others”. In continuation of this Article,
Amendment VII stipulates that, besides the Macedonian Ortodox Church, there are: the Islamic Religious
Community in Macedonia, the Catholic Church, the Evangelical Methodist Church, the Jewish Community
and other religious communities, separate from the state and equal before the law. They are free to establish
schools and other social and charitable institutions, by way of procedures regulated by law.
As a significant element of the Macedonian model for minority rights protection is considered to be
the double majority voting. Amendment X introduced the so called “Badinter principle”, according to which
in the Parliament there is a right for a double voting (or “veto” rule) on laws that concerns minorities’
interests. “For laws that directly affect culture, use of language, education, personal documentation, and use
of symbols, the Assembly makes decisions by a majority vote of the Representatives attending, within which
there must be a majority of the votes of the Representatives attending who belong to communities not in the
majority in the population of Macedonia”. Possible disputes regarding the application of this provision
should be resolved by the Committee on Inter-Community Relations.
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According to Amendment XII, the Assembly established a Committee for Inter-Community
Relations. The Committee consists of 19 members of whom 7 members each are from the ranks of
Macedonians and Albanians within the Assembly, and a member each from among the Turks, Vlachs,
Romas, Serbs and Bosniaks. The Assembly elects the members of the Committee. The Committee considers
issues of inter-community relations in the state and makes appraisals and proposals for their solution. The
Assembly is obliged to take them into consideration and to make decisions regarding them.There are a
number of laws that include provisions guaranteeing minority rights, implementing relevant constitutional
provisions. These are: the Law on Local Self-Government; Law on territorial organization of local selfgovernment in the Republic of Macedonia; Law on prevention and protection against discrimination, Law on
the organization and work of the Public Administration; Law on Members of the Parliament; Law on Identity
Card; Law on the use of a language spoken by at least 20% of the population and in the units of local-self
government and other laws.
1.2 Collective rights of Albanians and minority rights of other communities in Macedonia
Since the Republic of Macedonia became independent in 1991, it has made serious efforts to
improve the quality of life of the minorities living there and to guarantee rights beyond international
requirements. In spite of occasional interethnic tensions and problems, especially with the numerous
Albanian nationality, the spirit of tolerance and dialogue within the framework of the institutions of the
system predominates. Members of the Albanian and other communities enjoy protection of their ethnic,
cultural, linguistic, and religious identities, and they are represented in public institutions. The state also
implements policies of affirmative action with the aim of increasing the representation of the members of the
communities in many areas, such as the police, the army, education, and the judicial system (Ortakovski,
2001).
Political parties of the Albanians in the Republic of Macedonia, first formed in 1990, have been
included in all post-communist Macedonian governments. Twenty-seven Albanians (from two Albanian
parties), two of the Turks, two of the Serbs, one Roma and one Bosniak, out of 123 MPs in the Macedonian
Parliament, won seats in the 2014 parliamentary elections. The governmental coalition, in power since June
2014, gives the DUI (Democratic Union for Integration), party of Albanians in Macedonia, positions of two
deputy prime ministers, five ministers, five deputy ministers, and a proportional share in the management of
the public institutions.
The Albanian community in Macedonia as the most numerous one enjoys special minority rights, in
particular in terms of use of the language. For enjoying language rights at state and local level, the size of the
community has become an important mark. For the collective rights to be exercised by an ethnic community,
a percentage of at least 20% of the population is established. The Albanian community enjoys highly
protected linguistic rights guaranteed by the Macedonian Constitution and regulated by special laws, in first
place, by the Law on the use of a language spoken by at least 20% of the population and in the units of the
local-self-government. This law ascertains the use of the language (spoken by at least 20% of the citizens in
the country) in the Parliament, in the communication with ministries, judicial and administrative
proceedings, enforcement of sanctions, communication with the ombudsman, in electoral processes, issuance
of personal documents, police force, local self-government, finances, economy, education and science,
culture and other areas according to this law 1 . An MP who speaks Albanian language can use that language
during a parliamentary session and in the meeting of the parliamentary working groups. The members of the
Albanian community have a right to communicate and to receive a response in their own language with the
units of local self-government and state administration offices if in that unit at least 20% of the citizens speak
Albanian language.
In the field of education, apart from the equal access to the educational institutions for all citizens,
the members of the communities have the right to education in their mother tongue in elementary and high
schools. To this end, the state guarantees free elementary and secondary school, obligatory for everyone. The
Albanian community in the country has education in its mother tongue up to and including the university
level. They have quotas for entering the universities. In this regards, the Republic of Macedonia received a
positive assessment by the CoE Advisory Committee on the Framework Convention for the Protection of

1

Article 2, para. 2 of the Law on the use of a language spoken by at least 20% of the population and in the units of local
self-government (Andeva, 2012).
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National Minorities in its third opinion on the Republic of Macedonia stating that “a well-developed system
of minority language education exists” in the country 2 .
In the field of the media, many TV and radio stations in Macedonia broadcast full programming in
Albanian. Macedonian Television (MTV) transmits also part time daily in Turkish, and weekly programs in
Aromanian, Roma, and Serbian. The program in Albanian on MTV has been in operation since 1967. Apart
from the state television, there are several hundred private TV stations, some of which transmit programs
entirely in the languages of the communities. Macedonian radio transmits, also, programs in the languages of
the communities. The program in Turkish was introduced in 1945, and the Albanian one in 1948. The
program in Albanian is also transmitted on public local radio stations in a number of municipalities around
the country (Gostivar, Debar, Kichevo, Kumanovo, Struga, and Tetovo), in Turkish in four (Gostivar, Debar,
Struga, and Tetovo), in Roma in two (Kumanovo and Tetovo) and in Aromanian in two municipalities
(Gevgelija and Shtip).
There are numerous Albanian daily newspapers (Flaka e vellazerimit, Fakti, etc.), magazines, and
literature printed in Macedonia. The newspaper Birlik is published in Turkish. There are a number of
newspapers published also in languages of other communities.
2. THE SITUATION WITH MACEDONIANS IN GREECE
The harsh treatment of Macedonians almost during the entire XX century has no precedents in the
Balkans and can be compared with the genocide committed, in different periods, against the Armenians and
Kurds. This was especially the case in the Second Balkan War where the Macedonian people, on whose
territory all battles were waged, had to endure many sacrifices and casualties. There were numerous
examples of genocide against the Macedonian population on the territories occupied by the Greek, Serbian
and Bulgarian armies, and according to the Carnegie Commission, several towns like Voden, Negush, Ber,
Enije-Vardar, Doyran and others, as well as more than 200 villages (170 of which with 17,000 families and
their property in Aegean Macedonia), were totally destroyed and plundered. In June 1913 the Greek army
burned down to the ground the Macedonian town of Kukush (Kilkis) with 1,846 houses, 612 stores, 6
factories, etc. At the same time around 4,000 houses were burned down in the surroundings of Serres. More
than 135,000 Macedonians from the Aegean part of Macedonia, in order to save their bare lives, had to
abandon their towns and became refugees.
2.1 The short-lived recognition of the "Slavic speaking minority" in Greece
The Treaty on Minority Protection with Greece was signed in Sevres on August 19, 1920. This
Treaty, however, was not ratified by Turkey. The Lausanne Treaty which referred to the same questions was
signed on July 24, 1923, and the provisions of both agreements came into force on August 30, 1924.
It is significant that the Council of the League of Nations in 1925 on the basis of the provisions for
the protection of minorities, imposed on the Greek government to undertake concrete measures for the needs
of the "Slavic speaking minority" in connection with education and public religious services. In a situation
when the Protocol had not been accepted by Greece, the Rapporteur of the Council of the League on that
question, Austin Chamberlain attempted to use other means to ensure the protection of the Macedonians in
Greece. For that purpose, the Greek Government was asked the following question:
- What are, in the opinion of the Greek Government, the needs of the Slavic minority in relation to
education and public religious services and what are the special measures it has undertaken, or proposes to
undertake, in order to meet these needs?
The Greek representative, Venizelos, explained the non-existence of schools for the "population of
Macedonia that speaks Slavic" with the need to complete the exchange of population with Bulgaria in order
to see how much of this Slavic community would remain.
With its letter of May 29, 1925 the Greek Government responded that it was undertaking measures
to open schools for the Macedonians in the "Slavic language" from the 1925/1926 school year, and for
religious services for the Macedonians in that language. The letter also stated that "it is absolutely impossible
for the Greek government to allow the position of the minority that speaks a Slavic language to be of any,
even indirect interest whatsoever for Bulgaria". In the exposition of the Greek representative Kaklamanos, at
2

As cited in Report ref. ACFC/ OP/III(2011)001, Advisory Co mmittee on the Framework Convention for the Protection
of National Minorities, Third Opinion on “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” adopted on 30 March 2011,
Strasbourg, December 2011.
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the session of the Council held on June 10, 1925, the Greek government gave assurances that it would
consider in friendly spirit any demand for permission to open private schools and would allow "the subjects
who speak Slavic" to make use of every possible new measure in relation to minority schools (Reports,
1925).
The Greek Government stated that it "studied the means to ensure instruction of adequate teachers to
carry out education in the minority languages". It claimed that "the Slavic speaking minority" does not have
any special needs and enjoys the same privileges as all the other minorities. At the meeting of the Council of
the League of Nations, the Greek representative added that the Ministry of Education had been instructed to
study the measures needed for the implementation of the provisions on education under the Treaty. The
Ministry responded that a corresponding amount will be included in the budget for the following year for the
schools of those that speak Slavic. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, considering that this was not sufficient,
demanded immediately for a special program to be made for opening schools for the Slavic speaking
persons, that steps should be taken for educating the teachers, and that the necessary books should be
prepared and published at the expense of the Greek Government 3 .
As a proof of serious preparation on the part of the Greek Government, copies of the Abecedar
(ABC-Primer) in the Macedonian language intended for the Macedonian students from Aegean Macedonia
(Kushevski, 1987), were presented to the League of Nations. However, Abecedar never reached children of
Macedonian origin living in Greece and they were not able to learn Macedonian from it, because new Greek
government ceased implementation of its minority obligations. Anyhow, Abecedar remains proof that the
League of Nations and the Greek Republican government of the time recognized the Macedonian ethnic
minority in Greece.
2.2 Measures against Macedonians in Greece
Simultaneously with the abovementioned exchange of population, Greece continued with its policies
of denationalization. In 1926, the Greek government issued a decree by which all non-Greek names of towns,
villages, rivers and mountains were replaced with Greek ones (Popovski, 1981). In the 1936-1941 period,
during the Metaxas regime, over 5,000 Macedonians were interned from the regions bordering Yugoslavia,
and after the beginning of the Greek-Italian War in October 1940, some 1,600 Macedonians were interned on
the islands of Tassos and Kephalonia (Apostolski, 1969). During the Greek Civil War in the 1946-1949
period, but also during its brief "first round" (in the winter of 1943-1944) and the "second round" (in
December, 1944), the exodus of many Macedonians and members of the Greek Communist Party to
Yugoslavia and the other Eastern European countries continued. Namely, it is believed that 40% of the
forces of the ELAS controlled by the Communists were Macedonians (Poulton & MLIHRC, 1989). Already
during the Civil War, because it considered the Macedonians as potentially disloyal to the Greek state, on
October 1, 1947 Greece passed the decree for the withdrawal of their citizenship, after which it undertook
steps for their elimination from the country.
According to estimates of the Association of Children Refugees from Aegean Macedonia and the
Red Cross, during the Civil War in Greece 25-30,000 children at the age of 2 to 14 years, most of whom
were Macedonians, were exiled to Yugoslavia or to some of the Eastern European countries. In the period
1946-1949, more than 50,000 Macedonians were forced to emigrate because of the difficult and harsh
reprisals to which they were subjected, and more than 17,000 were killed. Some sources in Macedonia
consider that, today, there are between 250,000 and 350,000 Macedonians in Aegean Macedonia, whereas
other estimates claim that there are about 200,000 members of the Macedonian national minority in Greece.
The Macedonians are more numerous in the Kostur (Kastoria) and Lerin (Florina) regions, as well as in
Voden (Edessa), Kozani, Ber (Veria), Kukush (Kilkis), Serres, etc. (Popovski, 1981, Op. cit.).
On August 23, 1953, Decree No. 2536 was adopted, on colonising the border areas with "new
colonists of a sound national consciousness". In the course of this, the homes of the uprooted Macedonians
were settled with Greeks (Mojsov, 1954). The anti-Macedonian intent of this decree can be seen from the
fact that such measures did not apply to the Turks from western Thrace (Popovski, 1981, Op.cit.). The use of
"Slavo-Macedonian" names and forms was banned in this period, which meant that only Greek forms could
be used for official purposes. With the same decree 2536 from 1953, numerous Macedonians - refugees from
Greece - were deprived of their Greek citizenship and their properties were confiscated.
3
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(Mair, 1928, Op. cit.)
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In the beginning of 1954, the government of Papagos decided to replace the Macedonians from the
public services in Aegean Macedonia. In the border regions, Macedonian farmers were not allowed to leave
their lands. In 1959, the Greek government passed a law on forced giving of a statement of loyalty. In this,
the Greek authorities requested the population in the villages near Lerin (Florina), Kostur (Kastoria) and
Kailari to publicly confirm that they did not speak Macedonian. Such measures led to a large emigration of
Macedonians to Australia and Canada (Andonovski, 1974).
The official denial of the existence of the Macedonian national minority remained a constant of
Greek policy regardless of which government was in power. The military dictatorship in Greece from 1967
to 1974 meant for the Macedonians a deterioration of their position, and brought about their internment or
imprisonment. In 1967 an internal regulation was passed banning the use of the Macedonian language, a
constitutional act depriving the Macedonians of their citizenship, as well as other measures for the
assimilation of Macedonians.
The Greek authorities to this day are intent on accomplishing the aim of assimilating the
Macedonians, through the entire system of education, by not employing in any state job anyone who is a
declared Macedonian, as well as with a new series of laws and acts that are discriminatory in relation to the
Macedonian national minority. Namely, in 1982, with the Decision number 106,841 on the repatriation of
Greek citizens and political refugees, return to Greece was allowed only to "Greeks by origin who during the
civil war of 1946-1949 and because of it had fled abroad as political refugees". That is to say, to those who
were going to renounce their Macedonian identity and accept Greek names. In 1985, Law No. 1540 was
passed with a discriminatory clause that political exiles may reclaim confiscated property only as “Greeks by
origin”, which hindered the realisation of the property rights of Macedonians in Greece (Frchkovski,
Tupurkovski, & Ortakovski, 1995). In 1986, the Government of Papandreou excluded the University of
"Cyril and Methodius" in Skopje from the list of foreign academic institutions whose diplomas it recognized,
with the explanation that instruction at this university was conducted in a language which was not
"internationally recognized".
2.3 Measures against minorities in Greece
In accordance with official Greek data, the total number of all minorities in Greece (Turks, "SlavoMacedonians", Vlachs, Albanians, Bulgarians, and Armenians) is less than 1% of the population. Here, it is
explained that after the exchanges of population between Greece and Turkey and Greece and Bulgaria made
after the Balkan Wars and after the First World War, there was allegedly an insignificant number of Turks,
Slavo-Macedonians and Bulgarians left in Greece (Fisher, 1980). Namely, Greek politics officially advocates
the thesis of Greece being an "ethnically homogeneous country", as it was referred to by the Greek
representative at CSCE in 1974 and it lacks statistical data on its national minorities. Such a stand is
contained also in the Greek Constitution, adopted on June 11, 1975, where national minorities and their
particular rights are given no mention, and only the Greek citizens of Muslim religion (Turks, Pomaks) were
given certain rights. The Greek legal regulations also ignore the existence of other nationalities, except for
the Greek one (Vukas, 1978).
Greece enforced a number of measures in regard to its other minorities directed towards their
denationalization and assimilation. The Turks and Pomaks are treated as second class citizens: large tracts of
land in western Thrace, most of which are militarized regions, were expropriated from the Pomaks and
Turks, and the freedom of movement of the population is considerably limited to a radius of 30 km from
their place of housing; after 1967, members of the institutions of the minority communities were stood down
and replaced by people appointed by the authorities; after 1977, all Turkish place names in Komotini were
replaced with Greek ones, in the course of which the use of the former names for official purposes, was
banned under the threat of penalties or even imprisonment; it was forbidden to cite the Turkish name in
brackets, after the Greek names, and to use the adjective "Turkish" in the names of minority associations.
Under the threat of deportation they were forced to change their names into Greek ones. In the area of
education in Greece, instruction in Turkish is continually on the decline.
Even though the Vlachs, who inhabited the P indus region since the Middle Ages, and who until the
Second World War enjoyed autonomy within the framework of Greece, enjoy today certain cultural rights
(they have active cultural associations and publish a newspaper), for the Greek authorities they represent
"Greeks who speak an unusual dialect". Towards the end of the XIX century they were massacred by Greek
nationalists, and their villages and churches were burned. Especially at the time of the military junta in
Greece from 1967 to 1974, Vlachs were even imprisoned when they were found to speak in their own
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language. Official Greek policy considers Greeks all those who use Greek as "their language of everyday
use" (even when it is not their mother tongue), which reduces considerably the number of Vlachs who,
otherwise, according to their religious affiliation are Orthodox Christians (which means that they are treated
as Greeks-Orthodox Christians).
The "successful" implementation of these policies also led to partial assimilation, both of the Vlachs
and Albanians in Greece. A considerable part of the Albanian minority in Greece professes the Orthodox
religion and just as in the case with the other Orthodox minorities in Greece, it is hellenized by means of the
Greek control over the education system. If only three generations ago there were many Albanians in Attica,
Beotica, southern Eubea, and the section of Plaka in Athens was an Albanian quarter, with their own courts
where the Albanian language was used, it seems that today they have been assimilated in considerable
numbers into the Greek nation.
2.4 Macedonian ethnic revival in Northern Greece
Since the late 1980s there has been a Macedonian ethnic revival in much of Northern Greece. In
1990 "Macedonian Movement for Balkan Prosperity" (MAKIVE) was formed, and in 1993 this group held
the first "All Macedonian Congress" in Greece. The bilingual Macedonian and Greek language s, "Ta
Moglena" newspaper was first put into print in 1989, and although restricted to the Moglena region had a
readership of 3,000. In 1989 the first attempts at establishing a "House of Macedonian Civilisation" in
Florina began. MAKIVE participated in the 1993 local elections and received 14 percent of the vote in the
Florina Prefecture (See more in Poulton, 2000). According to a study by anthropologist Ricki van
Boeschoten, 64% of the inhabitants of 43 villages in the Florina area were Macedonian-language speakers. In
January 1994, Rainbow (Vinozhito) was founded as the political party to represent the ethnic Macedonian
minority. At the European Parliament election of 1994 the party received 7,263 votes and polled 5.7% in the
Florina district. The party opened its offices in Florina on September 6, 1995. The opening of the office
faced strong hostility and that night the offices had been ransacked. In 1997 the "Zora" first began to be
published. In 1998 the Second All-Macedonian congress was held in Florina.
In 2001 the first Macedonian Ortodox Church in Greece was founded in the Aridalia region. In 2002
the "Loza" magazine went into print. In the following years several Macedonian-language radio stations
were established, however many including "Makedonski Glas" (Macedonian Voice), were shut down by
Greek authorities. During this period ethnic Macedonians such as Kostas Novakis began to record and
distribute music in the native Macedonian dialects. Ethnic Macedonian activists reprinted the language
primer Abecedar, in attempt to encourage further use of the Macedonian language. However, the lack of
Macedonian-language literature has left many young ethnic Macedonian students dependent on textbooks
from the Republic of Macedonia.
Another ethnic Macedonian organisation, the Educational and Cultural Movement of Edessa, was
formed in 2009. Based in Edessa, the group focuses on promoting ethnic Macedonian culture, through the
publication of books and CD's, whilst also running Macedonian-language courses and teaching the
Macedonian Cyrilic alphabet. Since then Macedonian-language courses have been extended to include
Florina and Salonica.
In early 2010 several Macedonian-language newspapers (“Zadruga” and "Nova Zora") were put into
print for the first time. The estimated readership of Nova Zora is 20,000, whilst that of Zadruga is
considerably smaller. The "Krste Petkov Misirkov Foundation" was established in 2009, which aims to
establish a museum dedicated to ethnic Macedonians of Greece, whilst also cooperating with other
Macedonian minorities in neighbouring countries. The foundations aim at cataloguing ethnic Macedonian
culture in Greece along with promoting the Macedonian language. In 2010 another group of ethnic
Macedonians were elected to office, including the mayor of Meliti, Pando Ashlakov. Ethnic Macedonians
have also been elected as mayors in the towns of Vevi, Pappagiannis, Neochoraki and Achlada.
2.5 Greek policy towards the Republic of Macedonia and Macedonians after 1991
With the dissolution of the former Yugoslav Federation in 1991, the Republic of Macedonia declared
independence on 17 September 1991, following a referendum on September 8, 1991. After the adoption of
the new Constitution, on 17 November 1991 the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia on 19 December
1991 adopted a further declaration seeking wider international recognition as a sovereign and independent
State.
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The Republic of Greece refused to recognize the Republic of Macedonia under that name, explaining
that the use of this name expounds territorial aspirations to parts of Greek Macedonia. The invocation of the
historical principle as a basis for Greek opposition to the sovereignty of the Republic of Macedonia and to
the use of the name Macedonia, from the aspect of international law makes use of absurd argumentation. By
exerting pressure on the Republic of Macedonia, Greece imposed an undeclared, severe commercial
blockade in the autumn of 1992 and closed its border with Macedonia on February 17, 1994, with the aim of
causing great economic damage, degrading its infrastructure and getting its northern neighbor "on its knees".
The economic blockades against the Republic of Macedonia which, in connection with its geographical
position after the disintegration of SFR Yugoslavia, blocked all traffic to and from Salonika (the closest port
linking the Republic of Macedonia to the international economy) and all along the Greek-Macedonian
border, were meant to bring about serious economic consequences for the northern neighbor and in
connection with that, increased dramatic social and inter-ethnic tensions. They coincided with the UN trade
sanctions against neighboring Serbia, which increased cumulatively the difficulties of the Republic of
Macedonia (See for example in Bourne, 1993).
Faced with the Greece’s blockade, Macedonia adopted two amendments on its Constitution in
January 1992: Amendment 1: “The Republic of Macedonia has no territorial pretensions towards any
neighboring state”. “The borders of the Republic of Macedonia can only be changed in accordance with the
Constitution and on the principle of the free will, as well as in accordance with the generally accepted
international norms”. Amendment 2: “In the exercise of this concern the Republic will not interfere in the
sovereign rights of other states or in their internal affairs” (Amendments I and II of the Constitution of the
Republic of Macedonia, 1992).
The Arbitration Commission, chaired by Robert Badinter, 4 in its Opinion No.6 emphasized that
“Macedonia has renounced all territorial claims of any kind in unambiguous statements binding in the
international law; and that the use of the name “Macedonia” cannot therefore imply any territorial claim
against another State… (Grant, 1999)”.
Greek policy towards the Macedonians in the country has not changed after 1991. The Macedonian
Sidiropoulos was brought to court in Greece four times, for stating at the Committee for Human Rights of
CSCE in Copenhagen that a Macedonian national minority exists in Greece! On 15 September 1998,
Greece’s Macedonian minority party "Vinozhito" ("Rainbow") went on trial for the crime of having hanged
up on its office an inscription with the name of their party both in Greek and in Macedonian, the mother
tongue of its members. According to the indictment against four Rainbow leaders, the use of that language
“caused and incited mutual hatred among the citizens, so that common peace was disturbed on September 6,
1995 (Ortakovski, 2000).”
The European Court of Human Rights on 10 July 1998 delivered a judgment that should have been
important for Macedonians living in Greece. In the case of Sidiropoulos and Others v. Greece the Court
decided that Greece violated their right to freedom of association, as guaranteed by Article 11 of the
Convention for Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Courts in Greece 5 refused the
application for registration of non-profit making association "Home of Macedonian Civilization" (Stegi
Makedonikou Politismou) with headquarters in Lerin (Florina), because its alleged aim is to promote the
ideas of the existence of a Macedonian national minority in Greece, which is contrary to the Greek law and
national interests. The Greek suspicion that the association undermines the country's territorial integrity has
no ground in the objects of the latter for “the cultural, intellectual and artistic development of its members
and of the inhabitants of Florina and... for the promotion and development of folk culture”. 6 Unfortunately,
subsequent Greek court decisions have failed to confirm the European Court judgment.
4

The Arbitration Co mmission was established by EC Council of M inisters on August 1991, to provide legal advice on
matters resulting fro m the dissolution of the former Yugoslavia, including applications for recognition made by former
Yugoslav States. The Commission recommended that the European Community accept Macedonia’s request for
recognition. In its Opinion No.6 the Co mmission took the view that “the Republic of Macedonia fulfils the necessary
conditions in the Guidelines on the Recognition of New States in Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union and the
Declaration on Yugoslavia adopted by the Council of the European Co mmun ities on December 1991”.
5
The application for registration of a non-profit making association "Home of Macedonian Civilization" was submitted
by Sidiropoulos and 55 other members of Macedonian national minority in Lerin (Florina), on 18 April 1990, to the
Florina Court of First Instance. It was refused by this Court, on 9 August 1990, as well as by the Salonica Court of
Appeal, on 7 September 1990, and by the Court of Cassation, on 20 June 1991.
6
According to clause 2 of the Memorandum of the Association, its objects are: "the cultural, intellectual and artistic
development of its members and of the inhabitants of Florina and the fo stering of a spirit of cooperation, solidarity and
love between them", as well as "the preservation of intellectual and art istic endeavours and traditions and of the
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Despite being convicted for violation of freedom of association by the ECHR, Greece blocked the
attempts by Sidiropoulos and six other applicants, who claim to be of Macedonian ethnic origin and to have a
Macedonian national consciousness, to register Home of Macedonian Civilization. The Court of First
Instance in Florina issued its decision on December 19, 2003, rejecting the application by the Home of
Macedonian Civilisation because “the recognition of such an organization contains a direct danger to the
public order and provides an opportunity … to fabricate a historically non-existent ‘Macedonian nation’
(Greek Helsinki Monitor, 2003)”.
What have been the motives for such a Greek policy towards the Republic of Macedonia, from the
point of view of Greece’s position towards Macedonians and other ethnic minorities in the country?
One of the elements for the answer lies in the internal consequences from the recognition of the
Macedonian state. If the Greek government recognized the state under that name, it would have to recognize
the ethnic identity of the large Macedonian population that still lives in northern Greece, to accept that
Greece is not nationally homogeneous, but actually a multinational country, with all the potential political
consequences, as well as to accept European regulations on the treatment of minorities and the protection of
their cultural rights. The Greeks also feared the effects that they may have on two other Greek border regions
with the "threat" of ethnic minorities: in Thrace, which borders Turkey, in connection with the Turkish
minority; in northern Epirus, for which there is a historical dispute with Albania, with an Albanian minority
on the Greek side and a Greek minority on the Albanian side of the border (See more extensively in
Woodward, 1995). It is obvious that behind the "dispute" over the name of the northern neighbor lurk for
Greece much more practical questions about its obligations towards the members of the Macedonian national
minority and in the compensation for their confiscated properties that follow from the international standards
expected of a member state of the European Union.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has analyzed the situation of Macedonians in Greece (and of other minorities in this
country) in comparison with the rights and protection enjoyed by “communities not in the majority”
(minorities) in the Republic of Macedonia. The discussion can be concluded with putting these two countries
into appropriate type of state policies toward the minorities, and also with finding out the level of pressure to
which minorities have been subjected in Greece and Macedonia 7 . Namely, state policies toward the
minorities could be classified into five basic types: (1) states that negated the existence of minorities and
proclaim their nation to be ethnically pure; (2) states that tolerated the existence of minorities, but refused to
put in force special legal treatment for their protection (i.e., they placed the protection of their rights within
the framework of the protection of human rights and freedoms equally for all citizens); (3) states that
recognized the existence of minorities on their territory; (4) states that recognized the existence of minorities
and protected their rights with special norms (i.e., collective rights); (5) states where minorities realized their
rights and enjoyed separate autonomous territorial status.
Minorities have been subjected to different kinds of pressure in the countries where they live: a)
discrimination, when they are placed in a subordinate status in all spheres of life because of their ethnic,
religious, or linguistic differences from the majority population; b) economic inferiority, when the financial
interests of the minority are systematically ignored; c) psychological pressure, from a series of measures
taken against members of minorities, including settlement of the majority population on the territory where
the minority lives; d) ethnocide, with the radical implementation of the destruction of the language or the
culture of the national, racial, or religious group, with a ban on the use of the language in daily contacts or in
schools, a ban on the publication or distribution of printed material in the language of the group, and
destruction or a ban on the use of libraries, museums, schools, and historical institutions of the group; e)
genocide, when, with the intent of fully or partially destroying a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group, a
series of synchronized attacks is waged against different facets of life, on the political, social, cultural,
economic and biological planes, in the course of which members of the group are killed or serious violations
of their physical or mental integrity occur, and difficult living conditions are created in order to achieve their
total or partial destruction.

civilisation's monu ments and, more generally, the pro motion and development of (their) fol k culture (Sidiropoulos and
others v. Greece, 1998)".
7
For a classification of state policies toward the minorit ies as well as of different kinds of pressure against minorit ies in
the countries where they live (Ortakovski, 2000).
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Greece. As the preceding analysis shows, Greece’s policy toward minorities is denying the existence
of minorities and proclamation that Greece is “ethnically homogeneous country”. There are no statistical data
concerning minorities in Greece. Macedonians are not recognized, and have been subjected to all kinds of
pressure, including denationalization, ethnic cleansing, ethnocide and genocide, especially during the Second
Balkan War 1913 and the Greek Civil War in 1946-1949. So, Greece’s state policy toward Macedonians and
minorities belongs to type (1); Macedonians have been subjected to all kinds of above mentioned pressure
(a) – (e). It should be noted that Greece belongs to a small number of countries that d id not ratify the
Framework Convention for Protection of National Minorities adopted by the Council of Europe on
November 10, 1994, and came into force on February 1, 1998 8 , which is the first legally binding multilateral
text for the protection of national minorities.
The Republic of Macedonia not only recognizes minorities and their rights in the country (using the
term “communities not in the majority” in order to avoid pejorative meaning of the term “minority”), but
also is developing a system of minority rights including affirmative action in favour of minorities. The free
expression of the national identity, as one of the fundamental values of the Constitution, makes possible “the
official existence” of persons belonging to communities. They have a right freely to express, foster and
develop their identity and community attributes, as well as the right to establish institutions for culture, art,
science and education, scholarly and other associations. The Macedonian model of minority rights includes
affirmative action in favour of communities and there are collective rights enjoyed by Albanian and other
communities in the country, such as: equitable representation of persons belonging to communities in public
institutions; provision that any language spoken by at least 20 percent of the population is also, alongside
Macedonian, an official language; the double majority voting, (so-called “Badinter principle”), according to
which in the Parliament there is a right for members of communities to put “veto” o n laws that concern their
interests); establishment of a Committee for Inter-Community Relations in the Parliament. So, the state
policy of the Republic of Macedonia is that it recognizes the existence of minorities and protects their rights
with special norms, i.e. collective rights (type 4).
Macedonia signed (on April 10, 1997) and ratified (on February 1, 1998) the Framework Convention
for Protection of the National Minorities. The protection of the minorities in the country is on a higher level
than it is stipulated in the Convention. From the presented evidence the conclusion can be drawn that the
rights of the minorities (“communities not in the majority”) in the Republic of Macedonia are to a significant
degree higher than human rights which enjoy members of un-recognized minorities (including Macedonians)
in Greece.

8

Greece only signed, on September 22, 1997, the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities. 39
states, out of 47 member states of the Council of Europe, ratified the Convention. Only Greece - Belgiu m, Iceland, and
Lu xembourg signed this Convention. France, Turkey, Andora and Monaco did not even sign the Convention.
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THE OSCE CONCEPT OF COMPREHENSIVE AND CO-OPERATIVE
SECURITY
ABSTRACT
The subjects of the international order that have gained more importance and authority in the recent
decades have been the international organizations with competence in the field of security and defense. The
first place in terms of development and active role in maintaining international peace and the overall security
is hold by the organizations that stretch in the Euro-Atlantic region. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO), the European Union (EU) and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
are the three most important organizations in the Euro-Atlantic region that have shaped world history
through their commitments in the framework of maintaining peace, security and stability. Their
commitments have been with different characteristics and in accordance with the characteristics of the
international order, and the scope of intervention and goals to be achieved. The concepts of security refer to
different sets of issues and have their origins in different historical and philosophical context. The end of the
Cold War made the concept of security one of the most disputed concepts in the international relations.
The OSCE is characterized above all by its multidimensional understanding of security. According to this
conception, security comprises three interdependent dimensions: the political / military dimension, the
economic and environmental dimension, and the human dimension. The OSCE is active on all three levels,
with the economic and environmental dimension being the least developed. Europe’s security architecture
has changed, and the OSCE has become less attractive as a consequence. Why OSCE lost its relevance?
What are the prospects and potentials of the OSCE? The paper begins with an outline of the genesis of the
CSCE and its transformation into the OSCE. The paper then proceeds to analyze the OSCE concept of
comprehensive and cooperative security. Finally, a brief survey of the OSCE record of achievements is
provided.
Key words: CSCE, OSCE, comprehensive and co-operative security.
1. INTRODUCTION
The OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe) is the largest regional security
organisation. Its aim is to ensure security and peace in the Euro-Atlantic region. It brings together 56
member states from Europe, North America, and Asia, in addition to 12 cooperation partners from Asia,
Australia, and the Mediterranean. Formerly known as the CSCE (Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe), the OSCE was originally set in motion by the Helsinki Final Act (HFA) of 1975. 9 Signed by 35
member states, including most of the eastern and western European states, Canada, and the United States, the
HFA served to regulate the process of détente between East and West. Following the Cold War, the OSCE
has been expected to function as a security organization to prevent conflict, and to promote democracy in the
former Eastern Bloc.
From its inception, the CSCE served as an international body whose sphere covered military,
economic and human dimensions. The OSCE views security as comprehensive and takes action in three
“dimensions”: the politico-military, the economic and environmental, and the human. It therefore addresses a
wide range of security-related concerns, including arms control, confidence-and security-building measures,
human rights, national minorities, democratization, policing strategies, counter-terrorism and economic and
environmental activities. The OSCE is active on all three levels, with the economic and environmental
dimension being the least developed.
The OSCE connects the Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian regions. It is the only European security
organisation in which both the US and Russia are full members. Its broad membership base, along with its
consensus-based decision-making, comprehensive understanding of security, and experience as a platform
9

1 Institutionalised by the Charter of Paris for a New Eu rope (November 1990), the CSCE was retrospectively renamed
the ‘OSCE’ as fro m 1 January 1995.
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for dialog and action provide the OSCE with a potentially important position within the European security
architecture. But, despite the initially encouraging signs of an increased convergence of security interests
between East and West, the OSCE did not become the nucleus of a pan-European security framework after
the Cold War.
Europe’s security architecture has changed, and the OSCE has become less attractive as a
consequence. Why OSCE lost its relevance? What are the prospects and potential of the OSCE? The paper
begins with an outline of the genesis of the CSCE and its transformation into the OSCE and then it proceeds
to analyse the OSCE concept of comprehensive and cooperative security. Finally, a brief survey of the OSCE
record of achievements is provided.
2. THE ORIGINS AND THE NATURE OF THE OSCE10 - AN ORGANISATION SUI
GENERIS
As indicated by the name, the CSCE was not an organization but a process of ‘conference
diplomacy’. The CSCE process was launched during the détente phase of the Cold War in the early
seventies, this being a time when both East and West had come to realize that they had to co-exist for an
indefinite period, and that this co-existence had better be peaceful. The latter was far from inevitable given
the huge concentration of weapons, conventional as well as nuclear, on European soil. A series of
conferences served to enumerate principles on which Eastern (Warsaw-pact) states and the Western states
could agree. After two years of negotiations in a series of conferences in Geneva and Helsinki, the Helsinki
Final Act was signed by the 35 OSCE Heads of State or Government (33 European, plus the United States
and Canada) on August 1, 1975. The CSCE process was set in motion. The CSCE established an East - West
dialog during the Cold War and played an important role as a facilitator of a transition from a high-tension
Cold War between East and West to a détente for which the main parties (i.e. the two superpowers and their
respective allies) were now well prepared. It was the result of a compromise: The Western powers accepted
the territorial status quo in Europe (integrity of borders and the principle of non-interference in domestic
affairs), while the Eastern bloc accepted the human dimension of security (human rights, fundamental
freedoms) as a legitimate topic for negotiations.
The three 'baskets' formed the core of the Helsinki Final Act. Basket One: Security (Inviolability of
Borders, Confidence building, Disarmament), Basket Two: Cooperation (Economics, Science, Technology),
Basket Three: Human issues (Human contacts, Information, Culture, Education). The Soviet Union was,
from the very beginning, primarily interested in Basket One, as its contents would legalize its territorial gains
from World War II, and Poland had an interest in securing its new border (the Oder-Neiβe) with Germany.
Besides Basket One, the Eastern bloc was also interested in Basket Two, hoping that economic collaboration
would provide it with access to Western technologies. The West was not particu larly interested in Baskets
One or Two, but mainly in the contents of Basket Three, which it hoped would gradually lead to a
liberalization, perhaps even democratization, of the communist regimes.
Today, these 'baskets' are usually referred to as the OSCE's three 'dimensions', which are as follows:
 The political and military dimension,
 The economic and environmental dimension,
 The human dimension.
The OSCE is active on all three levels, with the economic and environmental dimension being the
least developed. The political and military dimension (Basket I) includes a wide variety of measures and
instruments such as arms control, disarmament, border management, counter-terrorism, conflict prevention
and mediation, police training, and the establishment of confidence-building measures (e.g., information
exchange, inspections). Arms control has all along occupied a central position. It may be subdivided into
‘functional’ and ‘structural arms control’, the former referring to the activities of the armed forces a nd the
latter to their size, composition and deployment. Security basket issues are focused primarily on a set of
principles to govern relations among states in the realm of security and on specific "confidence -building
measures" (CBMs) – first in the Helsinki Final Act of 1975 and subsequently in the Stockholm document of
1986 and the Vienna documents of 1990 and 1999 – as obligations to invite each other’s representatives to
observe military exercises above a certain size; to announce exercises well in advance; and to provide a
calendar of such maneuvers combined with a ban on nonscheduled exercises or other re-deployments of
10
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forces. The latter set of measures is sometimes referred to as ‘confidence- and security-building measures’
(CSBMs), but the distinction between the two is rather blurred. 11
The economic and environmental dimension (Basket II) issues concerned cooperation in the fields of
economics, science and technology, and the environment. Activities in the economic and environmental
dimension include the monitoring of developments in this area among the participating States, with the aim
of alerting them to any threat of conflict, and assisting in the creation of economic and environmental
policies and related incentives to promote security in the OSCE region. The economic dimension has
remained the neglected child of the OSCE because the overwhelming majority of the participating States
view its role just as a political ‘catalyst’ for the activities of more specialized and endowed organizations
than the OSCE. Its most blatant shortcomings include non-deliverance of operational services, insufficient
integration to conflict management, inaction of the environmental component, absence of a basic normative
instrument setting guidelines for intergovernmental cooperation, etc. Such shortcomings could not be
addressed without the injection of a critical mass of human and financial resources – an unwelcome
perspective for practically all OSCE States.
The commitments made by the OSCE participating States in the human dimension (Basket III) aim
to ensure full of democracy by building, strengthening and protecting democratic institutions; and to promote
tolerance throughout the OSCE area. The OSCE activities in this field are based on a massive and complex
network of normative commitments including the panoply of fundamental human rights, the protection of
vulnerable groups and the promotion of the rule of law. At the operational level, the human dimension
delivers assistance to democratization and, especially, monitoring of free and fair elections as well as
electoral assistance.
The Helsinki Final Act acknowledges as one of its ten guiding principles 12 the principle of “respect
for human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the freedom of thought, conscious, religion or belief”.
This constitutes a milestone in the history of human rights protection. For the first time, human rights
principles were included as an explicit and integral element of the regional security framework on the same
basis as politico-military and economic issues. This acknowledgement has been reinforced by numerous
follow-up documents. There is no hierarchy among these principles, and no government can claim they have
to establish political or economic security before addressing human r ights and democracy. It is the OSCE
view that a free society allowing everyone to fully participate in public life is a safeguard against conflict and
instability. The three dimensions differ in terms of institutional resources, as well as visibility and
achievements.13 Whereas the human dimension appears as the most performing and high-profile, the
economic dimension is the less productive – with the politico-military dimension occupying a middle-of-theroad position.
Since its beginnings, the OSCE has followed a process approach. The Helsinki Final Act provides
for regular follow-up conferences and meetings. Until 1990 there were no formal institutions. Even now, a
strong emphasis is placed on the process-aspects. The OSCE process consists of the convening by the
participating states of periodic inter-governmental conferences, meetings, and consultations to discuss the
relations between the participating states, based on the principles of sovereignty and equality. This is very
important for understanding the OSCE human rights framework. First, it means that there is a forum for
discussing the implementation of the standards agreed in previous meetings. Second, it has led to a set of
successive OSCE documents specifying and elaborating the human dimension commitments adopted in past
documents.14 Until the adoption of the Charter of Paris for a New Europe, the institutional structure was very
limited; no secretariat existed, the country hosting a meeting made the agenda, consulted all participants and
11
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provided services. At the OSCE summit in Paris in 1990, the “Charter for a New Europe” was signed to
mark the transition from the politics of the Cold War. The OSCE took on a permanent structure with a small
secretariat and formally became the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe at the Budapest
summit in 1994. The concept was to make it a “light” organization without a strong central bureaucracy, but
with a mechanism that could oversee an increasing level of activity. Like other OSCE documents, the
Budapest declaration was adopted by consensus but did not take the form of a treaty requiring ratification by
member states. Thus the OSCE, unlike NATO or the United Nations, had no formal legal “personality” that
would give it standing in international law.
The OSCE institutions are relatively weak . Since the Paris Charter, the countries agreed to hold
high-level meetings on a more regular basis; generally, there is a meeting of Heads of State or Government
every two years while the Foreign Ministers meet annually in the Ministerial Council, the main decisionmaking body.
A Forum on Security Cooperation (FSC) is also located in Vienna and deals with arms control and
confidence-building measures stemming from the Stockholm Conference of 1984-1985 and the limitations
on the Conventional Forces in Europe. The political leadership of the OSCE is entrusted to the Chairpersonin-Office (CiO), who is a Foreign Minister from the country holding the OSCE’s chairmanship. This position
rotates every year. Together with the predecessor and the appointed successor, the chairperson forms the
Troika tasked with ensuring continuity. Day-to-day political guidance comes from the CiO’s representative
in Vienna, who is the Chairperson of the Permanent Council. The OSCE Parliamentary Assembly,
headquartered in Copenhagen, brings together parliamentarians from OSCE member states and supports
democratic reforms throughout the region.
The general policy guidance comes from the annual Ministerial Council, a gathering of Foreign
Ministers of all participating states, and from periodic summits. These bodies carry out the normative
function of the OSCE and the setting of standards and goals that should be adhered to by European states.
While these normative acts are not legally binding, and are often ignored by governments, over time they
have a clear cumulative effect. To help the OSCE to fulfil its mandate, the Organization has developed
several specialized institutions. Important specialised institutions are the OSCE High Commissioner on
National Minorities (HCNM) in The Hague, the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
(ODIHR) in Warsaw and the Representative on Freedom of the Media in Vienna.
3. THE OSCE CONCEPT OF COMPREHENSIVE AND CO-OPERATIVE SECURITY
Since its beginnings in the early 1970s, the OSCE was the first security organization that conceived
and adopted a concept of comprehensive and co-operative security, which the participating countries have
reaffirmed in major documents and decisions taken since the Helsinki Final Act15 . While revolutionary at the
time, and still innovative today, the OSCE’s unique approach to security is a crucial part of its record of
achievements. This approach to security has allowed the OSCE to manage change in Europe from one
century to the next. Namely, the OSCE has taken a broad and comprehensive approach to security that has
encompassed three complementary dimensions (initially the ‘three baskets’), all of which are viewed as
equally important. Closely related to the comprehensive nature of security is the OSCE’s co-operative
approach to security, which rests on the underlying premise that security is indivisible — meaning that cooperation is beneficial to all participating countries while the insecurity in and / or of one country can a ffect
the well-being of all. Moreover, co-operative security comprises the notion of OSCE co-operation with other
international organizations and institutions and OSCE Partners for Co-operation. The various aspects of
security are viewed as interconnected and interdependent.
The so-called Final Act (Helsinki Summit, August 1975) is the founding document of the
Organization, which outlined for the first time the major principles and commitments that guided the work of
the CSCE and, later, the OSCE. 16 The Final Act recognizes the “indivisibility of security in Europe”; the
close link between security in Europe and the world, including the Mediterranean region; the complementary
nature of political and military aspects of security; the security interests of all participating countries on the
basis of sovereign equality; and the importance of the development of co-operation among the participating
countries in all fields.
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In the Charter of Paris for a New Europe (Paris Summit, November 1990) the participating countries
emphasized that “security is indivisible and the security of every participating country is inseparably linked
to that of all the others”.
The 1992 Helsinki Document - the Challenges of Change upheld the notion of indivisible and
comprehensive security, and the participating countries agreed to make the CSCE more operational and
effective. Regarding “the management of change”, the participating countries noted that their “approach is
based on our comprehensive concept of security as initiated in the Final Act.”
The Lisbon Declaration on a Common and Comprehensive Security Model for Europe for the
Twenty-First Century (Lisbon Summit, December 1996) outlines the security challenges facing the
participating countries and the possibilities for co-operative approaches in meeting them. The Declaration
reaffirms that European security requires the widest co-operation and co-ordination among the participating
countries and European and transatlantic organizations. It states that the OSCE is the inclusive and
comprehensive organization for consulting, decision-making and co-operation in its region and a regional
arrangement under Chapter VIII of the United Nations Charter. As such it is particularly well suited as a
forum to enhance co-operation and complementarity among such organizations and institutions. The OSCE
will act in partnership with them, in order to respond effectively to threats and challenges in its area.17
The Charter for European Security (Istanbul Summit 1999) takes a number of important strides in
strengthening the OSCE’s ability to prevent conflicts as well as its capacity to settle conflicts and rehabilitate
societies ravaged by war and destruction. In addition to listing a number of challenges in the OSCE area
(such as armed conflicts, international terrorism, organized crime, and economic and environmental
problems), the Charter for European Security seeks to contribute to the formation of a common and
indivisible security space free of dividing lines and zones with different levels of security. A further integral
part of the Charter for European Security is the ‘Platform for Co-operative Security’ a two-page operative
document outlining the principles and modalities for working together with other international and regional
organizations and avoiding duplication. The Platform aimed at strengthening co-operation between the
OSCE and other international organizations and institutions on the basis of equality, shared values, and the
mutually reinforcing nature of their relationships. Also, the Platform includes modalities for the OSCE and
the other international organizations and institutions to work co-operatively in a spirit of partnership and on a
case-by-case basis in response to a specific crisis as well as to new risks and challenges. Since then, the
OSCE has increasingly worked in concert with external partners, including the United Nations, the European
Union, the Council of Europe, NATO, and many other international, regional and sub-regional organizations
and institutions. Co-operation ranges from high-level political dialogue to joint projects in the field.
The OSCE entered the 21st century as a consolidated organization with structures and institutions and
a set of consensus-based decisions and agreements. The Organization began to address more specifically new
security threats and challenges. This became cumulatively reflected in the Maastricht 2003 OSCE Strategy to
Address Threats to Security and Stability in the Twenty-First Century18 . In the Maastricht Strategy the
participating States acknowledged that, in the 21st century, security throughout the OSCE area is
increasingly jeopardized by threats that defy categorization into any one of the OSCE dimensions. Thus, the
Maastricht Strategy recognizes that “threats to security and stability in the OSCE region are today more
likely to arise as negative, destabilizing consequences of developments that cut across the political-military,
economic and environmental and human dimensions, than from any major armed conflict”. 19
In particular the Maastricht Strategy stipulates that the OSCE, with its broad membership and “its
multidimensional concept of common, comprehensive, co-operative and indivisible security” 20 is particularly
well-equipped to address the qualitatively new security challenges that have emerged in the recent years. The
Maastricht Strategy also calls for the continued search for negotiated solutions to unresolved conflicts in the
OSCE area. In addition, the document underlines that present-day factors affecting security and stability are
rarely limited to the OSCE area. It states that co-ordination between all relevant organizations is essential
because no single state or organization is capable, on its own, to address these challenges.
The Declaration recognizes that the OSCE, as the most inclusive and comprehensive regional security
organization in the Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian area, continues to provide a unique forum, operating on the
17
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basis of consensus and the sovereign equality of States, for promoting open dialogue, preventing and settling
conflicts, building mutual understanding and fostering co-operation. OSCE is determined to work to fully
realize the vision of a comprehensive, co-operative and indivisible security community throughout the shared
OSCE area.
4. A RECORD OF ACHIEVEMENT
Over the past forty years, the OSCE participating countries have developed a comprehensive body of
shared standards and agreed commitments, which provide the basis for co-operation covering the politicalmilitary, human, and the economic and environmental dimensions.
The Helsinki Final Act of 1975 represented a magna carta for détente, laying down guidelines for
relations between the participating countries, as well as within them. Despite a loose structure, the CSCE
brought two antagonistic alliance systems into an enduring framework of peaceful co-operation and
dialogue, where neutral and nonaligned countries also played a key mediating role. The CSCE pioneered
confidence and security building measures, embodying the principle of ‘cooperative security’ where the
security of one country is inherently linked to that of all other countries. The Decalogue of principles agreed
in the Helsinki Final Act also internationalised human rights as a legitimate question for multilateral
discussion. This Decalogue was an inspiration for the civil society throughout the OSCE area, especially
Eastern Europe.
The end of the Cold War allowed co-operation to replace confrontation in the East-West relations.
Initiated with the 1990 Charter for a New Europe, the participating States set the CSCE on a new course that
would transform it from a venue for political dialogue into an organisation, equipped with permanent
institutions, field operations and other operational capabilities to match new requirements for security in the
post-Cold War world. In addition to the continuous work on confidence-building measures and arms control,
the OSCE assumed new responsibilities in supporting the political transitions of the Central and Eastern
European and the Eurasian states. The eruption of intra-state armed conflicts threatened stability inside the
OSCE space, with fault lines between states quickly overshadowed by tensions within them. The primary
task of the CSCE in the 1990s was no longer to act as a forum for dialogue between two opposing military
alliances, but to provide early warning, conflict prevention, crisis management and post-conflict
rehabilitation. 21
In the process, the OSCE evolved organically rather than strategically, with needs and challenges
leading the way. The result is a rather unique regional organisation. The OSCE is no longer a travelling
conference. It is neither a military alliance nor an economic union, but rather a voluntary association of
states, accompanied by Partner countries for Co-operation in the Mediterranean and Asia, united around the
aim of building security based on shared values and common principles.
The strength of the OSCE today lies in a combination of features. First, the OSCE remains the most
inclusive forum spanning the Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian areas. All states across wider Europe are
represented in the OSCE, based on the principle of sovereignty and equality enshrined by the rule of
consensus in decision-making. 22 This decision-making system represents a guarantee for the participating
States and has also become, despite its difficulty, an encouragement to peer cooperation. The decisions of the
participating countries are also politically rather than legally binding, providing considerable flexibility to
the Organisation. 23 This feature has enhanced the willingness of the countries to expand the topics on their
common agenda, to broaden the scope of their commitments and to enhance OSCE capacities for
implementation and monitoring. While no legal obligations are placed on countries through their OSCE
commitments, a process of peer review among equals has fostered an impressive record of implementation.
In addition, the OSCE has developed a solid set of institutions that play an active day-to-day role in
managing tensions and creating trust among the participating countries. Whether through the OSCE
Secretariat in Vienna, the quiet diplomacy of the HCNM24 , or the multiple activities of the ODIHR and of the
Representative on the Freedom of the Media, the OSCE has built targeted and expert institutions to assist
participating States and their societies in implementing their commitment to a comprehensive concept of
security.
21
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The OSCE has developed strong operational experience. Since 1992, the OSCE has deployed many
field operations, from South-East Europe, Eastern Europe to the South Caucasus and Central Asia.25 The
field operations have acted as important engines to assist countries in capacity-building for the rule of law as
well as in conflict prevention and post-conflict rehabilitation. In so doing, the OSCE has built unique
experience in supporting the consolidation of societies undergoing political and economic transition.
The OSCE has also become active in addressing new challenges and threats to the European
security. At the Maastricht Ministerial Council in 2003, OSCE Foreign Ministers agreed to a Strategy to
Address Threats to Security and Stability in the Twenty-First Century. The Strategy highlighted the new
threats facing the participating countries, their increasingly cross-dimensional nature, and how the OSCE
should re-tool in response. The Organisation has moved quickly since 2003. It has assembled expertise in
anti-terrorism, democratic policing, the fight against human trafficking, the illicit trade of small arms and
light weapons, and border security and management. The OSCE has also developed unique expertise in the
disposal of surplus ammunition and has been expanding activities in the economic and environmental
dimension. In each of these areas, small dedicated OSCE teams have acted as catalysts to assist the
participating countries.
5. CONCLUSION
As a direct offspring of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, or the Helsinki
process, the OSCE certainly illustrates a most original creation of multilateral security dip lomacy. The
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, OSCE, as the most inclusive and comprehensive
regional security organization in the Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian area, continues to provide a unique forum,
operating on the basis of consensus and the sovereign equality of States, for promoting open dialogue,
preventing and settling conflicts, building mutual understanding and fostering co-operation. OSCE’s
comprehensive and co-operative approach to security, which addresses the human, economic and
environmental, political and military dimensions of security as an integral whole, remains indispensable.
The past and present contribution of OSCE to peace and stability, progress and change in the larger
Europe is far greater than the generally acknow ledged. The Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, later the OSCE, has provided Europe with an inclusive framework for dialogue and cooperation,
established basic elements of a pan-European space of democracy and the rule of law, and given essential
assistance to its participating countries in resolving conflicts, establishing structures of good governance, and
implementing common commitments.
Despite its great merits, the OSCE is currently in the middle of a double adaptation crisis. This can
either serve as a starting point for the participating countries to redefine the Organization’s functions and
tasks, or will leave the OSCE severely reduced in relevance. A look at the conflicts in the OSCE region
reveals that there is still a need for the organisation’s services. With a better-defined role, a better
demarcation from other actors, and a concentration on its core competencies, the OSCE could re -establish
itself as a more attractive forum for debates on security issues among its member states. Nonetheless,
however, it is important to remember that its relevance also depends heavily on the overall strategic
environment and on the political relations between its members.
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POLICY OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION
The Armed Conflict in the Republic of Macedonia in 2001
1. INTRODUCTION
This case study is designed so as to answer questions which are crucial to the understanding of the
relationships between members of the Macedonian and ethnic Albanian community 26 in the Republic of
Macedonia, the reasons for the intra-state armed conflict in 2001, the dynamics of the conflict process, and
the model for resolving the ethnic conflict. Interethnic relations in the Republic of Macedonia and the
conflict process which resulted in an armed clash between the state security forces (the police and its reserve
group) and members of paramilitary NLA are an important research problem both for the domestic and
foreign professional public for several reasons. These reasons include: the lack of sufficient empirical
database with reference to this issue in the Republic of Macedonia; the existence of different versions
(truths) about the reasons and the goal of the armed conflict; the quality of interethnic relations in the postconflict period, followed by the dynamics of Euro-Atlantic aspirations of the Republic of Macedonia and the
role of the international community in the mediation and resolution of the conflict. Although in the analysis
of the issue of the armed conflict in Macedonia in this case study we will use past tenses, we should bear in
mind the fact that the conflict and the related questions follow all current socio-political and security
processes. Emphasis is put on the interaction between the members of the ethnic Macedonian (majority)
community and ethnic Albanian (minority) community because of the continuous ethnic distancing which is
evident in the relations between them, the emphasized ethno political mobilization in these two ethnic
groups, and because during the armed conflict in 2001 they received the epithet – "conflicting parties". 27
The sociological categorization of the conflict in Macedonia in 2001 should resolve the dilemma
about the terminology as far as its character is concerned. According to many theories and classifications of
conflicts, the armed conflict in the Republic of Macedonia had the characteristics of an "ethnic conflict"28
"internal conflict"29 , "separatist-nationalist and irredentist"30 , "conflict due to escalation", 31 etc. This
26
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terminological mystification will further be completed with a component of the simplified typology of
conflicts of James Anderson and Douglas Hamilton, according to which, in the Republic of Macedonia there
was a conflict between the ethnic Albanian minority and the state, i.e. a paramilitary structure composed of
members of the Albanian national minority in Macedonia and Albanians from the then Protectorate of the
UN - Kosovo and Metohia against the security forces of the Republic of Macedonia. 32
This case study aims to answer several questions related to the inter-ethnic conflict process in
Macedonia:
a) To show the influence of the factors33 which influenced the conflict process in Macedonia, with
the emphasis on ethno-political mobilization (the theoretical model of ethno political conflict of Ted Gurr) 34 ;
b) To present the events that contributed to the escalation of the conflict process into an open armed
conflict (stages of the conflict process according to Joseph Galtung – escalation and de-escalation) 35 ; and
c) To identify the parties which participated in the conflict and the actors and mechanisms that
helped the process of de-escalation and resolution of the armed conflict.
1. 1 Background of the situation
The Parliament of the Republic of Macedonia declared independence on 17 September 1991, after
the Independence Referendum which was held on 8 September the same year. The independence was
supported by 95.32% of the voters, but its legitimacy was undermined because the referendum was boycotted
by the ethnic Albanian voters. The Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia was adopted on 17 November
1991. 36 The MPs from the political party of the Albanians did not vote for the Constitution. These were the
first signals of the emergence of structural factors in the conflict process after the independence. On 8 April
1993 Macedonia was admitted to the United Nations under the temporary name Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia (FYROM), and shortly thereafter became a member of other international organizations. The
ethnic conflict in the state did not begin with its independence. 37 Its roots are derived from deeper in history
and it is in this light that the reasons for the conflict should be searched for.38 Albanians in the Balkans
believe that they suffered a historic injustice, being separated between Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and
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Greece.39 With the dissolution of the Yugoslavian Federation, the ethnic Albanian population found itself in
a new political reality. The new international borders meant that ethnic Albanians from the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia were now living in two separate states - within the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(FRY) in the province of Kosovo, parts of Southern Serbia (Presevo, Bujanovac and Medvedja) and Eastern
Montenegro as well as Western Macedonia.
Throughout history, Albanians have always been part of the population in Macedonia, which now
has a total population of more than two million. According to the census in 1948 Macedonians were
represented by 789,648 inhabitants, which was 68.49% of the total population, while in 1953 the percentage
of the Macedonian population was 65.98%. In 1961 Macedonians accounted for 71.19% of the total
population. Such increase was primarily due to the mass emigration of the Turks in the period between 1953
and 1961. According to the census data in 1971 Macedonians accounted for 69.35%, in 1981 they made up
67.01%, in 1994 they accounted for 66.6% of the total population, while in 2002 they made up 64.17% of the
total population. Since the Census in 1961 there has been a continuous decline in the percentage of the
Macedonian population, and a continuous increase in the number of the Albanian population. According to
data in 1948 the Albanian population participated with a total of 197,389 people or 17.12%. Namely, the
census of 1953 revealed an obvious decrease in the percentage of the Albanian population. The reasons for
this situation lie in the following: the Turks, the Macedonian Muslims and the Roma, who in 1948 declared
themselves as Albanians now declared themselves as Turks because they were interested in emigrating to
Turkey. From 1961 to 1981 the percentage share of Albanians in the population constantly increased. In
1994 the percentage reached 22.6%, while in 2002 it was 25.17%. One reason for the increase of the
Albanian population in the Republic of Macedonia was the migration of Albanians from Kosovo. The
reduction of the percentage of the Macedonian population in recent decades indicates a negative
demographic trend of continuous reduction of the Macedonian population. 40 These demographic changes
lead to changes in ethnic composition on the ethno-territorial map of Macedonia and the creation of ethnic
enclaves.
The dynamic factors of the conflict process as a result of structural factors which characterized the
internal conflict in the Republic of Macedonia were followed by some external factors which had further
positive influence on its dynamics - looting of military warehouses and unrests in Albania which contributed
to the increased smuggling of weapons 41 in 1996/97 from Albania to Macedonia, and Kosovo refugee crisis
after NATO military intervention in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1999. The NATO intervention
produced ethnic cleansing in Kosovo that resulted in "Kosovo refugee crisis" from which, exactly 379,523
refugees sought refuge in Macedonia. 287,423 of these refugees remained in Macedonia during the entire
duration of the crisis. Thus, the population in Macedonia rose by 14.77%. The demographic structure in the
physical sense of the term was, at that moment, disrupted. 42 After the end of the crisis in Kosovo, a great
number of refugees were returned home by the international community, and part of them remained forever
in the Republic of Macedonia (through marriage, by various illegal means, etc.). These demographic changes
in the Republic of Macedonia were in the function of: increasing the percentage of the Albanian entity in the
state, increasing the electorate in the electoral process and logistic support to armed actions. Ethnic
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Albanians accused the Macedonians of not sympathizing with their brothers in Kosovo while Macedonians
viewed the refugees as combatants of Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA).43
Macedonian "constitutional nationalism"44 was necessary in the first years of independence of the
Republic of Macedonia. This "creative nationalism" was not typical for all citizens, because the Albanian
nationalism was manifested almost simultaneously with the idea of declaring the autonomy of the western
part of Macedonia. In 1992 the ethnic Albanians held a Referendum to proclaim "Illyrida" and federalization
of the Republic of Macedonia. These events are identified as dynamic factors45 that characterized the conflict
process.
In the years before the conflict, the socio-economic parameters of the state were not in favour of
stabilization and success of the country. In the period from 1999 to 2000 the Republic of Macedonia saw
steady growth rates of GDP per capita. In 2001, the GDP per capita recorded a negative growth. In the next
period, the rate of GDP per capita grew by 1.6% in 2002, up 5.8% in 2007 unlike the situation in the EU
where the largest increase in GDP per capita of 3.6% was recorded in the 2000. The rate of growth of the
gross domestic product (GDP) is an important indicator for the development of the national economy. The
high rate of growth provides opportunities to create new jobs and the creation of additional economic
resources that will ensure meeting the growing needs of the society. GDP per capita is an indicator which is
used as an approximate measure of the wealth of citizens, but it does not measure their well-being for the
reason that it does not include non-market services necessary for its measurement; Investments in research
and development activities are essential to create an efficient economy, improving production technologies
and promoting regional and national economic growth. In 2000 and in 2001 they amounted to 0.20% of
GDP, while from 2001 to 2007 they decreased steadily and in 2007 accounted for 0.16% of total GDP. 46 The
regional GDP measures the level of economic development of regions.
Reducing regional inequalities leads to a higher level of social and territorial cohesion. Dispersion of
the regional gross domestic product (NUTS 3 level) per capita is defined as the sum of absolute differences
between the regional and the national GDP per capita, weighted by the share of the total regional population,
expressed as a percentage of the national GDP per capita. In Macedonia in 2001 it was 36.8%. This means
that, with percentage variations, there is a difference between the regional and the nat ional GDP per capita in
Macedonia. The percentage is higher, and thus the regional differences are larger.47
Privatization and economic restructuring adversely affected the economic strength of the state. This
resulted in increased poverty, unemployment and a lower living standard. These factors impeded the
economic and social security of citizens. By comparing data on several important indicators of socioeconomic development of Macedonia in the period from 2001 to 2010, we see that: the socio-economic
development and modernization process in 2001 and the years before that, compared with the level of
development in 2010, is significantly lower. The statistical indicators confirm certain theses of the
developmental theory 48 ; they cannot be taken as the only argument but only as factors which along with
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some other affected and still affect the increase in potential conflict with ethnic Albanian community as a
majority in the municipalities of the four regions affected by armed conflict in 2001. 49
The educational structure of the Albanians and Macedonians in Macedonia showed some differences
in the period before the conflict in 2001 and the post-conflict period. Due to the percentage of the Albanians
in the total population in the Republic of Macedonia, there were a smaller number of Albanian pupils
enrolled in primary, secondary and higher education. In the period before the conflict, the Albanian
community identified the non-native language instruction in higher education institutions as one of the
reasons for the conflict, which had an influence on making Albanians uncompetitive on the labour market for
jobs which required higher education qualifications. Therefore, as one of the mechanisms to overcome this
situation, in 1995 the first Macedonian-Albanian ethnic tensions erupted related to the use of Albanian
language as a language of instruction at the Pedagogical Faculty in Skopje and the opening of the then
illegal, and now the Third State University in Tetovo, formerly known as the University of Mala Recica.
As one of the essential problems and reasons for dissatisfaction, the Albanians in Macedonia
underline the problem of discrimination in the employment in the state institutions and the number of
unemployed Albanians. They demanded proportional representation of Albanians in the state public
administration and management bodies. This dissatisfaction was complemented by stimulation of all kinds of
collective coherence and anxiety (especially utilitarian reading of cultural and historical past and highlighting
of the differences with the "other" ethnic communities; strained projections of historical "friends" and
"enemies"; overstating of the identity and uniqueness spiced with political rhetoric; non-criticism towards
their mistakes, which in extreme variants ends up with inverted tendency of "celebrating their mistakes";
building a kind of an organic community and fundamentalism of political demands. 50
The failure of the Albanian political parties to introduce political, economic and cultural reforms
resulted in increased resentment, inciting violence. Although the Macedonian government began to remove
deficiencies and to introduce reforms – regarding the use of the Albanian language in public institutions, the
ethnic composition of the police, the establishment of the Albanian language in universities and
administrative decentralization – the rebellion broke out before the implementation of the reforms.
The trigger in the Albanian-Macedonian conflict process was the emergence of the paramilitary
"National Liberation Army" (KLA)51 by whose actions the conflict process entered the phase of escalation
and direct armed violence. NLA in Macedonia began to act by setting off explosions and bombs, and taking
responsibility for the murder of three policemen in the Aracinovo terrorist attack on the police station
"Oslomej" and the attack on a police vehicle in the village of Tanusevci, near the border with Kosovo.
Violence from Tanusevci spread in Tetovo, which is unofficially considered the political and cultural centre
of ethnic Albanians in Macedonia. The political parties of ethnic Albanians had no influence and control
over the armed rebels.
On 19 March 2001, the political leader of the NLA Ali Ahmeti said that Albanians demanded
enhancement of their rights in Macedonia. On the same day the foreign news agencies issued a list of
political demands of the NLA, which included: international mediation to resolve differences with the
Macedonian Slavs majority and determination of the existing number of Albanians in Macedonia,
amendments to the Macedonian Constitution which would define Albanians as constitutive people, and
release of all political prisoners. The rebels say they require federalization of Macedonia, not its
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fragmentation. They appealed to all ethnic Albanians in Macedonia and the diaspora to voluntarily join the
movement for liberation from Macedonian Slavs repression. 52
Once the rebels refused to surrender their weapons and leave the country, the Government of the
Republic approved of carrying out military offensive which began on 25 March, 2001. On 29 March, the
military command of the Macedonian armed forces announced that the action was successful and that all
terrorists (as they called the rebels) fled across the border to Kosovo. Rebel commanders reported that they
withdrew only to regroup.
In February 2001, NLA said that its primary aim was the establishment of an Albanian state in the
Balkans, and only a few days later, announced that it requested enhancement of the rights of ethnic
Albanians in Macedonia. Later NLA consistently denied the charges that its ultimate goal was federalization
of Macedonia in order to divide Macedonia, and, eventually realization of the idea of Greater Kosovo (or
Greater Albania). 53 Although Albanian rebels claimed that their aim was to improve the status of Albanians
in Macedonia, not federalization of the country, most of the ethnic Macedonians believed that their real goal
was to divide the country and to create Greater Albania or Greater Kosovo.54
2. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE KEY PARTIES AND THEIR MOTIVATIONS AND
OBJECTIVES
Under strong international pressure, the political parties in Macedonia on 11 May 2001 agreed to
form a government of national unity. On 13 May, by 104 votes “in favour”, the Assembly of the Republic of
Macedonia voted for the grand coalition government. It was composed of VMRO-DPMNE, SDSM, LP, PDP
and DPA. The external observers thought that the creation of a government of national unity would promote
mutual cooperation and would reduce partisan and ethnic polarization. On 22 May ethnic Albanian parties in
Macedonia under OSCE monitoring met with representatives of the NLA and agreed upon amnesty for the
rebels and the fighters. During the political negotiations the Albanian political parties maintained close
contacts with the representatives and "negotiators" of the NLA.
The armed conflict was temporarily stopped by a bilateral truce agreement between the NLA and the
Republic of Macedonia and NATO, signed on 5 July 2001. On behalf of the NLA the agreement was signed
by its political representative Ali Ahmeti, while for the Republic of Macedonia the truce was signed by two
generals – the Army General Pande Petrovski and the Police General Risto Galevski. The signing of the
truce by the Macedonian state leaders for most legal experts was a questionable act, because of the fact that,
contrary to the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia, it recognized the power of NLA in the occupied
territory.
On 8 June 2001 Macedonian President Boris Trajkovski proposed the Security strategy in the
Parliament, which in one part envisaged amnesty for ethnic Albanian rebels of the so called NLA. On 14
June he filed an official request to NATO for assistance in carrying out the disarmament of the NLA and its
disbandment. On 15 June 2001 marathon negotiations began between political parties on issues of amending
the Constitution and enhancing the situation of the ethnic Albanian community.
After lengthy negotiations in Ohrid on 13 August 2001 the Framework Agreement was signed as the
basis for the changes in the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia from 1991. 55 It is a political peace
agreement signed by the leaders of four political parties that formed part of the government of national unity,
namely the two Macedonian political parties (Ljupco Gjorgjievski for VMRO-DPMNE and Branko
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Crvenkovski for SDSM), and two Albanian political parties (Arben Xhaferi for DPA and Imer Imeri for
PDP) and through the mediation of the EU envoy Francois Leotard and the U.S. envoy James Perdue. The
Framework document on constitutional reforms was prepared following the example of the French expert in
constitutional law Robert Badenter.
Long time after the signing of the Ohrid Framework Agreement it was difficult to confirm the
disbandment of the NLA, because with the continuous incidents, part of this paramilitary organization
despite the amnesty with the Amnesty Law in 2002, continued to operate under a new name - Albanian
National Army (ANA). The formation of the NLA in Macedonia was supported by clea r lines of division
between Albanian and Macedonian ethnic community, and the porous borders of Macedonia with Kosovo
and Serbia enabled the Albanian rebels to cross the border quite easily. Ethnic Albanian rebels of the
Liberation Army of Presevo, Medvedja and Bujanovac (LAPMB) who were trained in Southern Serbia and
the fighters who remained from the disbanded KLA joined their forces with the NLA. Experts from the
Balkans believed that the international community rebels following the signing of the Ohrid Framework
Agreement was around 1,200 fighters and according to some estimates it was almost 2,000.
3. THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
The international community had an active role in resolving the conflict in the Republic of
Macedonia. The Macedonian conflict was a general lesson for the international and domestic actors; in that,
prevention from conflicts cannot be presented as a formula which would solve problems at a surface level,
while in fact it would leave open the deep political, economic, social and security causes of conflicts; in the
progressed stage of the conflict it was unable to admit that it was an aggression from Kosovo because the
efforts and the whole policy of the international community in Kosovo in the last two years would fall apart,
and the NATO intervention would acquire a totally different dimension. 56
The way the European Union reacted to the conflict in Macedonia was a test for developing a new
institutional framework of the Common Foreign and Security Policy and the political credibility of the
European Union at the international scene, for several key reasons. Firstly, the conflict in Macedonia
developed when the new institutions of the Common Foreign and Security Policy and European Security and
Defence Policy (ESDP) were at the beginning of their implementation. Secondly, the European Union was
the mediator in resolving the conflict at the moment when the Republic of Macedonia had already signed the
Stabilization and Association Agreement. Thirdly, the conflict could possibly cause instability not only in the
Balkans but also in the Union itself. In these circumstances, the mediation of the European Union in the
conflict in Macedonia directly highlighted the necessary internal intergovernmental cooperation as well as
foreign intergovernmental cooperation. In this context we should emphasize the positive role of the High
Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy Javier Solana, who had a strong influence on both
sides in the conflict to reach an agreement by political means. Despite the active role of the High
Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy during the conflict, the European Commission was
also involved in the management of the conflict and the crisis to a great extent. A new mechanism for rapid
intervention was first used in the management of the Macedonian conflict. Creating a mechanism for rapid
reaction was a rapid response to the new development of the European Union in the field of crisis prevention.
The Commission adopted a decision to fund a Programme for confidence building in Macedonia, including
the use of funds from the Rapid Reaction Mechanism. The intermediary in the negotiations and the signing
of the Ohrid Framework Agreement on behalf of the EU was Francois Leotard.
The OSCE Mission in Macedonia was accompanied by actions taken by the organization in terms of
managing the conflict in Macedonia and its completion. All this was consistent with the objectives and
principles on which this organization was established. The OSCE mission in Macedonia was based on
monitoring and reporting on the development of the events on the northern border of the state as well as
within the state at the outset of the events directly related to the conflict. At the same time, these activities
also initiated intensive cooperation with the OSCE missions in Pristina and Belgrade, but also investment in
the efforts to increase cooperation with other international missions and organizations in the state, and in
accordance with its commitment to a cooperative approach in achieving security of the state. The OSCE
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Mission in Macedonia continually reacted with regard to the events in the country, specifically in the Kosovo
border area. Given the complexity of the situation in Macedonia, at the headquarters of the Permanent
Council in Vienna on 6 March 2001 a special session was held, dedicated to the northern border of
Macedonia. The work of the Special Session of the OSCE Permanent Council resulted in several key policy
decisions which were directly devoted to the situation in Macedonia at that critical period: condemnation of
the attacks on Macedonian territory, support for the policies and activities of the Macedonian authorities in
dealing with the situation after the incidents on the northern border and the need to provide effective
protection of the border line with the assistance of the international community.
The mission took political incentives in order to maintain the dialogue that was deemed crucial to
solving the problems. Since the beginning of the conflict, OSCE continually supported the process of
initiating inter-ethnic dialogue in Macedonia, primarily as a political means to resolve the Albanian minority
issues in the country which are actually considered as the main cause of tensions. Hence, it may be
understandable that the OSCE during the month of May 2001 intensified its role in finding ways for political
dialogue in the country in order to resolve many issues which were directly related to the inter-ethnic life in
the Republic of Macedonia – issues related to the Albanian Community.
The OSCE participated in the negotiations for ceasefire. OSCE mission monitored the distribution of
humanitarian aid and participated in the negotiation activities with the local Albanian population and ethnic
Albanian rebels about the removal of the blockades, for a smooth passage of the convoys with humanitarian
aid. With these and other activities OSCE reaffirms its determination that the use of force for any political
reasons, is not and cannot be acceptable. OSCE welcomed the signing of the Ohrid Framework Agreement
which is a clear signal that Macedonia chose the path of the Ohrid peace spirit that escaped civil war. It
should also be specified that the OSCE expressed its willingness to respond positively to the demands of the
signatories to the Framework Agreement in the implementation of the provisions contained therein.
NATO played a crucial role in creating conditions for establishing peace and stability in Macedonia.
NATO, together with the EU, OSCE and the Macedonian side contributed to making a series of significant
reforms and complementary measures of trust with the main objective to support the broad political
agreements and to establish peace. Learning from the experience acquired with the crisis in Southwest Serbia
the international community in the conflict in Macedonia attempted to reach a political solution. Unlike
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo, the mission of the international community in Macedonia was mainly
of a political nature, since it was a partner state aspiring for full membership in NATO, a state which could
not give up its sovereignty at any cost.57
NATO action could be effected only with the full consent of the wide coalition government. The
assessment was that the NATO mission should be limited by its range, size, and duration. Also, the
parliamentary political parties had to meet four conditions, namely: adoption of a general political
agreement; creating a legal and appropriate framework for NATO forces which would lead the peacekeeping
operation in the crisis areas; presenting the plan on decommissioning of weapons (adopted by the
Government of the Republic of Macedonia and NATO); and, establishing a lasting ceasefire; Politically,
NATO had to persuade the Albanian extremists to surrender arms, and to stay on the established line of
demarcation. Once these conditions were met, at the request of the President of the Republic of Macedonia,
NATO sent troops to disarm extremists from NLA. Also, at the request of the Republic of Macedonia for the
first time in its history, NATO had its senior civilian representative directly involved in the handling of the
conflict and the crisis. 58 The management of the crisis on the field was entrusted to the flexible and
pragmatic diplomat Pieter Faith.
After the signing of the Ohrid Framework Agreement in the period of consolidation of stability in
Macedonia, three successive operations of NATO were implemented. The first NATO operation "Essential
Harvest" was designed to collect and destroy weapons. 59 In such conditions, KLA was disbanded and this
was followed by the amendments to the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia and amnesty for
Albanian extremists shortly afterwards.
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The second NATO operation "Amber fox" was in the function of protection of the 280 civilian
observers of the EU and OSCE.60 The third NATO operation "Allied Harmony" had a similar function, but
with enhanced advisory role aimed at taking full responsibility for its own stability by the Republic of
Macedonia.
The mandate of this mission ended in April 2003 because of taking the command by the EU and the
promotion of Euro corps within the mission "Concordia". This confirmed that the EU and NATO had an
outstanding and concrete cooperation in Macedonia, which in turn was important in building a stra tegic
partnership between the two organizations.
4. RESULTS
The military conflict in Macedonia brought great human suffering and sacrifice. More than 60
members of the security forces of the Republic of Macedonia were killed, 270 were hardly or lightly
wounded, more than 10 civilians were killed, and 100 were injured, six security personnel and 36 civilians
were kidnapped, more than 100 thousand inhabitants were expelled from their homes. There was ethnic
cleansing of Macedonians from the villages from Sharplanina region and Tetovo, destroyed and looted
houses, churches, mosques, cultural and religious monuments and buildings of historical heritage of
Macedonia.
The international mediators helped in the signing of the Ohrid agreement, which is the broadest
foundation for enhancing the political, cultural, social and economic status of ethnic Albanians in
Macedonia. In brief, the aims of the Framework Agreement were the following: it was a proposal for
resolving the ethnic conflict in 2001; a political peace agreement; and a measure for reducing the centrifugal
tendencies in the society and establishing a lasting peace and democratic future of the Republic of
Macedonia. Thus, the Framework Agreement incarnated the application of a model called "model of
negotiated power sharing" or introducing measures to reduce and prevent ethnic conflicts by Liphart and
Horowitz. The Agreement contained provisions for the Albanian language to become second official
language in the areas where it was spoken by over 20% of the population, an equal number of ethnic
Albanians in the police forces, as well as strengthening the powers of local self-government in political
decision making. Also significant is the amendment to the Preamble to the Constitution which gives
sovereignty to all citizens of Macedonia and not to the Macedonian nation. 61
Administrative decentralization as envisaged in the Ohrid Agreement was the key to progress
because, guaranteeing the rights of ethnic minorities and, consequently, the implementation of the peace
agreement as a whole, provided a framework for the establishment of local government. The greater power
of Albanians at a local level caused great discontent among some parts of the Macedonian society, which
soon was used by opposition parties (some Macedonians believe that the government yielded to the demands
of the Albanians at the expense of the Macedonian national integrity, some even go so far as to claim that
government sacrificed western Macedonia to the benefit of its Albanian coalition partners). An additional
incentive for choosing the "European path" was the declaration in 2004 that the parliamentary parties
symbolically signed in the post-conflict period. The Decision of the European Union on 16 December, 2005
to grant a candidate status to "the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia" for full membership in the EU
was another step towards long term depolarization.
Positive outcome of the Ohrid Agreement is the political transformation of the NLA into a political
party (DUI) which won a majority of Albanian votes in the elections in 2002. In terms of security, the Ohrid
agreement facilitated the entry of large number of ethnic Albanians in the police and the military (this
process lacks a component of quality, but is considered an achievement in terms of quantity) and facilitated
the process of disarmament. The Ohrid Agreement gave new impetus to the Albanian political activities, but
the provisions were implemented slowly and primarily interpreted in the interest of political parties, not in
the interest of the Albanian community.
60

The first phase of disarmament was organized by NATO through the operation the Essential Harvest, while the
second phase was organized by the s tate in 2003 and was called amnesty for weapons. In the first phase were collected
3875 light weapons, while in the second 7571. Th is, according to some estimates, was not a significant success since it
was estimated that in Macedonia there were so me 100000 light weapons;
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED
Based on the analysis of the armed ethnic conflict in Macedonia which occurred in 2001 and which
can be classified as internal armed conflict, we can conclude the following:


An important consequence of the geostrategic, geopolitical and economic changes that occurred after
1990 is the change in the nature of the conflicts - from international into internal conflict, as was the
case with Macedonia. The analysis showed that the causes of the conflict in 2001 are linked and
stem from structural factors in the Macedonian society;
 The manifested stage of the armed conflict was channelled in a relatively short time. One of the main
reasons for this was the great support from the International community and its main actors in the
region (UN, EU, OSCE, NATO, U.S. and others). The conflict came to a latent stage with the
signing of the Ohrid Framework Agreement. Tensions were reduced, but the fundamental
contradictions and reasons for the outbreak of the conflict have not been eliminated yet. In this
respect it can be concluded that for part of the citizens of Macedonia (ethnic Macedonians), the
Ohrid Agreement has widened the gap between the two ethnic communities;
 The Ohrid Framework Agreement is a political act of internal character and in many ways changed
the course of history of the Republic of Macedonia. It promotes a new model in the political system,
prevents from majorization (or putting into unequal position) of the ethnic Albanian community a nd
implements three basic segments, such as: expanding the use of the language of the minority ethnic
communities, equitable representation of minority ethnic communities, and decentralization of
power. Whether the Ohrid Framework Agreement will become an instrument of reconciliation,
democratic development and deepening human and ethnic rights in Macedonia will depend on the
dynamics of the realization of the three basic pillars. Only under these conditions we will avoid the
possibility for the conflict to transform from latent into acute.
 Under certain conditions, the conflict in Macedonia may again become acute and visible. An
important argument for the claim that the Republic of Macedonia is still far from resolving the
fundamental differences between the two largest ethnic communities is the fact that the Republic of
Macedonia suffered severe political crisis in early 2008, which resulted from the allegations of the
Albanian coalition partner that the Ohrid Agreement was being implemented too slowly;
 Political changes in the immediate neighbourhood (the declaration of independence by Kosovo)
make the stabilization of Macedonia difficult. In this sense, there are two issues which represent
possible future problems. First, in 2008 at the NATO Summit in Bucharest, Macedonia was not
invited to join NATO, whose mechanisms and policies would have made a significant contribution
to the stabilization of Macedonia and Western Balkan countries. Second, the unresolved dispute with
Greece and the postponement of the EU membership make Macedonian stabilization difficult;
 For the full resolution of this complex ethnic conflict it would be necessary to provide two things: a)
the will and consensus of all political parties, as well as other parts of society, to establish c ultural
and civilizational framework that will enable development of multiculturalism and b) the willingness
of the neighbouring countries and the international community and those concerned about
stabilization of the region, to provide immediate political and economic support which will facilitate
stabilization, mutual support and continuous cohabitation.
What the International community recognizes as a formula for conflict prevention in Macedonia are
the solutions from the Ohrid Framework Agreement. This process should be supported by a complex
national strategy for prevention of conflicts that need to balance short-and long-term prevention measures
and to incorporate principles of observance of the international law, human and minority rights, development
and building of democratic institutions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the conflict and the managing of
the conflict did not demonstrate the fragility of the Republic of Macedonia, but the national capacities of the
Macedonian multi-ethnic democracy as part of the values of the Euro Atlantic community. The Republic of
Macedonia has clearly proved to be a part of this community of values. Moreover, the success of the
Republic of Macedonia in 2001 was also a success of the International community (NATO, EU and OSCE)
and its political involvement in the Balkans.
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COMPUTER CRIMES IN THE CRIMINAL CODE OF THE REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA, WITH A SPECIAL REFERENCE ON COMPUTER CRIMES
AGAINST PROPERTY
ABSTRACT
Since the adoption of the first Criminal Code in 1996 to date many amendments and supplements
related to incrimination of the new computer crimes were made in the Republic of Macedonia, but also
amendments and supplements to the existing incriminations for typical computer crimes and other crimes
that according to the manner of execution, the object of criminal attack and the means of perpetration of the
criminal attack could be classified as computer crimes. According to many definitions of computer crime,
many different forms of criminal behavior belong to this group of crimes i.e. any unlawful act whose
successful execution depends on computer technology assistance. Namely, that is a crime directed against
the security of the information (computer) systems as a whole or its individual part, in different ways and by
different means aiming to acquire for themselves or for other persons some kind of benefit, or causes damage
to other people. This paper analyses the Macedonian substantive criminal law, the incrimination of computer
crimes in the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia from 1996 to 2013, and will make the analysis of
the Macedonian criminal practice for the most frequently committed computer crimes in the Republic of
Macedonia from 2009 – 2013, the period after the major reforms in the Macedonian substantive criminal law
that incorporates the recommendations of the international legal acts criminalizing computer crimes.
Keywords: computer crime, criminal code, computer technology, means of execution, object of a
criminal attack.
1. INTRODUCTION
Computer crime is a relatively new criminal phenomenon that is marked with its own characteristics
that defer from other criminal behaviours and most frequently by means of criminal action or the object of
criminal attack itself. In fact, the means or the objects of the attack are computer systems and data.
The computer crime includes newer forms of criminal behaviour related to IT and computer systems.
The computer is one of the most important and most revolutionary achievements of the technicaltechnological development of the society. With the huge and invaluable advantages that the information
technology offers, it is a fact that the computer is a device without which the modern world cannot operate,
same as the modern education, industry etc., since basically every family has a computer at home. The
international community acknowledges the threat from the computer crime and constantly with the
international legal mechanisms recommends to the national jurisdictions, firstly introduction of new
incriminations or expansion of the existing incriminations of criminal behaviours that are performed by the
use of a computer, used computer network, computer data or a criminal attack is made on computer systems
and data. Computer crime is a general formulation that includes variety of forms of criminal behaviour.
Namely, that is crime that is directed against the security of the information (computer) systems as a whole
or its individual parts in different ways and by different means aiming to acquire for themselves or for other
people some kind of benefit, or causes damage to other people or devices 62 .
The definition of the concept of computer crime is particularly important because the definition of
the term defines its manifestations as well. This type of crime has a wide range of manifestations and forms
of appearance, and may be carried out by perpetrators who have access to a computer or computer system. It
is known that the computer revolution allowed almost everyone from the earliest pre-school age, up to the
eldest people to use some kind of computer device. As this technology improves the overall quality of life, at
the same time creates a risk from the earliest age. Under particular threat from computer crime are the
62
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property and finances of individuals and legal entities, having on mind that computer technology is
introduced in all financial institutions, and functioning of the financial system is impossible without
computer technology, and even more in the world as well as in our country the e-commerce is expanding.
In the theory of the criminal law, criminology and forensics, there are several definitions of computer
crime, but also the international documents have their own definitions for this type of criminal activities.
Don Parker defines computer crime as any incident involving intentional act where the victim suffered a loss,
and a perpetrator made a gain and is associated with computers63 . August Bequai defines cyber crime as
committing crimes where computer appears as a tool or object of protection, that is, use the computer while
perpetrating a fraud, evasion or abuse in the objective is the appropriation of money or services or ca rrying
out political or business manipulation that includes actions aimed at the computer. 64 Bogota Brvar has its
own definition of computer crime, that it is crime in which computer appears as a means (tool), subject or
object, whose execution or attempt requires specific knowledge of informatics or computers 65 Djordje
Ignjatovic under computer crime understands a special kind of criminal conduct in which the computer
system (understood as a unity of hardware and software) appears either as a means of enforcement or as the
object of the offense, if the act otherwise or against another object could not be performed or would have
other characteristics.66 The new criminal manifestations certainly seek prescription in an appropriate law as
may be sanctioned in the legal proceedings by the competent law enforcement authorities in charge of
persecution of the perpetrators of computer crimes.
Computer crimes are differently defined in different countries in the world, but modern criminal law
aims at finding a way of leveling the penal laws, especially when it comes to computer crimes whose
investigation often requires participation of several countries, and the treatment and legal assistance is only
possible if these incriminations are the same or similarly criminalized and sanctioned. These are important
reasons for the acceptance of international legal acts by implementing their recommendations into the
national criminal jurisdictions.
In the Republic of Macedonia major reforms have been made in the substantive criminal law in the
area of computer crimes, so some incriminations are modified or supplemented by new approaches and new
behaviors are criminalized by implementing the recommendations of the Convention on Cyber crime and the
Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cyber crime, concerning the criminalization of acts of a racist and
xenophobic nature committed through computer systems. There remains the problem of harmonization of the
national criminal jurisdictions. The entry into force of the Convention on Cyber crime that regulates the need
of the common criminal policy in the fight against cyber crime is key in this field. Is it possible and if so, to
which extent, the computer offenses, taking into account their specific characteristics different from those of
other offenses, to be systematized into a unified whole? This is an issue that is worth answering with a
special research and already in the academic and professional community to think about differentiation and
development of new IT criminal law.
In the Macedonian criminal substantive law computer crimes are not classified in a separate chapter
of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia. The Computer crimes are typical crimes that can be
committed by use of a computer or by attacking of a computer system or computer systems and networks. In
some of the conventional or economic crimes there are specific provisions introduced, related to the
existence of a criminal offense in cases where the offense is committed by means of an electronic device or
an attack on a computer system or network. In the procedural legislation there are investigative measures that
are introduced to allow seizure of computer data that will provide evidence of committing a computer based
crime. The paper analyzes the new incriminations that are introduced as computer crimes, but also examines
the old incriminations that can be treated as computer crimes.
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2. COMPUTER CRIMES PROVIDED WITH THE CRIMINAL CODE FROM 199667
With the adoption of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia in 1996 there were typical
incriminations provided as computer crimes, and in some classical incriminations, there are provisions
introduced for the possibility of execution by a computer or a computer network attack or system.
Systematically, Chapters present the incriminations with elements of computer crime from the Criminal
Code, namely:
2.1





Crimes against the freedoms and rights of humans and citizens
Violation of confidentiality of letters or other parcels, Article 147
Misuse of personal data, Article 149
Unauthorized tapping and audio recording, Article 151
Violation of an author's right and related rights, Article 157

2.2 Crimes against sexual freedom and sexual morality
 Showing pornographic materials to a child, Article 193
2.3 Crimes against property
 Entering in a computer system, Article 251
 There are no significant changes in terms of computer crimes with the amendments to the Criminal
Code of 1999.
3. COMPUTER CRIMES PROVIDED WITH THE CRIMINAL CODE FROM 200468
Amendments to the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia from 2004 brought significant
changes by amending and supplementing the content of incrimination and created new incriminations as
follows:
3.1








Chapter XV - Crimes against the freedoms and rights of humans and citizens
Endangering security - Art. 144 para. 4;
Violation of confidentiality of letters or other parcels- Art. 147;
Misuse of personal data- Art. 149;
Prevention of access to public information system - Art. 149 - and;
Unauthorized wiretapping and audio recording - Art. 151;
Unauthorized recording - Art. 152;
Violation of copyright and related rights - Article 157.

3.2 Chapter XVIII - crimes against honor and reputation





Defamation - Art. 172;
Insult - Art. 173;
Expressing of personal or family circumstances - Art. 174;
Slight with reproach about a crime - Art. 175;




No punishment of crimes of Art. 172 - 175 and
Pronouncing a court reprimand or acquittal for crimes from Art. 172 - 175.

3.3 Chapter XIX - Crimes against sexual freedom and sexual morality
 Showing pornographic material to a child - Art. 193.

67
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3.4




Chapter XXIII - Crimes against property
Damage and unauthorized access to a computer system - Art. 251;
Production and spreading of computer viruses - Art. 251 - and;
Computer fraud - Art. 251 - b.

3.5 Chapter XXV - Crimes against public finances, payment operations and the economy
 Unauthorized use of another's invention or software - Art. 286th
3.6 Chapter XXXII - Crimes against legal traffic
 Computer forgery - Art. 379 - a.
The amendments to the Criminal Code in 2004 introduced the responsibility of legal persons when
crimes are committed by individuals, but on behalf of the legal person. The amendments to the Criminal
Code in 2008 introduced changes and defined new concepts and new incriminations in the field of computer
crime.
4. COMPUTER CRIMES WITH AMENDMENTS OF THE CRIMINAL CODE OF 200869
Macedonian substantive criminal law implemented the recommendations of the Convention on
Cyber crime by defining important terms used in criminalizing new offenses and amendments and
supplements of the existing crimes.
The terms victim” Child pornography "Computer system" and computer data." 70 A victim of a criminal
offence shall imply every person who suffered any kind of damage, including physical or mental injuries,
emotional suffering, material loss or other violation or endangerment of the person's fundamental rights and
freedoms, as a consequence of the crime committed. Child pornography shall imply a pornographic material
that visually depicts obvious sex activities with under age persons, or obvious sexual activities with a person
who looks like a juvenile, or realistic photographs that depict obvious sexual activities with a juvenile. A
computer system shall imply any type of device or a group of interconnected devices, out of which, one or
several of them, perform automatic processing of data, according to a certain program. Computer data shall
imply presentation of facts, information or concepts of a kind that is appropriate for processing through a
computer system, including the appropriate program, necessary to activate the computer system.
Certain amendments are made in Chapter XV - Crimes against freedoms and rights of humans and
citizens, and in Article 157 Violation of copyright and related rights and three new articles are introduced,
new incriminations entitled Violation of the rights of distributors of technically and specially protected
satellite signals” Art. 157 – a and Piracy of audiovisual products "Art. 157 - b and Piracy of phonograms
"Art. 157 - c.
Certain interventions are made with an amendment of Article 193 (instead of the term child the term
minor under 14 years is introduced) and in the Chapter XIX - crimes against sexual freedom and morality, a
new Article 193-a is introduced Production and distribution of child pornography through a computer system
"
Amendments are made also in the Chapter XXXIII - Crimes against public order by introducing new
incriminations as follows:
 Terrorist organization Art. 394 - and;
 Terrorism - Art. 394 - b and
 Financing of Terrorism Art. 394 - c.
5. COMPUTER CRIMES WITH THE AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMINAL CODE OF 200971
Amendments to the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia in 2009 made qualitative changes
in the criminal law, particularly with the introduction of legal norms pertaining to affiliation in precise
liability of legal persons, the confiscation of the property, redefining the economic offenses and redefinition
69
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of computer crimes and special definition of significant terms used in the incrimination of the crimes of these
groups. This is quite important in the procedures for detection, clarification, proof and prevention from cyber
crime, primarily because it is not possible to prosecute criminal cases and clarify the evidence of crime if at
the time of execution of these actions they have not been provided as crimes. The amendments to the
Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia from 2009 have been in force since March 2010 and aim at
redefining the economic offenses, which include computer crimes in accordance with the nomenclature of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
The provisions for liability of legal persons were specified, liability for legal entities was introduced
for the most incriminations in the field of economic crime and the narrower group of computer crime, and
some terms that are important for computer incriminations are defined. The following definitions are added
in Article 122 as follows:
 Electronic money is money, which pursuant to law are circulating in the Republic of Macedonia or
in a foreign country.
 Payment cards shall mean any type of means of payment issued by bank or other financial
institutions which contain electronic data for persons and electronically generated numbers, which
enable performance of any type of financial transactions.
 The term “property” shall mean money or other instruments for payment, securities, deposits, other
property of any kind, tangible or non-tangible, movable or immovable, other rights to items, claims,
as well as public documents and legal documents for ownership and operational assets in written or
electronic form, or instruments which prove the right to ownership or interest in such property.
An important qualitative change in the Criminal Code is certainly the introduction of provisions to
implement immediate and extended confiscation of offenders who have gained illegal profit by committing
crimes. Changes occurred in certain incrimination in groupings of crime, which undoubtedly increased the
list of computer crimes such as:
 Chapter XVIII - Crimes against honor and reputation
Insulting under Article 173 para. 2 is amended as follows: “The person who exposes another person
to mockery through an information system, because of his or hers membership in a group of a different race,
skin color, nationality or ethnic origin, or will expose to mockery the entire group of people who have such
characteristics”.
 Chapter XIX - Crimes against sexual freedom and sexual morality
The title of Article 193 – a, is changed in Production and distribution of child pornography, changing
also the content of incrimination. A new Article 193 - b is introduced: Enticement of a child under the age of
14 into statutory rape or other sexual activities.
 Chapter XXIII - Crimes against property
In the Article 251 - Damage and unauthorized entering in a computer system, several amendments
were made in the sense of including more criminal behaviors, more ways of carrying and using special
devices for execution of any of the criminal behaviors covered by this incrimination, and liability for legal
persons is introduced.
Article 251 - a introduced new paragraph on liability of legal persons.
Article 251 - b was changed and is supplemented with paragraph provided for criminal liability of
legal persons.
 Chapter XXV Crimes against public finances, payment operations and the economy
In the Article 271, the paragraph 2 is changed, and a new paragraph 3 is added, which stipulates
responsibility for offenders who installed special devices for unauthorized acquisition of bank data.
A new Article 174 - b "Making and use of false payment card" is introduced
Article 286 is amended with a new name "Violation of rights arising from reported or protected
innovation and topography of integrated circuits" and the content of the incrimination is changed.
 Chapter XXXIII Criminal offenses against the public order
An amendment to Art. 394 - b Terrorism in paragraph 1 and 2 in qualitative terms incorporates more
behaviors as punishable with criminal and terrorist elements.
Article 394 - in paragraph 2 is changed and new paragraphs are added, which among other things
envisage the responsibility of officials and officers in the bank or other financial institution for violations of
legal regulations, by which it is sanctioned and behaviors with elements of financing of terrorism are
prevented.
There is a new offense in Art. 394 – d Dissemination of racist and xenophobic material through
computer systems." Computer crimes in the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia are distributed in
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several chapters mentioned in the previous analysis only with the names of the offenses and belonging to the
special chapter. Typical computer crimes containing the word "computer" in their names are listed, or the
essence of the crime can only be computer crime. For example, a typical computer crime is "Production and
spreading of computer viruses" of art. 251 - and the name is the word "computer", while both preparation
and use of false payment card is a typical computer crime, although the name does not contain the word
"computer" but in the essence of the case it can be made using the computer data, data from payment cards
are based on the computer systems of banks, and can be extracted by using special electronic equipment skimmers, and the preparation of payment cards is the use of electronic devices and their use is associated
with electronic devices - ATMs. Regardless of whether the name of the crime contains the word "computer"
if the legislature provides that the crime can be executed by using a computer or any electronic device or by
an attack on the computer systems, they are treated as computer crimes and investigated by inspectors trained
for extraction of electronic evidence and providing them in form and substance acceptable to the judiciary.
For the purposes of this paper, analysis was made for the data from the State Statistical Office for
reported, accused and convicted offenders. But given that rapid changes were made to the Criminal Code,
there is no revision of the new crimes (to be provided in a separate box, stretch as others), except for
property computer crimes that are more a reality for the Macedonian criminal practice. For certain computer
crimes columns are envisaged, but the number of reported, accused, and convicted offenders is small such as
the crime of "Computer fraud" under Art. 379 - a where only 3 for the period 2007 – 2013 were reported, of
which there is neither charged nor convicted.
6. PROPERTY COMPUTER CRIMES
Property offenses belong to the group of classic crime and they are the most massive criminal acts
carried out by perpetrators from the earliest age to old age. Property offenses can be performed by persons in
a proper occasion, amateur criminals and professional criminals who advanced their criminal technique and
tactics by applying appropriate knowledge and techniques of execution, by using an appropriate suitable,
professional tools and with tools and resources specifically designed to perform certain crimes. Property
computer crimes differ from other property offenses by means of criminal activity and the object of a
criminal attack, namely the computers, computer systems and networks. The computer technology itself
allows criminals a huge opportunities for criminal activity, which still depends on the knowledge, the
experience of the perpetrators, but also on their criminal thought and criminal purpose of inflicting harm or
acquiring illegal profit. Property offenses are characterized by acquiring unlawful proceeds of offenders
using their specific knowledge, skills, methods and techniques in the criminal proceedings. Following the
trends of new crime phenomena by applying information technology the Macedonian legislator by adoption
of the first Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia since 1996 has stipulated in the group of crimes also
the property computer crime “Infiltration in a computer system”.72 This crime experiences some fundamental
changes in terms of the title, but also in terms of the content of incrimination by several changes and
amendments to the Criminal Code, so that depending on the foreseen criminal behavior the t itle has been
changed in a new title named "Damage and unauthorized access to a computer system." In accordance with
the recommendations of the Convention on Cyber Crime, as well as in accordance with the new experience
of the criminal law of the Macedonian police, two computer property crimes were introduced, and they are
“Computer fraud" and "Producing and spreading of computer viruses."
“Damage and unauthorized entering in a computer system” is an offense that was changed and
amended several times and the legislator prescribes criminal liability for: the one that will, without
authorization, erase, change, damage, cover or in any other way make unusable a computer data or program
or device for maintenance of the computer system, or will make impossible or more difficult the use of a
computer system, data or program or the computer communication; the person that will, without
authorization, enter in somebody else's computer or system with the intention to use his / her data or
programs in order to obtain illegal material or other gain for himself / herself or for another person or with
intention to cause material or other damage or transfer the computer data that are not intended for him / her
and which obtained without authorization; anybody who unlawfully intercepts, using technical means, a
transfer of non-public computer data to, from and within some computer system, including electromagnetic
emissions from a computer system that supports such computer data; the one that will perform the crimes
stipulated in this article toward a computer system, data or programs that are protected with special
72
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measures of protection or are used in the activities of the state authorities, public enterprises or public
institutions or in international communications, or as a member of a group that is formed with the intention
to perform those crimes; if greater material gain is obtained with the crime stipulated in this article or if
greater damage is caused; Any person who unlawfully produces, purchases, sells, keeps in possession or
makes it available to others, means, computer passwords, access codes and similar data, thus providing
access to one part or to the entire computer system, computer programs or computer data that are intended or
suitable for the committal of the offenses punishable; It envisages criminal liability for legal entity, and
special facilities, equipment, computer programs or data intended for the crime shall be confiscated73 .
The offense consists of erasing, changing, damaging, hiding, or making the computer data, program,
or maintenance device of the information system unusable in a different way. Damaging that occurs as one
of the executing actions is somehow computer sabotage. Namely, such incrimination aims to provide
complete protection of the computer data and programs. This form appears as specific act in correlation to
the act of Article 241- Damaging another’s items (lex specialis derogate legi generali). The modification of
computer data or program is a special modality for the act of committing the criminal act - fraud. Otherwise,
shifting of another’s automatically processed data is computer falsifcate.74 Such a crime is complex and can
be performed by criminal acts that include elements of intentional intrusion (interference) in the data, acts of
unlawful damaging, erasing, deterioration, changing or hiding of computer data, entering - accessing in a
computer system by entering a code (password), working with data in a computer system when it is about a
computer system of state authority, financial institution, a private legal person, where each employee has its
own code and authorization for work with data. By entering in the computer system the person can make
some manipulation of the input data known under the name “data diddling” or mixing the data through
changes made in the process either of creating, recording, transmission (transport), coding, review, control,
conversion or transmission of data entered into the computer. Such manipulations can be made by: adding
data, omission of data (selectivity during data entering), modification of existing data, replacing of the
existing data with other data, deletion 75 , or insertion of false data. The entry into a computer system,
especially illicit or unauthorized entry is known as intrusion into computer systems or "hack" and this kind of
entry is compared to an entry by use of certain mechanical force for entering closed places i.e. criminal acts
such as classical robberies - property offenses committed by overcoming of obstacles.We speak here about
property cybercrime where the overcoming of the obstacles is very subtly by electronic means thus
endangering the confidentiality of any computer system, or unauthorized electronic intrusion into a central
computer system and its database. Hackers mainly perform such acts and through their personal computers
they are entering other information systems, primarily by the use of Internet. These perpetrators cleverly
bypass the security mechanisms for such criminal acts that are not always done with malicious motives,
however the perpetrators are trying to demonstrate their own IT skills but on the other side showing the
weaknesses in computer programs, particularly the weaknesses in computer systems in vital institutions.
First property cybercrime that has an international character is the offense “Damage and
unauthorized entry into a computer system”. This crime is conducted by a person who at the time of the
crime was an older adolescent, who used its own knowledge, appropriate techniques, but also cooperates
with criminals from England in order to download data from credit cards of legal entities and individuals that
are then sold worldwide and the entire criminal group gains a big financial profit. The perpetrator from
Macedonia received his part of the profit through banks and fast money transfers on the bank account of his
mother. During the study, several criminal cases of the Macedonian police were analyzed, on which basis the
conclusion was made, the perpetrators perform the indicated crime for personal affirmation - disclosure of
the vulnerability of certain Web - services and leaving the contents in order to promote themselves, causing
damage or problems in the normal functioning of the legal entities and furthermore obtaining unlawful
proceeds with data theft and sale of such stolen data online.
“Production and spreading of computer viruses” is a crime for which the lawmakers stipulate
criminal responsibility for: the one that will produce or take from another a computer virus with the intention
to spread it in somebody else's computer or computer network; the one that will cause damage to somebody
else's computer, system, data or program using computer virus; if a greater damage is caused by the crime
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stipulated in the paragraph 2 or if the crime was performed by a group formed with the intention of
performing that crime; the attempt for the crimes stipulated in this article is punishable 76 . The computer virus
is a computer program or another sum of orders entered into a computer or computer network, made in a way
to be able to reproduce itself and to act in the same time after they were given to the program or the sum of
the orders of one or more computer programs, data in other programs, or data in the computer or computer
network. The virus should be made by intention of its entering into another computer or computer network in
order to consider the act as a criminal act. So, the introduction of a computer virus into another computer or
computer program is one form of this criminal act. In addition, it is necessary to determine the negative
effects occurred or any damage which usually involves damaging of computer programs or computer
network as well as damage by preventing the usual, normal use of imported programs and processing of
information of the computer.77 The creation of computer viruses and their use have a criminal aim, if they are
so programmed to delete data, to destroy the hard disk of the computer, to destroy entire contents of its
memory, or to change the computer data. A number of other computer offenses are committed indeed by
using computer viruses or computer worms, such as computer sabotage, and even some terrorist acts are
supported by the use of computer viruses that prevented the control of certain facilities, etc.

Image No. 1 Transferring of a computer virus into a computer system
“Computer fraud” is a criminal offense for which the legislators stipulate criminal responsibility for:
the one that, with the intention to obtain an illegal material gain, inputting untrue data, not inputting true
data, by changing, deleting or covering up computer data, forging electronic signatures or in any other way
causes untrue result of the electronic processing and transfer of the data; the one that will perform the crime
with the intention to damage somebody else; criminal behavior where the one that, without authorization,
produces, purchases, sells, holds, or makes available to other, special facilit ies, equipment, computer
programs or computer data intended or suitable for performing the crimes stipulated in the article. There is
gradation in terms of sanctions in cases where the perpetrator obtained greater material gain, the attempt is
punishable and the special facilities, equipment, computer programs or data intended for the crime shall be
confiscated. The case can be taken upon a private lawsuit, and the legislator envisages criminal liability for
the legal persons 78 .
Computer fraud can be described as a subset of cybercrime. Computer fraud uses electronic
resources in order to present false or wrong information as a means of fraud. According to the Ministry of
Justice of the USA, fraudulent activities mainly occur by use of electronic resources, also significantly within
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the existing traditional fraudulent activities, but also by utilization of new media as a means of perpetrating a
fraud.79 The Office of Justice and Statistics defines the fraud as "... an intentional or incorrect insert of
information or identity in order to deceive someone else..." and adding the qualifications “by use of
electronic devices” makes a distinction between fraud and computer fraud. The Internet fraud is defined as
fraud in which any component of Internet is used simply to achieve the planned fraudulent activities.80 Most
probably, this definition can be adapted for computer fraud by adding the use of a computer or other
electronic resources. In general, a computer fraud should contain the same basic elements of the traditional
definition of fraud, while the new resources are in function of new qualifications, which should be adapted
by use of electronic resources.81 The computer fraud can be performed in several ways: by entering false data
into a computer or informatics system, by not registering the real data, by electronic signature or other means
that have a significant effect on the results of the electronic processing and data transmission.
Analysis of a criminal case of the Macedonian Criminal practice with an international character:
Cybercrime Unit of the Department of Financial Crime, the Centre for suppression of organized and serious
crime in the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Macedonia within the international operation
"CARDSHOP" led by the FBI from the United States of America, participated in the implementation of an
international operation against persons who have performed criminal activities on several websites related
to the misuse of data from credit cards and bank accounts, in order to use them for cash to withdrawal, for
goods purchasing and for subscriptions to certain sites as VIP users. Namely, after the two-years
investigation targeted to people that are illegally collecting data from credit cards on Internet and for cash
compensation they are offering to sell the mentioned data through several websites, the police from several
European countries, Asia, Australia, and the United States of America (in a total of 13 countries) has
identified a number of persons who perform such crimes. Since the measures and activities carry out by the
Computer Crime Unit at the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Macedonia, within the international
operation, and with prior exchange of data and information with the US FBI, two persons, citizens of the
Republic Macedonia were identified under the suspicion of being part of this criminal scheme in the period
2010 - 2012 as they were registered members of certain websites and communication software and together
with other persons- associates, they were offering to sell over Internet data of credit cards and data of bank
accounts owned by foreign citizens, unauthorized. During the implementation of the international operation
yesterday (26.06.11) in the USA detained 11 citizens from the United States, and one person in Italy, one in
Norway and one in Japan. At the same time, in coordination with the FBI, the Unit for Cybercrime has made
an inspection where computers, computer systems and memory equipment were found, while conversations
with persons suspected for being members of this international criminal group are ongoing. In order to
identify other persons involved in criminal activities as well as to identify their associates or accomplices,
the activities within this international operation in Australia, Canada, Denmark and Macedonia are still in
progress.82
Property computer crimes are a reality in the Macedonian criminal practice, some of the cases are
already revealed and within the litigations appropriate sanctions for the offenders are applied.
The analysis of statistical reports of the State Statistical Office of the Republic of Macedonia was
made for the period 2007 - 2013 for reported, accused and convicted offenders of property computer crimes.
In the Chapter 23 as Crimes against property incriminated are the following crimes: Damage and
unauthorized entering in a computer system under Article 251; Production and spreading of computer viruses
Article 251 – a, and Computer fraud 251 - b.
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Table 1. Scope, structure, and dynamics of reported, accused, and sentenced perpetrators of economic crimes
against property (computer crimes)
Year Total
Article 251
Article 251 а
Article 251 б
R
A
S
R
A
S
R
A
S
R
A
S
2007 12
33
3
8
/
/
4
33 3
/
/
/
2008 15
16
16
6
7
7
5
6
6
4
3
3
2009 29
38
7
28
6
6
1
1
1
/
31 /
2010 37
27
24
37
27
24
/
/
/
/
/
/
2011 45
9
9
45
9
9
/
/
/
/
/
/
2012 23
25
21
23
25
21
/
/
/
/
/
/
2013 46
36
30
41
33
27
5
3
3
/
/
/
Total 207 184 110 188 107 94
15
43 13
4
34 3
There is an analysis of the scope, structure, and dynamics of reported, accused, and convicted
offenders of property computer crimes as most frequent crimes in the area of computer crime. Subject of
research is the period 2007 - 2013, and the total number of reported perpetrators of the three crimes is 207,
188 perpetrators were reported for the crime “Damage and unauthorized entering in computer system”, or is
the participation rate of 90.8%, 7 2% reported perpetrators of "Production and spreading of computer
viruses" and 1.9% are reported with "Computer fraud". According to the analysis of how applicants are
charged from the total number of reported 207 defendants, convicted are 184 or 88.9%, and 59.8% of the
convicted defendants were sentenced. The percentage of sentenced from the number of reported is 53.1%.
7. SUMMARY
After the independence, with the adoption of the first Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia
in 1996 special incriminations covering criminal behaviors of offenders related to computer technology were
introduced. Initially, the lawmakers introduced just the typical computer crimes with elements of
unauthorized entry into a computer system, and in a small number of incriminations the possibility of
committing the crime with the help of information technology was introduced. The lawmakers follow the
recommendations of the international community, especially the recommendations of the Convention on
Cyber crime adopted in 2001 while amending the Criminal Code in 2004, 2008 and 2009 when types of
computer crimes were introduced. Also, in many of the incriminations related to the general and economic
crime, the possibilities for the computer to appear as a means of enforcement or an object of a criminal attack
were introduced, as it was the case in many of the definitions of computer crime. In particular, the regular
analysis made over the years show that property crimes are fairly represented in the Macedonian criminal
practice, and the most remarkable crime is "Damage and unauthorized entry in a computer system" Article
251 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Macedonia.
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RECRUITMENT FOR ISLAMIC MILITANT MOVEMENT
ABSTRACT
International terrorism is a global problem and the Balkan countries are not spare from it. In the last
decade the religious terrorism takes especially big swing, which until than was overshadowed by ethnic,
national- separatist and ideological terrorism. The Balkans in the recent past was hit by military conflicts,
and became a convenient location for the development of such terrorism, that is to say recruitment of
supporters and members of terrorist groups. During these military conflicts, as well as their completion, was
marked an upsurge of Islamic fundamentalism and radicalism, especially in Western Balkans countries.
Radicalization of individuals is a starting point for conducting recruitment and recruiting followers from this
region for Islamic militant movements that are active in military conflicts in the Middle East. European
experience in this issue can be a good basis for developing a strategy to combat this kind of radicalization of
individuals and their recruitment for Islamic militant movements.
Keywords: terrorism, religious terrorism, recruitment, Islamic fundamentalism, radicalism, Islamic
militant movements
1. RECRUITMENT FOR THE ISLAMIC MILITANT MOVEMENT
In the recent years much attention has been paid to what people do after becoming members of a
terrorist group. According to experts, equal attention should be paid to a better understanding of the types of
conditions and conflicts that make people to engage people in political extremism. Scientists have little to
say about mechanism through which radicalized individuals become members of violent extremist groups.
There is no fully developed “theory of terrorist recruitment”, nor analysts tried to allocate entirely conceptual
framework in which to understand the issue. The manner and method, by which Islamic militants mobilize
their supporters and find new recruits, are of great significance for the law enforcement agencies. Islamic
militant efforts for recruitment are largely kept in “underground”, with a small open propagation and
recruitment that are now taking place in mosques. Prisons and other “vulnerable areas” continue to be a
major cause for concern. Instead of radical imams, who lost its influence, now activists are “engine” of the
Islamic militant recruiting. They are often willing recruits for the so-called “portal organizations” that
prepare individuals ideological and socialized in extremists “milieu”. Great role in recruiting have the
internet which began to play larger role in Islamic militant movement, both in support of real recruitment or
an entirely new form of militant activities called “virtual self-recruitment”.
The recruitment is the manner and method by which organizations are trying to win membership or
active supporters. This means that the process by which individuals are observed, monitored and
manipulated with the final aim of these people to participate in jihad. 83 However, while this may be one way
of conceptualizing recruitment into violent extremism, most analysts would agree that it is so twisted around
to understand the phenomenon in its full complexity. Most widely, recruitment can be explained as a process
through which individuals join in certain entities that are involved in violent extremism.
It is necessary to distinguish between recruitment and radicalization. Both concepts are related, but
they represent different phenomena. The recruitment includes practical steps to join the violent group, while
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radicalization describes the changes in behavior that lead to sanctions and ultimately involving violence for
political purposes. 84 Simply put, recruitment is somewhere between radicalization and the use of violence.
According to Taarnby it is a bridge between personal beliefs and violent activism. 85
Another term often used in studies of terrorism is extremism. Typically, this term refers to the
political ideologies that are contrary to the social (constitutional) values and principles. Connecting with
ideologies that are superior in nature and ignores the basic principles of democracy and human dignity. 86 The
term is also used to describe methods by which political actors trying to achieve their goals, showing
disrespect for life, freedom and human rights of others. 87 Islamic militant fundamentalists combine strict,
literal practice of Islam (often attributed to Salafi or Wahhabi) with revolutionary political ideology
(Islamism), proclaiming the global community of believers (the Ummah88 ) to be free and united under
Islamic rule, and the belief that the most effective way of achieving this goal is through violence or armed
struggle. Followers of this movement believe that they are involved in a war against a coalition of Christians
and Jews (the so-called Alliance of crusaders and Zionists) and apostate Muslim rulers, in which the
individual duty of every Muslim is to defend the Ummah.
2. SOCIAL MOBILIZATION
The mobilization of terrorists is a response to the pressures and stresses they face in a society: the
more people feel frustrated and alienated, the more they will join the groups that resist the sources of
frustration. As a result, many authors focus on the so-called "roots and causes" of terrorism, hoping that it is
possible to formulate effective anti-terrorist policies based on accurate understanding of the sources of
complaints among people. The arguments range from the role of poverty, political leverage, perceptions of
threat and distress, search for identity, personal factors and religion, without any factor that provides a
complete satisfactory answer to the question why terrorism occurs.89 For instance, some of the most
repressive and economically poor communities have little experience with political violence, while very
prosperous and stable states were targets of many terrorist campaigns. Also some of the conditions that have
been identified as major causes of modern Islamic militarism in the Arab world, the rise of modernity,
aggressive imposition of western culture, lack of democracy and approach, as well as the gap betwee n rich
and poor are equal across countries in the Middle East, although some are faced with significantly higher
levels of terrorism and political upheavals of the rest. 90 While alienation and frustration can be useful
indicators of radicalization and revolutionary potential, they are sufficient to explain why political violence
actually occurs.91
3. BASIS FOR RECRUITMENT
The first question that is to be answered is whether the recruitment in certain places or locations is
more likely to be performed, than in others. Media reports often create an impression that there are specific
grounds that "observer" stalked his victims and such places should be closed or "cleaned" to eliminate the
threat of violent extremism. This may apply to "magnet" for recruitment, such as "radical mosques", which
attracted people from all geographic areas. Generally, there are two types of physical environment where the
recruitment for Islamic militant movements take place. The first environment, are places where Muslims
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gather and meet, i.e. mosques. The second environment, are the locations where individuals are vulnerable
and can therefore be receptive to violent extremists. The best example of this location, are prisons. Other
locations that played a role in the recruitment belong in the first or second category.
3.1 Mosques
Just like in Christian churches, mosques play an integral part in the daily life of Muslim
communities. They are not only centers of worship and spiritual enrichment, but maintain educational
activities, carrying out the functions of well-being and serves as a gathering place of different generations.
Given the importance of the mosques in the life of the Muslim community, it is logical that violent
extremists are trying to exploit them as a place where you will find supporters and recruit followers. Simply
put, there is no better and obvious place where you can meet a lot of pious Muslims who may be open to
religious political message that Islamic militants hope to convey. Until recently, the goal of the Islamists wa s
to control certain mosques and turn them into centers of extremist activities. In a study from 2002, the
Intelligence Service of the Netherlands claim that extremists trying to take mosques as "safe heaven" where
will organize the logistics and will raise funds for active Mujahideen, but also to attract potential recruits,
surveying the early stages and offering facilities to support the integration of new recruits into the structures
of Islamic militant movements. 92 As we know, some of these attempts were successful and places like AlQuds in Hamburg, Islamic Cultural Center in Milan, mosque Finsbury Park in London and other places
became places for propagation of violent extremism. These mosques were turned into magnets for
radicalized individuals who actively seek these places to familiarize other like-minded people or engage in
violent extremism. In other words, radical mosques create self-recruitment process whereby individuals who
have already decided to join, know where to go.93
Where the takeover of the mosques are facing difficulties, there violent extremists make systematic
efforts to infiltrate them. Tactics used vary depending on the circumstances. Occasionally they are
represented as distinguished scholars of Islam and offered to lead prayer. On other occasions, they form
study groups in which they can propagate their messages, hiding their motives and identities while personal
relationships between members are not solidified. 94 Many of these activities are obvious to the rest of
society. In some cases, the committee of mosques, occupy a robust stance, expelling those who were
considered radical. This often made the extremists to change their activities from inside the mosque, out of
them, distributing leaflets after prayers. In addition to the systematic recruitment efforts, there are many
cases where mosques provide formation of "clique" 95 , which will then engage in violent extremism. It is no
coincidence that the mosques that are the center of Muslim community, provide conditions for recruiting
activities. But, however this is far from being said that mosques are a breeding ground for terrorists.
There are good reasons to believe that in the recent years, the role played by mosques in efforts to
recruit extremists had changed. First, many of the so-called radical mosques, which are called the center of
gravity for the Islamist militant movement, no longer exist. They were either closed or taken over by more
moderate leaders. Second, following the discovery of terrorist plots in most European countries, many boards
of mosques stopped close eye to the activities of extremists, adopting a policy of zero tolerance towards
recruitment and activities of Islamic militants. This along with the widespread perception that most mosques
are now monitored by police and intelligence agencies, it seems that deter many violent extremists from
engaging in activities for recruitment.
This does not mean that mosques no longer play a role in the recruitment of violent extremists.
Instead, it seems that if extremists continue to use the advantages of the mosques "talent spotting" and as
places for the first contact, but after those contacts will be established, they are trying to break out of
mosques and radicalization and recruitment of individuals in closed locations such as private apartments and
makeshift prayer halls. This model is similar in almost all countries. For example the train bombings in
March 2004, the mosque in Madrid M30 serves not only as a place for recruitment but effectively operating
as headquarters for the cells that planned the attacks, with daily meetings that were held on the terraces of
buildings.96 After the bombings, violent extremists in Spain remain secret. As in Britain, is continued with
the practice mosques to be used for identifying and reaching out to potential recruits, but those who
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implemented recruitment try not to attract attention by convincing recruits to attend sessions in private
apartments. Similarly, critics of the comprehensive program for monitoring mosques in France say that the
authorities failed to disclose semi places of worship, which develop and operate beyond the reach of state
surveillance system.97 The conclusion from this is that the higher degree of attention from the authorities and
mosques made the extremists to redirect their recruitment activities in "underground".
3.2 Prisons
While the role of mosques in the recruitment of militant Islamists seems to have decreased, the truth
is completely opposite of Prisons. At first, it sounds paradoxical conclusion: while mosques ma y be public
places with the lowest control prisons are by definition limited space in which access and movement is
tightly restricted. However, prisons are high or unique suitable environment for radicalization and
recruitment.98
Some of the main points arising from the literature on Islam and European prisons are worth
repeating. First, the prisons are disruptive environments in which individuals are faced with existential
questions of particularly intense way. This explains why the rate of religious conversation in prisons is
higher than in the general population: Faith provides a feeling of safety and security and also offers a chance
to break with the past. Second, discussions about Islam by Muslims who do not practice Islam (Muslims
becoming Reborn) 99 or individuals with other religious affiliations are in much larger numbers than on other
religions. Some experts believe that the popularity of Islam among prisoners may be explained by its
simplicity and relative ease with which someone can declare himself as Muslim.100 Others think that Islam
became a symbol of defiance against the system and that conversion to Islam is an act of rebellion.
According to Farad Khosrokhavar, Islam in Europe, especially in France, became the religion of the
oppressed, as was Marxism in Europe before.101
Many prisons throughout Europe saw the establishment of radical Islamic groups that adhere to the
rhetorical and strict codes of conduct of the Islamic militant movement. These groups are successful because
they managed to take advantage of disturbing conditions imposed by prison environment. The inclusion in
the Islamic group meets the urgent needs of individuals for social network in a situation where they are left
to themselves: allows to avoid isolation and preventing them from being selected from other groups.
Moreover, more importantly perhaps, the Islamic identity of these groups provide members with a unique
sense of power and superiority. They can boast that they have a mission, to have left their past due to higher
duty. In fact, it is their quiet aggression combined with the use of a jihadist rhetoric that makes them to be
feared and respected by the prisoners and prison staff. It is difficult to determine the extent to which Muslim
prison groups should be considered as full members of the Islamic militant movement. Some have no
connection to any specific group or network, which means that thоse individual members are left to seek
Islamist militant groups after their release. Others are in direct contact with jihad which facilitates their
recruitment into existing networks and structures.
These two principle methods that can be contacted for jihad, are the biggest cause for concern. The
first way of creating a relationship with jihad inside the prison, is through so-called radical imams, who gain
access to the prison environment because it claims that propagate religious rites. In practice, they implement
radicalization of prisoners and facilitate recruitment into extremist networks. The problem was recognized by
most authorities, but it is difficult to come to a decision. In prisons in Republic of Macedonia, there are no
certified imams who will propagate religious rites, but as a spiritual leader appears some inmates with formal
or informal education in this area, or have radical views and connections with active members of Islamic
militant movement. Schemes with only certified imams are granted access to prisons require a lot of time for
implementation, mainly because Islam is the congregational faith which does not require formal
qualifications as a spiritual leader. In France, in force is scheme with certified national Muslim prison
Kaplan. French authorities have long struggled with the question whether it is appropriate for the state to
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intervene in the provision of religious service for Muslim prisoners in the first place. Opponents cite the
principle of secularism, but conveniently ignore that this does not prevented the appointment of about 800
priests responsible for the welfare of prisoners Christians. More than 50% of the French prison population is
estimated to be Muslims and has appointed 100 imams, therefore it will take several years to fulfill
demand.102
On the other hand, in the prisons where certified schemes are not in force, the ability to follow
Islamic religious rites remains limited. Prison staff is not always sufficiently trained to detect radicalization
and recruitment and will be reluctant to interfere in the religious teaching and rites, especially when they are
conducted in a language they do not understand.
The second way of establishing a connection with the jihad is over prisoners Islamic militants. Not
only that they facilitate the link into existing networks are (alleged or convicted) terrorists, their reputation
and credibility is likely to exceed those of any radical preacher.
By increasing the number, the problem may become more acute. Unlike France, no other country
from the European Union do not give more importance to the Islamist militant prison population before
September 11, 2001. In just a few years, the number increased to three-digit in countries like Spain and
Britain, and without sudden change in the overall situation, the number will increase further. While most of
the resources currently devoted to the monitoring of the most notorious inmates, the prison system has no
capacity to control the activities of those convicted of minor offenses, some of which will certainly be
involved in radicalization and recruitment among the general prison population. The category of prisoners
who will be released in a short period of time, two or three years, deserve the most attention. For a brief
period, the solution may be to concentrate Islamist militants in specific prisons and to isolate the rest of the
prison population, although advocates of this approach believe that, in the long term, the creation of jihadist
prisons would be counterproductive and allows Islamic militants to direct their efforts to present European
governments as anti-Muslim. 103
3.3 Other locations
Recruitment in Islamist militant structures appears not only in prisons and mosques. On the one
hand, Islamist militants take advantage of the places where individuals are vulnerable, lack of orientation, or
experiences of personal crises, all factors that are believed to make people more receptive to militant Islam.
This is true for prisons, but can also be attributed to the locations as centers and residences for asylum, which
the Dutch intelligence service believes are proven places for recruiting 104 and Muslim welfare agencies,
which are believed to play a role in the formation of the cells responsible for the attack attempts in London
and Glasgow.105
A similar picture was seen in educational institutions, especially in universities. Many things are
done by students in Islamist militant plots and the alleged existence of terrorist cells in universities across
Europe.106 No doubt that universities have always been places suitable for radical thinking, and as prisons
and reception of asylum seekers, they are a place where individuals can experience a sense of isolation and
vulnerability. In fact the model is very similar to what happens in the mosques and prisons. Most of the
groups that are active in university campuses are accessible organizations for violent extremists. This may
not be less problematic in terms of radicalization, but direct recruitment of violence was rare.
As mosques, many other locations in which violent extremists are active in implementing
recruitment, has no special meaning than to be places where Muslims meet and gather. This refers to the
Internet cafe, cafes and fitness center in the Muslim areas of major European cities as well as summer camps
organized by Muslim youth organizations. The only exceptions are some Islamic bookstore, performing a
similar role as that of radical mosques, although to a lesser degree. As radical mosques, Islamic bookstores
that created a reputation for spreading extremist literature, jihadist videos and photos of radical clerics could
become a "magnet" for Islamic militants on wider geographical area to visit a bookstore not only be
equipped with a literature but also to meet likeminded. Generally, the importance of certain locations can be
easily assessed. Recruitment in Islamic militants may appear wherever Muslims gather or where feelings of
isolation and vulnerability can be used to join individuals into violent extremism.
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4. THE RECRUITERS (RECRUITMENT AGENTS)
Recruiter is critical to the growth and success of the terrorist organization. It is a connection between
the underground and the rest of the world. He observes and choose between many candidates. It is significant
that, he seduces and performed "brain washing" of unsuspected young who want to become terrorists. There
are many individuals and institutions that facilitate the integration of people into the structures of Islamic
militants, in particular accessible organizations, radical imams and activists.
5. THE ROLE OF COMMUNITIES
The link between terrorist groups and communities from which they appear is complex. No matter
how successful a terrorist group is, even the biggest and most popular groups are a minority within their
communities. At the same time, although the number of individuals actively involved in violence may be
small, in some communities, violent extremists are positively tolerated. 107
In European Muslim community there is a large gap between the younger generation and the
generation that long ago has been settled in Europe. This is most visible in Britain. In order not to face off
against the majority community, much of the infrastructure in the community continues to be geared towards
the older generation. Therefore there is a lack of opportunities for young Muslims. The basis of many
mosques in the national cultures of the countries of origin of the first generation is combined with the search
for identity among second and third generation of European Muslims, can increase the likelihood of
membership in extremist organizations.
As it was pointed out in the context of prisons holding extremist views and involvement in extremist
groups can create street credibility among peers, which serve to strengthen the ability of Islamic militant
groups to attract members. Among Muslim communities there is an increased awareness of the problem of
radicalization and recruitment. The erosion of the social structure in many European Muslim communities
can also lead to feelings of helplessness, which means that more people do not believe that the community
can solve the problem. Rather than face the threat, communities can then become passive in facing the rise of
extremist groups. Obviously measures of counter-recruitment and counter-radicalization may aim to
strengthen these communities in order to build and establish a positive relationship with the state and its
institutions.
6. GATEWAY ORGANIZATIONS
The term "gateway organizations" was used by journalists and scientists to designate entities,
although not directly involved in the pursuit of violence, yet to smooth the path of individuals with violent
extremism. Accessible organizations act as a conduit through which people are prepared for their subsequent
involvement in terrorism. 108 The case against such persons is based on three claims:
 Indoctrination: Gateway organizations convey religious and political ideas that are similar, if not
identical, to those of violent extremists. They provide individuals ideological framework that leads to
involvement in violence.
 Socialization: Gateway organizations introduce the individuals in the radical environment in which it
becomes easy to establish social ties to violent extremists and found a link to jihad.
 Subversion: Gateway organizations accept the values that are incompatible with democracy and full
integration of Muslims into European societies. As a consequence, they preserve the conditions for
the development of violent extremism.
As an example may be indicated certain entities that play the role of Gateway organizations. Such an
entity is Jama'at al-Tabligh, which originated in India in 1926 and has spread throughout the world. In France
it represents principled fundamentalist movement in the 1970s and 1980s and which generated a relatively
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large number of supporters, especially through their success in reforming drug addicts and criminals. 109 In
South Asia and Europe, a number of Islamic militants had previous relations with Tabligh, as three of the
leading members of the network that carried out the bombings in Madrid in 2004, 110 and some of the
individuals who were allegedly involved in the plot to blow up several transatlantic flights in August 2006. 111
Tabligh is a religious group whose primary mission is to propagate the faith, especially among those
Muslims who do not practice Islam. Group wants very strong interpretation of the Quran in which followers
are required to separate their daily lives than “impious society” that surrounds them. 112 While theological,
Tabligh can be described as a fundamentalist, their leadership said the organization has no political stance.113
Tabligh offers instructions that are fully compatible with religious doctrine of Islamic militants. While there
may be no direct link, Tabligh represents Islamist militant movement with potentially receptive audience
among which recruit supporters.
For governments, dealing with gateway organisations represents one of the greatest challenges in the
fight against violent extremism. Some countries argue that all such entities must be shunned, whereas others
view some of them (such as the non-political Tabligh and the ‘soft’ Islamists of the Muslim Brotherhood) as
natural allies.114
7. RADICAL IMAMS
The media coverage of the Islamist militant movement in Europe has been dominated by stories
about ‘radical imams’ whose colourful rhetoric has attracted tabloid journalists as much as young Muslims.
Mainstream Muslim leaders often respond angrily to such coverage, saying that the radical imams are
misrepresenting the decent, lawabiding majority. Radical imams can be said to perform four main functions:
 They serve as chief propagandists, who make the basic narrative of Islamist militancy relevant to the
life conditions of a second and third generation European Muslim audience.
 They are seen as religious authorities, who provide rulings (fatwas) and justifications for violent
jihad – even when they lack formal scholarly credentials.
 They are recruitment magnets, who attract followers from a diversity of backgrounds and integrate
them into a coherent network.
 They generate networks of networks by forging national and international links between different
groups and networks, thus providing the glue that holds the Islamist militant movement together.
A recent study of leadership in Europe’s Islamist militant movement underlines the findings about
the crucial role of radical imams in the recruitment and networking of violent extremists. It demonstrated that
‘radical preachers’ tend to appear as ‘central nodal points’ in the formation of terrorist networks, but ‘do
not… feature as prominently or as decisively [at the] training or tactical planning’ stage.115
According to experts the British counterterrorist service, European countries have taken measures to
combat the activities of radical imams. Thus, some of the radical imams were imprisoned or deported and the
mosques provide less platform for preaching. France in particular has executed an aggressive policy to deal
with radical clerics. Since 2001, dozens have been deported to North Africa. In doing so, the threshold for
what constitutes unacceptable behaviour in the eyes of the authorities seems to be relatively low. Whereas in
Britain, only the incitement to violence would attract the attention of the authorities, in France it is suffic ient
to be considered as an ‘ideological point of reference’ for Islamist militants.
Even in France, however, the government concedes that some genuinely radical imams, who
propagate and incite to violence, continue to be active. Also, some of those who have left Europe stay in
touch with their followers in Europe via web sites and online chat communities on which they post sermons
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and respond to requests for fatwas. Overall, therefore, one may conclude that the space for radical imams has
been significantly reduced, but that it is too early to conclude that they have gone away completely.

8. ACTIVISTS
The third type of actor involved in recruitment is often described as ‘activist’ or ‘entrepreneur’. The
activist is the member of a terrorist cell that ‘makes things happen’: He is typically senior to the other
operatives, and central to the recruitment, radicalization and training of the other cell members. The
entrepreneur has an ‘activist mindset’, being driven by ideas rather than personal grievances. He demands
respect from his surroundings and he has a strong sense of justice.116 Activists such as the ones mentioned
here are self-motivated, intelligent and articulate, and they use their skills and invest time and energy in order
to persuade others to join the cause. The people they recruit, on the other hand, are often less capable and
driven, and may – in some cases – have a record of criminal activity prior to becoming involved with
Islamist militancy. 117
It is possible to derive three main functions performed by ‘the activist’, which underline his
significance in recruiting terrorist cells and maintaining its members’ support:
 Internally, the activist provides leadership and cohesion. He is (typically) the one with whom the cell
has originated, and he is the person responsible for holding it together – more often through
personality, charisma and commitment to the cause than through religious authority (which he
lacks).
 The activist leads the process of cell expansion. Not only is he the most persuasive and most
ideologically driven member of the group, he is also the one who is most likely to have a network of
(local) friends and associates through whom to ‘spot’ and select new recruits.
 The activist manages the group’s ‘external relations’. 118 He will lead the effort of seeking a ‘link to
the jihad’ and – if successful – negotiate and supervise the cell’s integration into the networks of
Islamist militancy, which may transform a purely home-grown cell of self-starters into a ‘guided
cell’ with access to the strategic leadership and resources of the wider movement.
However, the dynamics, which prompt activists to increase recruitment and seek out ‘links to the
jihad’, appear to be influenced by broader developments as much as they are shaped by local factors. The re
can be no doubt, for example, that the invasion of Iraq triggered efforts to reconstruct more coherent
structures for the Islamist militant movement in Europe, and that this was matched by activist pressure from
below. 119 In Britain, many of the structures which the current generation of activists resort to seem to be
‘holdovers’ from the period following the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, when many attempted to go to
Pakistan to join the ‘jihad’ against the Western Coalition. 120
It seems clear that activists have been the ‘engine’ of Islamist militant recruitment in Europe for
some time, and that their significance will increase, not least because other actors (such as radical imams)
have somewhat declined in importance. It is activists, therefore, against whom the main thrust of
governments’ counter-recruitment efforts should be directed. In doing so, however, it will be important not
only to know who they are but also to understand through what kinds of messages they manage to attract
support for Islamist militancy.
9. THE INTERNET
The ‘information revolution’, which resulted in the unprecedented rise of the Internet since the mid1990s, has been of enormous benefit in bringing people together, revitalising grassroots democracy, and
facilitating new forms of business. Arguably, though, the very same features that have made global exchange
and engagement possible have also allowed violent extremists to exploit the new technology for their own –
less benign – reasons. The Internet is the world’s most extensive network of communication; it is low cost; it
is global; it is difficult to regulate; and it allows users to remain anonymous.
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Terrorists can use the Internet for a wide range of purposes, which include attack planning,
reconnaissance, fundraising, and even psychological warfare.121 What we hope to explore in the context of
this study are not such operational uses of the Internet but mostly its communicative functions, that is, as a
tool with which to spread information, facilitate communication and – ultimately – mobilise potential
supporters.186 We believe that it is in these areas that the Internet is of particular relevance to Islamist
militant recruitment. Indeed, leading Al Qaeda strategists have long identified the importance of the Internet
as the principal method through which to create a ‘jihadist’ community and break the monopoly of the
‘establishment’ media. As Bin Laden’s deputy, Ayman Al Zawahiri, wrote in 2001: ‘We must… get our
message across to the masses…and break the media siege imposed on the jihad movement… This can be
achieved through the use of the Internet’.122
The core functions of the Internet in Islamist militant recruitment in Europe – ‘Internet-supported
recruitment’ and ‘virtual self-recruitment’ – it is necessary to explain briefly how ‘jihadism online’ works.
All the actors involved in Islamist militancy are also represented in the Internet. This includes the
hard core of terrorist organization, Islamist militant clerics, the ‘strategic thinkers’, and – of course – the
‘grassroots jihadist movement’. Their roles are varied and constantly changing, and it would therefore be
mistaken to view the first three categories as the (active) providers of information and the latter as the
(passive) consumers. In fact, one of the main difficulties in combating ‘jihadism online’ is that the grassroots
movement plays an important role in producing and distributing information, and that it is key to maintaining
the decentralised structure of ‘jihadism online’ more generally. 123
Despite the impression of anarchy, the ‘architecture’ of the Islamist militant Internet presence is
relatively straightforward.124 First, there are the official web sites, representing clerics, strategists, or Islamist
militant organisations. They are very unstable, but they are often well run and may contain downloadable
videos, communiqués, discussion papers and religious rulings, and frequently also provide opportunities for
interaction with leading personalities. 125 Second, there are the web forums which are mostly administered
and populated by grassroots supporters. The web forums are the soap boxes of the Islamist militant
movement, where key debates about the latest news take place, networks are formed, and a real sense of
community emerges. Often password-protected, they are also used to exchange videos, training material, and
links to other web sites.126 The third element of the Islamist militant Internet architecture are so-called
distributor sites, which include ‘jihadist’ web directories, ‘tribute’ sites, and the web pages of so-called
‘media groups’. These sites sustain the infrastructure of the Islamist militant web presence, as they distribute
‘jihadist’ material and provide updated links on where to locate official sites and web forums. Web forums
can also perform the function of distributor site. 127
10. INTERNET-SUPPORTED RECRUITMENT
The realworld social relationships continue to be pivotal in recruitment, therefore, but that does not
exclude some role for the Internet altogether. On the contrary, Internet is not the one dominant factor, but it
was important in supporting the process of recruitment.
There are three main functions of Internet-supported recruitment. First, the Internet is used to
illustrate and reinforce the ideological message which recruits are likely to receive in private study sessions.
Arguably, the very act of participating in ‘jihadist’ web forums makes individuals experience being
part of a global movement. In the case of the Dutch Hofstad group, for example, most experts agree that the
group would not have moved along the path of Islamist militancy as quickly and as decisively as it had
without the Internet from which members gained most of their inspiration and ideological support. 128
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Second, the Internet allows recruits to network amongst like-minded individuals. It enables them to
reach beyond their core group of friends and/or conspirators, and helps them facilitate links with other cells.
Indeed, it makes it possible for self-starter cells to find ‘links to the jihad’ and gain access to the resources of
the wider movement. The so-called Glostrup network from Denmark, for instance, had failed to hook up with
a ‘link to the jihad’ in their home country for several months, but quickly managed to find more experienced
militants in other European countries via the Internet.129 The Internet needs to be understood as a
‘recruitment magnet’, which allows ‘seekers’ with no prior involvement to find access to the movement. In
our view, it performs the same function as radical mosques or radical bookshops, except – of course – that it
constitutes a ‘virtual’ rather than an actual place.
Finally, the Internet can form an environment in which individuals’ commitment to the ‘cause’ and
their concept of what means are justified in defending the ummah are exaggerated. Though much of this is
theatre – with the majority of participants in web forums being ‘armchair jihadists’ at best. 130 The effect for
some can be one of hyper-radicalisation in which the most extreme ideas and solutions receive the most
encouragement and support.
The phenomenon of Internetsupported recruitment will grow in significance. Though it started to play an
increasingly important role in Europe in the late 1990s, the breakthrough for ‘jihadism online’ occurred at
the time of the Iraq war,131 when massive mobilisation coincided with the closing down of real-world
‘recruitment magnets’ (radical mosques, radical bookshops, etc.) and the near-universal availability of
highspeed internet connections. From an Islamist militant perspective, the logical response to this new set of
opportunities and constraints was to ‘go virtual’, and indeed, there has been a steep rise in the number of web
forums and web sites available in the modern European languages. 132
11. VIRTUAL SELF-RECRUITMENT
The consensus amongst experts is that recruitment is a ‘group thing’, and that real-word social
relationships continue to be decisive. The Internet can support radicalisation and recruitment, but it will
never be able to completely replace direct human contact and the ties of friendship and kinship through
which loyalties form.
Because of the type of allegiance that the jihad demands, there is no evidence that the Internet is persuasive
enough by itself. 133 The idea of the Internet as nothing more than a support mechanism for small-group
recruitment is no longer fully valid either. In recent years, new and ‘virtual’ forms of Islamist militant
activism have evolved, which challenge, and impact upon, traditional patterns of recruitment.
The Internet can be the dominant, if not the sole, factor that facilitates radicalisation and recruitment. Some
may therefore be tempted to argue that a ompletely new era of recruitment has arisen in which neither human
contact nor physical proximity are necessary for individuals to join the jihad. Virtual self-recruitment can no
longer be ignored simply because it does not fit with experts’ long-held assumptions about the salience of
direct human contact and group dynamics. In general, the Internet is likely to become one of the key
‘battlegrounds’ for European policymakers in countering the growth of Islamist militant recruitment.
12. CONCLUSION
From the above mention facts, it can be concluded that generally there are two areas where the
process of radicalization and recruitment for Islamic militant movement take place, and these areas are
divided into areas where Muslims congregate (Mosques etc.) and areas where individuals are vulnerable and
therefore more receptive to violent extremism (prisons etc.). From EU experience, resulting conclusions and
recommendations that can be applied in the Republic of Macedonia in the field of prevention of
radicalization and recruitment for Islamic militant movements:
 Higher security control over the mosques as places where Muslims often obtain with radical views
and establish contacts with people responsible for recruiting individuals for militant movements;
 Radicalization of the prison population can be limited by introducing a certificated Imam who will
conduct ritual rites in prisons. Despite the secular character of the society in Republic of Macedonia,
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such a move by the state to a great extent would reduce radicalization and recruitment of individuals
from the prison population for Islamic militant movements;
Higher education of the prison staff to recognize radicalization and recruitment implemented by any
persons in prisons, in order to timely prevent them;
Control of Internet traffic due to the possibility of radicalization and recruitment through this
medium. Current terrorist organizations (Al Qaeda, Islamic State and others.), for the purpose of
radicalization and attracting followers, the main emphasis put exactly on online communication.
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SECURITY CHALLENGES, RISKS AND THREATS RESOURCES FOR THREATENING OF THE SECURITY
ABSTRACT
The last decades of the last century and the beginning of this century were characterized by new
security developments worldwide. After the Cold War, the world is still confronted with many traditional
and new challenges, risks and threats to security.
The need of use of the syntagmatic "security challenges, risks and threats" is coming from the changed
content of the term security, and the appearance of new threats and risks that are dangerous not only for the
security of the country, but also for the security of the individual (citizen), the team (group), organization,
etc. Within this paper the author will define the syntagma "security challenges, risks and threats"
scientifically and theoretically. There will be given determinations from Serbian authors, and determinations
given in the National strategies for security of the Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia, and Montenegro.
At the notional defining of the "challenges, risks, and threats in the process of reshaping of the international
security", we have to start from "the four main questions for research in the area of security": Who or what is
the item for the security? What is the nature like of the threats? Who is responsible for the security? With
which act, resources and ways the security is reached, saved, or advanced? With determination of the nature
of the "challenges, risks and threats" it comes to their conceptual determination.
Key word: challenges, risks and threats, national strategy
1. INTRODUCTION
The last decades of the previous century and the beginning of this century are marked by new
security movements in the world. After the end of the cold war, the risk of a war conflict has significantly
decreased. However, the world is facing a lot of traditional and new challenges, risks and threats to security.
Apart from the war threats, there are also threats not related to war (economic, energy, social, ecological,
etc.). The circumstances globally leading to an increasing number of safety risks are: significant differences
in the level of economic and cultural development, which occur as a consequence of poverty and socia lly
disadvantaged population and this leads to negative demographic and psycho-social phenomena. Regional
and local clashes, ethnic and religious extremism, terrorism, organized crime, proliferation of weapon for
mass destruction and illegal migrations, climate changes and increasingly evident energy resources’ deficit
are a real threat to the stability of particular countries and whole regions as well as a threat to the global
safety. The essential characteristic of these challenges, risks and threats is that they become unpredictable,
asymmetrical and they have transnational character. The world is facing challenges that impose breach of the
United Nations Charter and the generally accepted norms of international law, and interference in the
internal affairs of sovereign states, including a concept and practice of preemptive attack and war
intervention. The efforts related to granting legitimacy to create new states within the territory of the
sovereign UN member-states violate the current international order and significantly endanger the general
security situation in the world. Political, economic, cultural and military-security relations in the world are
taking place in the global multi polar and multilateral surrounding where the external complex
interdependence of the countries is more and more evident.
Transnational and asymmetrical character of the contemporary challenges, risks and threats to security
influenced the fact that security is inseparable and it becomes more evident that no country is capable to
solve the increasingly complex problems to keep and strengthen national security. Therefore, the security in
present conditions is seen more globally, and national security is significantly related to the security
situations in the near and broader surroundings. The global threats are a fact, circumstance, consequence and
phenomenon set which cause considerable influence on global security, i.e. they determine global security.
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The global threats produce insecurity globally and according to that we can determine them as factors of
global security – insecurity. 134
The following can be determined as global threats, i.e. factors of global security:
 Internationally-global organized crime;
 International terrorism;
 Expansion and control of the weapon for mass destruction;
 Regional clashes;
 Tyrants;
 Eco-threats;
 Religious sects;
 New global threats.
2. SECURITY CHALLENGES, RISKS AND THREATS
In the last decade of the previous century and the first decade of this century, in the scientific
literature related to security, some phrases which connect the term security with different types of challenges,
risks and threats are used: “challenges of security”, i.e. security challenges, “challenges of peace and
security, “military challenges and risks”, “security risks”, “threats to security”, and “security threats”, and
after 2002 more complex phrase started to be used “security threats, risks and challenges”, i.e. security
challenges, risks and threats”.135
The most complex variety of the phrase “security challenges, risks and threats” has appeared for the
first time in the book “Science of security” by Dragan R. Simich. 136 Afterwards it has been accepted and
used in the scientific literature. There are some considerations that the use of this phrase in the West and in
the scientific literature consolidated with the New strategic concept of NATO, following the summit of this
organization in Rome, on 7 and 8 November 1991, i.e. with the translation of that conception, one of its
chapters titled “Challenges and risks of security”. 137 Nowadays, the phrase “security challenges, risks and
threats” is used in the National security strategies of the Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia,
Montenegro, etc. The need to use this phrase comes along with the changed purpose of the term security as
well as the new threats and risks which represent a danger not only to the state security but also to the
security of the individual (citizen), collective (group), organization, etc. Furthermore, the occurrence of
transnational, global challenges and threats equalizes the achievement, preservation and promotion of
security with the survival of man and even with the life on Earth. Dejan Orlich determines that when
conceptually defining “challenges, risks and threats in the process of reshaping the international security”, a
starting point should be “the four main questions on exploring the field of security”: Who or what is the
object of security? What’s the nature of the threats? Who is responsible for the security? What actions,
means and methods are appropriate for achieving, keeping and promoting security? 138 This author specifies
that the first two questions are singled out as essential and a starting point to conceptual defining: the first
one referring to what the referent objects of security are, who are the main actors being threatened by the
challenges, risks and threats and whose values are threatened, and the second one – what is the nature of the
threats. In that case the question is expanded by two more forms of security threatening – challenges and
risks. Orlich concludes this part of his argument with the words “By determining their nature, their
conceptual determination is defined”. 139 By determining that for conceptual defining of challenges, risks and
threats, two referent objects can be singled out – state and sovereignty on the one hand, and the individual
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and his identity on the other hand, Orlich further determines all those terms and then he defines the
challenges, risks and threats which can be found in a number of dictionaries, encyclopedias, lexicons, and
textbooks. Challenge is in fact a response to the challenge itself, demonstrating readiness to face the situation
or directing challenge to someone. Risk indicates exposing to risk, indulging into risk about something or
that something can happen with the risk. With the threat someone is forced to obedience by the means of
blackmail or force…”140
According to Orlich, there is a very small number of explanations of the term challenges, risks and
threats. And even those available can be found in the official documents of international organizations which
deal with international security, so he gives as an example the explanation of the New strategic concept of
NATO, of November 1991: in their essence, the rest of the risks to the security of the allies are
multidimensional and multidirectional and that is why it is difficult for them to be foreseen and estimated…
These risks can be manifested in different ways”.141
When conceptually defining challenges, risks and threats, Orlich states that some other criteria may
also be used based on which their characteristics and mutual differences can be ordered and determined.
Those criteria are: “intensity (force of action) which can be direct and indirect; object influence bandwidth,
i.e. the number and density of certain forms of threatening in the challenge, risk and threat and an estimation
of values which the intensity of action has on a specific object – neutral, positive and negative”. 142 Finally,
Orlich draws the following conclusions:
Challenges are probable, potential forms that threaten the stability and sovereignty of the state and
the identity of the individual and society. They are a source of risks and threats, and their bandwidth of
influence spreads through the military, political, economic, societal and ecologic dimension of security.
The valuation of the challenge is initially neutral upon the survival of the state and society, and
depending on the reaction to it, it may have a positive prognostic – in the resolution or negative – in further
grading through risks and threats. Risks are closer, visible and clearly measurable forms of threatening
sovereignty and identity of the state and society. They are a source of security threats, and the bandwidth of
their influence has a clear form of occurrence. They have a negative prognostic, because they threaten the
survival of the state and society, but there is also a possibility to avoid negative consequences and their
favorable resolution regarding the object of international security.
Threats are indirect forms of threatening towards the state and society. It is a kind of pressure, agent
of crises or a clash, the intention of which is to cause damage or do evil using force, so that the threatened
object is forced to make certain concessions. Threats have clear predictable and determined forms of
threatening – war, economic sanction or terrorist attacks – and they are negative both for the state and
society. They are final, most direct sources of challenges and risks”. 143
Dalibor Kekich alternately uses the phrases “security challenges and threats” and “threats and
challenges to security”. 144 In the chapter titled “Threats and challenges to security and over-dimensioning of
the culture of security”, he first notes that “by expanding the agenda of security risks and threats, shaping
and reshaping in the interpretation of security is noted”. Furthermore, he adds the following: “The man was
the first one to cause increase in the number of security threats with his irrational behavior towards the nature
and the human kind, mostly out of ignorance but also because of his selfishness. In general, the number of
threats and challenges has been caused by the fast technological and scientific progress, which has been used
for unwanted goals.145 Further in this chapter he lists wide range of modern threats and challenges to security,
without separating them: proliferation of nuclear and conventional weapon, breakout and spreading of
various diseases, uneven exploitation of natural resources and distribution of material and spiritual heritage,
as well as an unbalanced scientific and technological development, ethnic-national, religious and internal
state conflicts and intolerance, violation of the basic human rights and undemocratic rule of the country,
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international terrorist movements and organized crime, demographic explosion and great migrations,
unification and globalization of culture. Although he elaborates all stated threats and challenges to security in
detail, Kekich does not indulge to define in detail the terms “security challenges”, “security risks” and
“security threats”.
In the science literature, Sasha Mijalkovich determines a classification of challenges, risks and
threats to security, and this class of threatening occurrences is determined by the criterion of intensity of
destruction and certainty of occurrence. Challenges to security are occurrences the damage and certainty of
which are real, but on the noted scale of occurrences, the least probable. Those are the natural phenomena,
social relations and technical-technological processes whose existence is destructive (by itself), in the limits
of tolerant acceptance, because it does not seriously threaten the vital values, but it is likely to produce
(cause or contribute to) occurrences towards threatening security characterized by serious and difficult
consequences. Those are threatening occurrences of highest level of generality and lowest intensity of
destruction. 146
Regarding the fact that they represent an abstract danger, by their nature, these occurrences actually
represent sources of threatening security. Quite often the subject of debate are demographic challenges,
ecological challenges, poverty challenges, challenges of ethnic, religious and cultural identity, socialeconomic and political transition challenges, challenges of globalization, migration and reforms in the
security department, etc. It is a fact that of all the mentioned levels, those developing in the slowest way are
threatening occurrences. It is easier to identify them and stop them on t ime than to control them. 147
Security risks (ital. risico – danger, exposure to danger) are specific, security occurrences and the
likelihood for their emerging is bigger. They are natural, social and / or technical-technological agents,
circumstances, processes and relations which independently or interactively can, but it does not mean they
will lead to a process or consequences which could eventually threaten security. Those are threatening
occurrences with a low level of generality and a higher level of destruction compared to security challenges.
Because they represent a concrete danger they can be described as metamorphosis of challenges into security
threats.148 Risks imply considerably wider range of problematic security phenomena than the traditional
threats are, or a more general term of challenges. It is all that the challenge or the threat do not represent to
security. The risk implies a situation of uncertainty and insecurity and it is related to the probability of
occurrence of a physical/material and psychological/nonmaterial damage or injury as a special form of
danger and hazard (exposure to danger) aimed at the individual, collectives and referent values. The risk is
closely related to dangers, by exposing to danger, with the probability, eventuality and chance on the one
hand and the loss and damage on the other hand. In the modern society, the risk is a multidimensional
continuum related to the situations which escalate from absolutely acceptable to absolutely unacceptable.149
The following are considered as most frequent risks: use of old and dirty industry technology,
unstable nuclear power stations, transport of dangerous substances, porosity of state borders, outbreak of new
diseases and spreading of outbreaks among people, plants and animals (HIV, SARS, bird flu and swine flu)
mass import and use of old motor vehicles, economic and energy dependency of the countries, political
organizing of extremely oriented opportunists of the state policy and their support by other states – likeminded, climate changes, imperfection of the mechanisms of controlled traffic with nuclear, chemical and
biological substances, etc.150
Security threats are specific occurrences and their appearance is the least certain, but the detrimental
effects are indisputable and they are the greatest on the scale of occurrences we observe. We are talking
about a wide range of occurrences which are a reality to the modern daily life and there is a specific bearer of
security threatening that attacks the values of a specific object of threats.151 The most dangerous are certainly
the war aggression, war intervention, armed rebellion, economic sanctions, subversive actions, terrorism, and
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organized crime. They are occurrences of threat with the lowest level of generality and the highest level of
destruction. Because they represent a specific danger and are characterized by special features which identify
them, the phrase threat to security is a synonym to the phrase form of security threatening. In the science
literature of the Republic of Macedonia the following terms are used: “threatening”, “Security threatening of
the Republic”, “Risks and dangers”.
The term threatening stands for every kind of social, natural and technical danger of a greater size
which represents a danger to the integrity, freedom, property and health of people, as well as the territorial
integrity and sovereignty and the constitutional order and law of the state, nation or social groups and
individuals.152 All societies and countries faced threatening as social, natural or technical occurrence.
Therefore we can conclude that threatening is a constant occurrence which is not static, and it emerges in
different spheres of social, natural and technical activity.
“Security threatening of the Republic” means being threatened by risks and hazards towards the
goods and environment, people’s health and life, animals’ health and life, property and other bigger assets,
stability, functioning of the state and its order determined by the Constitution, which do not leave a space to
proclaim either a state of war or a state of emergency”. .153 “Risks and dangers” are possible manifestations of
nationalism and religious intolerance and hatred; forms and activities related to international terrorism,
organized crime, illicit trafficking in drugs, arms and people, consequences of the means for mass
destruction; possession of large quantity of illegal weapon; corruption; urban terrorism; severe crime
including blackmail, murders and assault on citizens and their property; activities of the spe cial foreign
forces aimed at deterioration of security; consequences arising from conflict of interests for using the sources
and the routes of the strategic energetic materials, as well as obstruction and blocking of their import in the
Republic; natural and other disasters, technical-technological catastrophes, outbreaks of quarantine and other
infectious diseases in people and animals, as well as deterioration on a high scale and destruction of the
environment. 154
“Crisis” is an occurrence by which the basic values, permanent and vital interests and goals of the
state are threatened, that is, the constitutional order and the security of the Republic are threatened.155
“Resources” are the people, objects, motor vehicles, material-technical means, equipment and financial
assets that the Republic has.156
In the security theory and practice, the specific threatening phenomena are most frequently marked
by combining two or more of the stated classification criteria. Thus, the following phrases are in operational
use: internal unmilitary challenges, external military challenges, risks and threats to national security,
challenges to security of the individual, etc.
3. NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA, SERBIA,
CROATIA AND MONTENEGRO
The phrase “Challenges, risks and threats to security” is also used in the National security strategies
of the Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia and Montenegro. The second chapter of the Strategy on
national security of the Republic of Serbia is titled “Challenges, risks and threats to security”. 157
The following are determined as major security threats that the Republic of Serbia faces: the security
situation on the territory of the autonomous province of Kosovo and Metohija; the slow establishment of
democratic institutions and democratic political cultures and relations in Kosovo and Metohija, violation of
the basic human rights; curtailed freedom of movement, expansion of organized crime; usurpation and
destruction of the private property and cultural-historic heritage and the disrupted process of returning the
expatriates and internally displaced persons, as well as the rest of the security problems having regional
proportions and transforming this region in the main source of instabilities in the Republic of Serb ia.
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Furthermore, there are security challenges, risks and threats such as: terrorism, separatism, various forms of
organized crime, ethnic and religious intolerance, Intelligence activity, proliferation of weapon for mass
destruction, corruption, problems of economic development, energy security, uneven economic and
demographic development, unresolved status and difficult situation of the refugees, expatriates and internally
displaced persons, uncontrollable exploitation of natural resources and endangering the environment, the
consequences of natural disasters and technical-technological disasters, as well as endangering the
environment and people’s health, dangers related to outbreak and spreading of infectious diseases among
people and animals, drug addiction, destructive activities of certain religious sects and cults, hightechnological crime and jeopardizing information and telecommunication systems and climate changes at a
global level. Other risks and threats to security are also present, with smaller or greater probability of
manifestation and recognition, such as: abuse of new technologies and scientific advancements in the field of
information technology, genetic engineering, medicine, meteorology and other scientific fields. The
specificity of these security challenges, risks and dangers is the decreased opportunity for their timely
detection and preventive action. The challenges, risks and threats to security on global, regional and local
level constantly multiply and change their character, intensity and forms of manifestation. The contents, size
and likelihood for manifestation of challenges, risks and dangers to security of the Republic of Serbia
directly affect the defining of the national security policy and establishing adequate skills of the system for
national security.
The third chapter of the Strategy for national security of the Republic of Croatia is titled
“Challenges, risks and threats to the Republic of Croatia”. 158
Although in the immediate surroundings of the Republic of Croatia the situation is stable at the
moment, there are still crisis spots which can affect the security and stability of Croatia in a negative way. In
addition, the Republic of Croatia currently is not facing a direct threat, but certain processes in its
surroundings represent a security risk which can have the potential of becoming a direct threat to the security
and stability of the Republic of Croatia.
Regarding the position of the Republic of Croatia, the crisis in its immediate vicinity can badly affect
its stability and security, but it can also affect broader areas which encompass South Mediterranean / North
Africa, Near East and Caucasus. Within the listed areas, which are destabilized by crises, conflicts, high
demographic growth and decrease of available resources (water, energy), more and more evident is the
influence of transnational threats and transferring the crisis on the European continent. The Republic of
Croatia is situated in an area which connects the European territory with the new energy sources located in
Asia (Caucasus, Central Asia), and those routes connect the economically developed countries of Western
Europe with the industrially undeveloped, but rich in resources (areas of Eastern Europe), as well as
connecting Central Europe with the Mediterranean and the Southeast of Europe. Potential conflict of
interests in taking over the transit roads to access the new resources or acquire influence over the areas that
are the source of the listed resources, or conflict of interests of the states that possess resources and states
that are on the way to access the resources, all this can lead to a broader regional crisis which opens the
opportunity to threaten the security and stability of the Republic of Croatia. Furthermore, transitional
problems of the countries located in Eastern and Southeastern Europe are determined:
Inevitable consequences in the process of political and economic transition in building parliamentary
democracy and market economy are disruptions and disorder in the state system, deterioration of the social
conditions and decrease in the standard of living of the population, conflicts between the centers of power, as
well as increased crime. In line with the above mentioned, in the countries that undergo crises caused by the
transition process, there is a possibility for internal destabilization leading to changes in politics which can
result in different forms of interstate revanchist and even increase the chance for inter-state conflicts. Given
the fact that both in the immediate and broader surrounding of the Republic of Croatia there are a lot of
countries undergoing transition, the problems and difficulties they have represent risks to security for the
whole region. The following problems arise from the transition’s negative occurrences in the Republic of
Croatia: undermining Croatia’s economy, corruption, negative demographic trends, reducing the share of the
workforce, high unemployment rate, negative demographic movements, and these are just a few of the
manifestations of such occurrences. Problems in functioning of the judicial system and long judicial
proceedings are also a serious difficulty which can significantly affect the security of the Republic of
Croatia. This situation undermines people’s trust and the trust of economic entities in the functioning of the
state and the rule of law. Another potential source of conflict between the countries is the issue regarding the
rights and protection of national minorities in the countries of the region, as well as the attempts for their
158
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unilateral resolution, which certainly affect the security and safety of the Republic of Croatia. Potential
source of instability and a security risk are border issues which occurred as a consequence of the breakup of
former Yugoslavia, and they represent a challenge because their resolving can contribute to the regional
stability.
Intensifying transnational threats in the region and wider – global terrorism, organized crime, crisis
refugees – directly and indirectly affect the national security of the Republic of Croatia. These occurrences
are a security risk for the Republic of Croatia, despite the fact that their source may originate from the
immediate surrounding or outside it. Global terrorism represents a threat to the international peace and
security, thus threatening the interests of the Republic of Croatia. The effect of organized crime and the
consequences it causes (destabilization of state institutions, jeopardizing the legal order, economic crime and
corruption) are a huge security risk. The problem of smuggling weapons, drugs, illegal immigration and
human traffics, especially women and children trafficking. Given that the Republic of Croatia is situated in
an area through which the smuggling routes run from Asia, Africa and Eastern Europe towa rds Western
Europe, highly sensitive to this kind of threat is the security of the Republic of Croatia. The eventual
consequences of natural and technological disasters in the country and the region are a constant risk to the
security of the countries of the former Yugoslavia, its people and assets. Specific threats to people’s life and
their property are forest fires and each year numerous human and material resources are involved to prevent
them and fight them. Potential technological disasters represent an important threat and their effects can
affect the territories of the listed countries. The threat related to the spread of infectious diseases and
infections and a disease of addiction is a risk to security which is likely to intensify in the future. Subsequent
security risks determined by the Strategy are: a possibility of jeopardizing the information system of the
Republic of Croatia: constantly increased use of information technology in the public and private sector,
followed by constantly increased risk of computer crime and jeopardizing the information system. Not only
these risks threaten the information system of the Republic of Croatia externally, but they can also lead to
abuse of citizens’ private data by state authorities and institutions in the Republic of Croatia or by private
organizations. The negative consequences arising from the process of globalization such as the increasingly
bigger differences between the rich and poor countries, along with the political consequences of such
inequality, can affect the economic interests and development of the Republic of Croatia in a negative way.
In line with this, the Republic of Croatia could face eventual pressure to accept solutions which would not be
favorable to its economy development or they would jeopardize other Croatian interests and goals.
The Strategy for national security of Montenegro regulates the issue on Classification of national
security challenges, risks and threats,159 which determines: Conventional military threats; Global terrorism
and violent extremism (This category of Security threats currently represents one of the most important
global, regional and national hazards due to its transnational character and the connection with organized
crime). Furthermore, it is determined that a ll forms of organized crime – illegal narcotics trafficking,
weapons, chemical, biological and nuclear-radiological materials, people, illegal trade and proliferation of
weapons for mass destruction can become serious threats to the society, country and ec onomy. The
corruption in all forms, abuse of power, weak institutions and lack of trust can jeopardize the country
internally and contribute to destabilization and regional insecurity. The countries of Southeast Europe also
face economic, social and political difficulties which follow the process of transition towards Companies
based on the principles of democracy and market economy. Such difficulties can produce risks and threats to
the security of these countries. Natural, ecological, technical and technological disasters, incidents caused
by the man and the outbreaks in humans or infectious diseases among animals can create challenges, risks or
threats to national security. The security of democratic institutions can be jeopardized by the activity of an
individual or groups, and their activities are contrary to the laws of Montenegro. The second chapter of the
National conception titled “Security environment of the Republic of Macedonia” consists of the following
parts: “International environment and position of the Republic of Macedonia”, 160 “Security possibilities”,161
“Security risks and dangers”.162
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Regarding the International environment and position of the Republic of Macedonia, certain parts of the
European security strategy are incorporated and it is determined that today’s world is characterized by rapid
and dynamic changes carrying along new and frequently unpredictable risks and dangers to the security of
the states. Although dangers of a classical war threat are not expected in the long run, unmilitary threats of
various kinds have increased in intensity, space and time. The trend of world globalization brought not only
advantages, but also threats. The Republic of Macedonia is aware that the new environment offers a lot of
opportunities, but it also offers a lot of new challenges, risks and dangers. Therefore, the new challenges,
risks and dangers ask for new answers, which despite the efforts of the Republic of Macedonia are only
possible through collaboration and assistance of all the countries in the region, Europe and the world. The
Republic of Macedonia is aware that it cannot resolve the transnational threats on its own, without the
assistance and collaboration with its neighbors and the international community. In the section of “Security
risks and dangers” it is determined that although there is no danger of conventional war in Europe in the long
run, the breakup of the bipolar world, recidivists, and the consequences of the breakup of some former
socialistic countries, the negative consequences arising from globalization, the national, religious and
territorial confrontation – are potential and real risks and dangers which can lead to crises and conflicts. The
following are determined as risks and dangers to the security of the Republic of Macedonia:
 possible manifestations of extreme nationalism, race and religious impatience;
 forms and activities related to international terrorism, organized crime, illegal migration, illegal
trafficking in drugs, weapons, people, strategies and materials for dual-use, as well as the
consequences from the use of weapons for mass destruction;
 possession of large quantities of illegal weapon;
 transitional problems such as corruption, urban terrorism, hard crimes including blackmail,
racketeering, murders and assaults on people’s property, economic crime, tax evasion,
incompleteness of the institutions of the democratic system, problems in functioning of the judicial
system, social problems and unemployment;
 activities of the foreign special services directed towards jeopardizing the security, and slowdown in
the democratic and integration processes, especially those related to NATO and the EU;
 consequences arising from conflict of interests referring to use of the sources and routes of energetic
materials, obstruction and blockage of their import in the Republic of Macedonia;
 natural and other disasters, technical and technological catastrophes, infectious diseases in people
and animals caused by domestic and/or external factors;
 computer crime, piracy and abuse of information technology, especially in the section of people’s
personal data, business, official and state confidentiality and secret;
 deterioration and destruction of environment.
4. CONCLUSION
Given that they represent abstract danger, challenges, risks and threats as occurrences, by their
nature, are sources that threaten security. The phrase “Security challenges, risks and threats” is introduced in
the Serbian scientific and political literature in the last decade of the previous century and the first dec ade of
this century. Despite the fact that this phrase is not clearly determined, the analysis of its comprehension and
use so far indicates that this phrase denotes everything that in some way jeopardizes the security to a specific
referent object of security. It is obvious that this phrase is a synonym to the factors or sources of threats to
security, an expression which has been used before and it is used now in the theory of security. Because of
its internal contradiction, this phrase cannot be a synonym which will be completely used in the theory of
security and practice. Apart from the theory of security and practice, the phrase “Security challenges, risks
and threats” is also used in the political theory and the strategic documents within the field of security.
However, it must be concluded that its use should be an alternative, that is, a reserve term for the factors or
sources of security threatening.
There are only a few explanations of the phrase challenges, risks and threats, and even those
explanations can be found in the official documents of international organizations which deal with
international security. By defining the New strategic concept of NATO of November 1991, it is determined
that the rest of the risks to security of the allies, by their nature, are multidimensional and they have multiple
directions, and therefore it is difficult to be foreseen and estimated… These risks can be manifested in
different ways. When conceptually determining challenges, risks and threats, Orlich states tha t some other
criteria can also be used, based on which their characteristics and mutual differences can be ordered and
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determined. Those criteria are: intensity (the force of action) which can be indirect and direct; bandwidth of
influence of the object, that is, the number and density of certain forms of threatening in the challenge, risk
and threat and estimation of values which leaves the intensity of action on a specific object – neutral, positive
and negative. Other authors who give their determining of the phrase “security challenges, risks and threats”
are Dalibor Kekich, Sasha Mijalkovich, and this phrase is also used in National security strategies of the
Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia and Montenegro.
From the above mentioned, it can be concluded that the policy of national security and the National
security strategy are determined in accordance with the general approach and the way of achieving protection
of national interests, and in accordance with the current and estimated challenges, risks and threats to
security. The same are based on modern theoretical knowledge in the field of security, national experience
and security needs of society, as well as on the experience of other countries regarding formation of the
national security system and resolving the risks and threats to security. Due to the dynamic changes in
international relations indicating that apart from the existing challenges, risks and threats to security new
ones will also emerge, timely action needs to be taken – the security policy and the national strategy need to
be timely adjusted to the conditions in which they are implemented, with the aim to protect the national
interests. The security policy and the national strategy are documents outlining the fundaments for
arrangement and realization of the security function of the state through activities on all levels of organizing
the society, and they are a starting basis for elaboration of Foreign policy strategy, Economic development
strategy, Defense strategy, Strategy for Internal security and Strategy in other fields of social life.
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ABSTRACT
The subject of the police crime is quite interesting for research, because most of the crime among the
police officers represents a dark figure of crime that has not been reported and included in the official
statistics, and it is hardly visible by the general public. Furthermore, the police crime is a subject of great
interest and disclosure due to its wide range of approaches and definitions it covers.
According to the already existing theoretical findings, the connection between the media and the police is
determined by several beliefs: the media have an important role in the creation, but also in the destruction of
the police legitimacy and trust; the police crime is part of the total crime and it is not excluded from the focus
of the media; the media, as watchdogs of the Government and as advocates for human rights and freedoms
carefully follow and analyze the work of the police, and alert about any abuse of police powers and
authority; and the articles and texts in the media that refer to the police have certain effects on the readers
which shape and influence their opinion and attitudes.
Taking into account that views, in order to recognize how the police crime is portrayed in the mass media in
the Republic of Macedonia, a qualitative analysis of media articles related to the police has been made.
Within the frames of the research, all media articles referring to the police and its work in the printed daily
newspapers Vest and Dnevnik were analyzed, which are published in three month period (from 10 November
2014 to 10 February 2015).
Key words: media coverage, police crime, police deviance, newspapers, public perception

1.

INTRODUCTION163

The police crime provoke a great interest for research, because most of the crime among the police
officers represent a dark figure of crime that has not been reported and included in the official statistics and it
is hardly visible by the general public. The same notion of police crime has no unique understanding among
scholars and professionals, and in the literature we can find many approaches and different terminology, such
as: police corruption, police crime, police deviance and police misconduct. Punch (2000) distinguish those
activities and according to him, the police crime refers to a crime committed by criminals in uniform. The
police corruption is illegal abuse of power for personal gain and it includes receiving money or gifts as
consent something to be, or not to be done for an “external bribe-giver”. The police misconduct is a violation
of the administrative rules, procedures and policies in one agency and they are examined internally and
sanctioned with disciplinary sanctions.
Foster (1966) has examined the police crime in the public administration. He believes that the police
crime is outside of the control and it represents a voluntary and aware criminal activity in which the sworn
police officers engage. This type of illegal activity is performed by smaller groups that function on a
technical or working level (as part of foot or moto patrols), within the substructure in the police society. The
police officers work in a team and in accordance to a Code of secrecy which is adopted by the group.
Stoddard (1968) defines the blue-coat crime as a deviance of the police groups that acts in secret.
This type of behavior is mentioned in the informal code of the blue-coat crime and it includes minor, nonserious and serious offences: favoring, prejudice, shoplifting, extortion, bribery, blackmail, moral and
material responsibility, planned robbery, etc.
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The survey “Media coverage of crime in the daily newspapers in the Republic of Macedonia” was carried out in
2015 by the Faculty of security-Skopje. As a result of the findings and quantitative and qualitative analysis of the media
texts, a Research Report was prepared and published. Stefanovska, V. (2015). Media coverage of the crime in the daily
newspapers in the Republic of Macedonia. The analysis of the data related to police deviance is published in the
Research Report, too
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Box (1983) defines the police crime from a criminological perspective of the Marxist sociology as a
violation of the law by the police. He considers that the police crime is a power that attacks defenseless, poor
and minorities groups. Its existence is not denied, but it is justified and considered as a “crumpling” of the
rules within the police work in order to achieve the goals of the law enforcement and the criminal justice
systems.
The police crime, as a professional crime, committed during the usual activities of the police is
carried out behind the mask of the police officer’s authority. This is mostly corruptive behavior that is
tolerated and accepted.
Because of many criminal activities that can be done by the police officers, Ross (2001), offers five
bipolar distinctions according to certain criteria: 1. Offences with and without elements of violence; 2.
Economically motivated offences and offences with no economic interest; 3. Offences committed by a police
officer on duty led by personal interests and offences against the citizens committed by the police authorities
(for example, human rights and freedoms violation by the police, search without a warrant, false arrest,
illegally collected evidence, violation of due process rights, abuse of police powers etc.); 4. Internal offences:
offences against the police authorities committed by police officers and offences against a police officer
committed by the police authorities (for example, misuse of property owned by the police, police vehicle
misuse, theft, fraud, etc.) and 5. Offences committed by sworn police officers and by police officers offduty. 164
For the purposes of this article, we will use and accept the wider explanation of police crime as
police deviance that encompasses any unlawful act (including crimes and misdemeanors as less serious
offences), done by police officers while on duty or with abuse of their powers.

2.

STUDIES FOR THE POLICE CRIME COVERAGE ON THE MEDIA

In the literature we can find a small number of studies connected to police crime. The reasons for
that situation in most of the cases can be explained by subcultural theory, because there is an informal Code
of secrecy and solidarity within the individual police associations as particular subcultures that protects
police officers from prosecution and punishment. However, in spite of this explanation, the most prevalent
attitude in the literature is that there is no specific criminological theory for determination and explanation of
the reasons for this type of crime. In the American literature, we can meet the claim that in the USA there is
no available statistic related to the nature of the crimes which are committed by the sworn police officers.
Therefore, the general public and the policymakers are excluded from the possibility to judge about the rates
and seriousness of the police crime, because there are no credible indicators that could help to compare the
crime committed by the police officers with the crime committed by the other group of perpetrators.
Generally, there are seven traits that make the police crime invisible and hidden: 1. Insufficient
knowledge about the police crime, 2. Insufficient statistics about the police crime, 3. Non-existence of a
theory that would explain the police crime, 4. Lack of research and investigations about the police crime, 5.
Non-existence of suitable control, 6. No political agenda about the police crime and 7. Absence of moral
panic about the police. 165
Despite the particular theoretical standpoints about the types of crime, an interesting aspect for
exploring is how the police crime is covered by the media, taking into account that the media play crucial
role in determining not only the police image, but also they are main source for information about the crime,
including the police crime, as well. In that context, supposing that the public believe in the media, it is
expected to portray the crime in neutral and objective manner. On the other side, committed and registered
crimes must pass process of selection which is done not only by the media, but also by the police authorities,
because the priority of the police is to reduce and to control the damage caused by the portrayal of the police
crime. For instance, every organization in which certain criminal activity or institutional problem is publicly
revealed is trying to shape and to develop the public discourse with a minimal damage on the organization’s
image. This is mostly achieved by imposing sense of order and control, and by underlining that all necessary
measures to solve certain problems are taken into consideration.
According to Chan (1995), within the police service, there are “internal” informants whose
authorizations are to communicate with the citizens and to launch stories that would improve the image of
164

Stinson Matthew Philip. (2009). Police crime: A News-making criminology study of sworn law enforcement officers
arrested, 2005 – 2007, A Dissertation submitted to the School of Graduated studies and research, Department of
Criminology, Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Ibid, p. 19-20
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Ibid.
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the police. But there are also “external” informants who prepare police investigation reports and tell stories
about police deviance and crime. When the later ones become top news in the media, the police
organizations search for suitable solutions to reduce the damage, because the public scandals can cause
serious damage to the police, they can emphasize its organizational weaknesses and reveal certain internal
abuses and complications. In that case, the police organization should restore and enhance the myths about
itself which includes minimization of the topic, pushing the blame and responsibilities to lower
organizational level, claiming that certain offences have been committed by several individuals and looking
for a “rotten apples”.166
Despite the media interpretations, the police are willing to demonstrate the ability that it can control
the damage, control itself and maintain its good image in the eyes of the public, because public scandals can
cause further fractions and divisions within the police organization. There are a few studies in the literature
about media coverage of police crime 167 .
One of these studies (1980) has analyzed the media articles related to two cases of police corruption
published in several daily newspapers (Oriental Daily News, Hong Kong Standard, Overseas Chinese Daily
News, Sing Tao Jih Pao, Ming Pao and Sing Po) in Hong Kong. The researchers set the thesis that the more
negative portrayal of the police in the mass media is, the more negative are their image and legitimacy . In
that regard, the findings have showed that there is no tendency to develop negative police image, i.e. the
police legitimacy cannot be damaged by the media effects. It is also difficult to assert that the mass media
have an important contribution to the police legitimacy.168
Another research was conducted in Norway for media coverage of police and police crime within a
three-year period (from January 2005 to September 2008). Subject of content analysis is the media coverage
of the cases and their investigations by police officers within the Norwegian Bureau for the Investigation of
Police Affairs which are portrayed in several types of mass media: in four leading daily newspapers in
Norway (Aftenposten, VG, Dagbladet, Adresseavisen), on two nocturnal TV programs (the analys is is made
for every third information on the news related to the work of the Norwegian Bureau) and on three TV
debates that address cases who are investigated by the Norwegian Bureau. 169 The study has investigated
several issues: how extensive and systematically is portrayed and elaborated the work of the Norwegian
Bureau in the printed and electronic media, what are the dominant sources of information for the media news
and what types of police crime is portrayed in the media. The findings indicate that there is no constant and
systematic coverage of the Norwegian Bureau work and activities. The other aspects shows that the percent
of articles referring to individual violations of legal norms by the police officers is lower compared to those
referring to how police duty is performed. In addition, accusations and critiques for their behavior are
emphasized and those police officers who get media attention are often in conflict with the penal system or
with the police which enhance their deviance.170
In terms of the type of committed offences, media mostly cover crimes that are followed by criminal
charges or by imposition of criminal sanctions. Other cases whose charges are rejected, or those who reveal
certain weaknesses of the police receive less media attention. Nevertheless, according to the police, this type
of articles undermine the trust and ruin the reputation of the police, because the suspicion in the police abuse
is often related to common types of discrimination based on the race, ethnicity etc., which are criticized and
disapproved by the general public, and mostly by the activist for human rights and freedoms.171
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Chan, J. (1995). Damage control: Media representation and responses to police deviance, Law Text Culture, 2, 1995,
36 - 60. Available at:http://ro.uow.edu.au/ltc/vol2/iss1/2, р. 33
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In Macedonia there are no bigger studies on media coverage about police crime other than individual analyzes on
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3.

THE RESEARCH

According to the already existing theoretical findings, the connection between the media and the
police is determined by several beliefs: the media have an important role in the creation, but also in the
destruction of the police legitimacy and trust; the police crime is part of the total crime and it is not excluded
from the focus of the media; the media, as watchdogs of the Government and as advocates for human rights
and freedoms carefully follow and analyze the work of the police, and alert about any abuse of police powers
and authority; and the articles and texts in the media that refer to the police, have certain effects on the
readers which shape and influence their opinion and attitudes.
Taking into account that views, in order to recognize how the police deviance is portrayed in the
mass media in the Republic of Macedonia, a qualitative analysis of media articles related to the police has
been made. Through the content analysis we would like to find out which aspects and forms of the police
deviance are portrayed in the printed media? Does the media coverage of police deviance correspond to the
type and statistics of the criminal and other unlawful activities registered in the official statistics of the
prosecution bodies? Are there differences in the police deviance portrayal in different media which differ
according to the organizational policy, i.e. are there different organizational policies, stereotypes,
stigmatization, favoritism, or prejudices for certain groups? Moreover, the content analysis can help to
understand the media discourse in order to determine the latent and implicit messages in the text and to
determine how the media conceive the police deviance and transmit that concept to the general public.
Within the research, all media articles referring to the police and its work in the printed daily newspapers
Vest and Dnevnik 172 were analyzed, which are published in a three-month period (from 10 November 2014 to
10 February 2015).
Both, qualitative and critical discourse analyses were used,173 in order to deconstruct the manifested
and latent meaning of the written texts. The term “interpreter repertories” or “interpretation lists” can be
found in the criminological literature (Chamberlain, 2013) and it refers to analytical procedure that helps us
to describe the world around us. It aims to deconstruct the text which is constructed by certain social
actors174 .
The selection of the above mentioned newspapers was made based on the national coverage,
popularity, circulation and length of existence.
Dnevnik is the first privately held printed newspaper in the Republic of Macedonia that started with
publishing in March 1996 (the first edition was published in March 20, 1996) and it is the most circulated
newspaper in Macedonia , with an average circulation of 55.000. Regarding the current political believes, it is
prone to the dominant political authority.
Vest is also a popular printed newspaper with long-standing existence (the first edition was published
in June 7, 2000). The organizational policy is permanent, and according to their political observations, the
newspaper is considered as neutral or more critically determined to the actual political party.
The sample is composed of 15 articles with the following titles:
 In 9 months 9 police officers have applied excessive force (December 30, 2014, Dnevnik, p. 4)
 Police officers punished for uncleaned and unoiled guns (February 2, 2015, Dnevnik, p. 10)
 Police officers punished for drinking in tavern and sleeping in a police vehicle (February, 2015,
Dnevnik, p. 10)
 Violent police officers and soldiers to be disarmed after severe domestic violence and weapon
murder incident (January 30, 2015, Vest)
 The inspectors Krstev and Trajkov had not disarmed the triple murderer (November 15, 2014,
Dnevnik)
 Allegations for two inspectors because they had not disarmed a murderer (November 15, 2014, Vest)
 Asked for 600 euros to cover up a crime (November 28, 2014, Vest)
 Police inspector caught taking bribe (November 28, 2014, Dnevnik)
172

The articles in Koha (or other newspaper) on Albanian language were exempted fro m the analysis because the main
researcher had an insufficient knowledge in A lbanian language, i.e. due to the inability of the Faculty of Security in
Skopje to obtain financial support for the translation of the media articles . However, these limitations do not reduce the
value and quality of the newspapers research results .
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Erlbau m Associates Publishers
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Police officer took bribe of 50 euros to buy himself a coffee (December 17, 2014, Dnevnik)
Took bribe of 50 euros from people with documents for legal entry (December 17, 2014, Vest)
During the day a police officer had been chasing criminals, and during the night had been
transporting undocumented immigrants (January 29, Dnevnik)
An inspector was running away from police officers in the yard of MVR but stumbled and fell down
(January 29, Vest)
A police officer criminally charged because caused a vehicle to upturn with gun shooting (December
31, 2014, Dnevnik, p. 23)
They lied about excessive working time and sued MVR (Ministry of Internal Affairs) for unpaid
wages (December 31, 2014, Dnevnik, p. 23)
Police officer detained for stealing bags with golden jewelry (December 22, 2014, Vest).

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS





During the research period, nine articles related to police deviance were published in Dnevnik, while
in Vest that number is six. This ratio is in accordance with its available media space.175 For the analysis of the
police deviance 176 in the Republic of Macedonia during the research period (November 2014 - February
2015), we have made review of all available police reports and data about police crime and deviance which
are announced on the web site of the Ministry of interior. 177 Taking into consideration those Reports, and
also considering all limitations and other unpublished data, 178 we can make a review of the situation with the
disciplinary sanctions applied for certain police offences which are noted in the police statistics compared to
those that are published in the mass media. The short review of the media articles reveals that media use the
police as main source of information regarding the police deviance, and the authors mainly copy and paste
selected parts of the already announced police reports on the official web site. Regardless of that copy
practice, the content analysis is needed firstly, because with the comparison between the data of the police
reports with those published in the media, we can examine the selection process, which is processed by the
media in terms of what cases and issues related to police deviance are worth to announce and to became
crime news.
Secondly, this type of content analysis ensure to reconstruct the situation of police deviance and to
determine how the media understand and portray that situation to their audience. The violations of
disciplinary rules by the employees of the Ministry of Internal Affairs have been regulated with the
Collective agreement of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No.
126/2010). It prescribes less serious 179 and more serious types180 of violations against order and discipline at
175

Dnevnik is twice as big as the one in Vest (А3 format vs. А4), and in terms of the page numbers the proportion
between them is approximately 1:1,5, because the number of pages in Dnevnik is 28, while in Vest is 40. This means
that Dnevnik has a larger med ia space for its articles .
176
This type of crime is mentioned in the introduction of this part , аnd regarding the needs for analyzing this type of
crime (defined as criminal activities committed by police officers) in Republic of Macedonia, we will use only the data
that are available at the official web page of Min istry of Internal Affairs (M VR), even though they do not reflect the real
situation with the police crime .
177
Those Reports refer to: a) enacted 22 disciplinary measures against police officers announced on December 22,
2014, b) Report for disciplinary procedure against 8 employees of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, announced on
January 20, 2015, c) Report for enacted 36 disciplinary measures against police officers, announced on February 2,
2005 and d) Report for enacted 38 disciplinary measures against police officers (who are charged with fine) enacted on
February 9, 2015 (www.moi.gov.mk).
178
Starting fro m January 2015 the reports are published regularly on the web page of pravdiko , during the period of
January 1, 2015 and May 24, 2015, 13 reports have been published, and it can be seen that in a period of five months,
396 decisions about disciplinary procedure against employees of the Ministry of Internal Affairs have been adopted .
179
Less serious violations of the disciplinary ru les are those when the employee : 1) does not respect the order and
discipline at work; 2) does not perform or negligently and untimely performs duties at work; 3) does not respect rules
related to their working duties at the workp lace; 4) does not respect the determined working hours and schedule; 5) does
not ask for absence or does not notify the Minister, i.e. the organizational unit manager or another authorized emp loyee
about his/her absence; 6) due to disease or other reasons does not go to work, but fails to notify the Minister or the
organizational unit manager or another authorized emp loyee within 48 hours notify ; 7) fails to handle the working
equipment consciously or in accordance to the work instructions ; 8) causes damage, work error or loss, and fails to
inform the Min ister, i.e. the organizational unit manager or another authorized emp loyee ; 9) fails to maintain the
devices and the protection equipment in accordance to the rules for protection at work; 10) causes disorders and
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work which can be sanctioned with 1. written warning; 2. fine; 3. degradation to a lower level of the working
position; 4. conditional termination of the contract for employment and with final termination (article 208
from the Collective Agreement of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoI).
The published data show that within the research period 105 disciplinary procedures against certain
police officers have been initiated who were sentenced with fines (70 police officers), written warnings (29
police officers), dismissals (three officers), terminations of the contract for employment (two officers) and
degradation to a lower working position (one police officer). Regarding the type of violation, major offences
were about unclean and un-oiled weapons (50 % of the sanctioned employees) and failure to undertake
certain police powers and other legal measures in given situations (30 % of the sanctioned employees). Other
offences are related to inappropriate behavior at work, failure to obey a higher at rank police officer, sleeping
while on duty, absence from work, visiting tavern and restaurants while on duty, cannabis possession, use of
firearms, disturbing the public peace and violent behavior.
Considering the above mentioned disciplinary offences, the police misconduct can be classified in
three categories: 1. acts that include disrespect and violation of certain disciplinary rules and procedures
that harm the police officer’s reputation (weapons and uniform mismanagement, sleeping while on duty,
visiting taverns while on duty, unjustified absence from work, etc); 2. acts that include violent and
inappropriate behavior of the police officers who abuse their powers (mistreatment, violence, public order
offences), and 3. acts that include abuse of police powers for personal or someone else’s interest, which
cause damage on the police organization (those are in most of the cases corruptive police behavior).
With regards to the above mentioned classification, the analysis shows that approximately 70 % of
the unlawful activities belong to the first group of violations approximately 20 % include power abuse, while
less than 10 % of the offences include inappropriate and violent behavior towards citizens or close relatives.
The offences are prosecuted regardless of the fact whether the police officers are on, or off duty.
This ratio of the police offences can be explained by several approaches. First one shows that
internal police offences against order and discipline which are initiated by other police offices are easily
prosecuted and sanctioned. Another explanation is that these offences are more visible, and the sanctions aim
to “discipline” officers’ behavior. The third explanation for reported police offences is that citizens are not
willing to report police misconduct and misbehavior, particularly those citizens who, in certain situations, are
perpetrators of certain crimes or misdemeanors. Having in mind different asspects and approaches to explain
the overrepresentation of certain acts and marginalization of others, without in depth analysis we cannot
draw relevant conclusion.
Nevertheless, the short review of the police deviance in the official police statistics allows us to
identify the relation between the official police image 181 and the media’s portrayal of the police deviance in
Dnevnik and Vest during the period of three months. In that regards, the content analysis shows that media

behaves violentl y while on duty; 11) illegally or without authorizations uses the Ministry’s resources; 12) fails to give
informat ion, that according to the regulations shall be given to the authorized bodies or gives incorrect info rmation; 13)
fails to offer legal, or other type of support to the clients to enjoy their legal rights and interests and 14) avoids training
(article 206 o f the Co llective Agreement of the Ministry of Internal Affairs ).
180
More serious violations of the dis ciplinary rules are when the employee: 1) is absent from work for three or five
successive working days in a period of one year; 2) abuses the sick leave; 3) fails to obey the health protection,
protection at work, protection against fire, exp losion and to xic substances and about environment, 4) brings at work,
uses or is under the influence of alcohol and drugs ; 5) steals in the workplace, deliberately or incautiously causes
damage to the Ministry; 6) exposes classified informat ion; 7) abuses personal data; 8) acts contrary to the rules and
regulations of the Ministry; 9) abuses or vi olates the gi ven police powers ; 10) avoids medical examination to check
the working ability; 11) fails to behave properl y towards clients and other parties;12) works illegally to obtain
personal benefit; 13) makes a favor, or enables a favor to be made by using money or other valuable assets he disposes
while he is on duty; 14) has another business, or takes part in another additional or individual pro fessional activity,
under conditions that are not covered by the Law on Internal Affairs and Law on Police ; 15) co mmits criminal offence
or an activity that is considered as a violation against the public order and peace and 16) founds, manages, represents a
political party, is a me mber of a polit ical party, exp resses and represents the views of a political party, wears or
promotes political party symbols in office or in the vehicles that belong to the Ministry and organizes political party
meet ings and express their views inside the Ministry (article 207 оf the Collective Agreement of the Min istry of Internal
Affairs).
181
We are not able to talk about the factual image of the police deviance, mostly because the above mentioned statistics
and data do not depict and portray the real image of the police crime. The attitude that the police crime is invisible and
not registered in the official statistics is quite prevalent in the literature.
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articles underline the police violations of the disciplinary rules and procedures within the police organization,
as well as the violent police behavior. Abuse of power has been mentioned in three cases.
„Police officers were sleeping while on duty, another police officers visited tavern while on duty, third group
of police officers have not cleaned their guns. .... was mistreating his underage daughter, ... was beating his
wife and granddaughter. ... took out confidential materials from office, ... have not detained a convict and
was not wearing police hat while on duty. ... took part in a fight” (February 9, 2015, Dnevnik, p. 10).
“because the weapons they owed to the workplace was uncleaned and unoiled, ... has not excused his/her
absence of work, ... failed to follow the instructions given by his/her superior, ... absent from work three
consecutive days, ... entered and showed wrong data to the higher at rank police officer after the request to
check a criminal record... failed to act in accordance to the instructions to record his/her working hours”
(February 2, 2015, Dnevnik, p. 10).
From the above cited parts of the articles we can conclude that the media relativize, exclude and
marginalize those violations of the police officers that include pure power abuse, and emphasize disciplinary
breaks against the public peace and order and those that include domestic violence (which represent only two
cases out of 215 violations of the disciplinary rules). All this contributes to the perception among the general
public that the police officers sleep while on duty, visit taverns and mishandle their weapons, which
additionally influences to the negative image and reputation of the police officer as an individual person.
With this content of the media articles Dnevnik182 aims to inform the general public that the police
officers are regularly sanctioned, but actually it silent the corruptive behavior of the police. That kind of
silent disguises the abuses of power by the police and contributes to reduce the negative image of the police
while they undertake their police powers. All this claims and open dilemmas that have raised within the
study and which cannot find relevant indicators with this content analysis should be a subject of another
study in order to address the editorial policy of the media and the professional and ideological backgrounds
of the media writers.
Additionally, Dnevnik chooses to portray the police brutality, i.e. the disproportionate police use of
force that is registered in the Annual report of the Sector for Internal Control and Professional Standards
(SIKPS) for 2014 (hereafter: Annual report (2014)), which is higher compared to the previous year:
“This year, the police used less force than the previous year, but the number of police officers who
unjustifiably used force against the citizens is bigger, as reported by the Sector for Internal Control. Nine
police officers are suspected of using excessive and unjustified force in the first nine months this year. ...
police officers unjustifiably used excessive force in four cases. Three police officers were criminally charged
for mistreatment while on duty, and two police officers for torturing, punishing and manifesting other types
of inhuman behavior and cruelty. ... two police officers groundlessly and inexcusably used firearms as a
means of coercion” (December 30, 2014, Dnevnik, p. 4)
These figures create an image of moderate and proportional use of force by the police, while the
small number of cases registered during the year (nine cases) represents “isolated” cases that are adequately
sanctioned. Furthermore, (what is not covered by the media) according to the Annual report (2014), the
Sector has prosecuted 1.506 petitions against the police. It states that “in most of the cases, the petitions refer
to remarks for unprofessional behavior of the authorized police officers regarding certain event or
dissatisfaction of the measures and activities that have been undertaken, and part of the remarks contain
comments in regard to the fine imposed for traffic misdemeanors, to the manner in which the record has
been prepared, to the manner in which the police officers behaved and undertook their authorizations,
etc”.183 Regarding the corruptive police behavior, the Annual Report (2014) has reported that out of 17
criminal charges, 11 of them refer to criminal corruptive activities. Five of them are for “malpractice and
negligence at work”, four criminal charges are for “abuse of power or official misconduct”, two of them are
for “bribery” and one crime is “falsification of official documents”.
Moreover, the SICPS has prosecuted 71 petitions against excessive police force which is used
against certain citizens. The investigation has found that allegations in 46 petitions are proclaimed as
unfounded, which means that the use of force by the police was legitimate and reasonable, or even that no
force has been used by the police. In the other 21 cases investigation has found insufficient evidence to
determine the allegations for excessive police force. Only in four cases, the allegations that a police force has
been used without justification were proved. For half of them, criminal charges have been compelled.
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It is important to keep in mind that this informat ion is only published in Dnevnik
Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Macedonia, Annual report of the Sector for Internal Control and
Professional Standards for 2014
183
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This data shows us that 95 % of the submitted petitions have been rejected, and only in 5 % of the
cases it was found that excessive police force was used. Those cases were portrayed in the media, but the
number of petitions submitted by the citizens is kept silent. Furthermore, the media fail to report the
observations of the SICPS that most of the petitions refer to unprofessional police conduct in particular cases
or that the citizens are dissatisfied with the undertaken measures by the police.
Despite the presentation of several parts of the SICPS Annual report (2014) about the police
deviance (noted in one article published in Dnevnik, In 9 months 9 police officers have applied excessive
force (December 30, 2014, Dnevnik, p. 4), the researched media have reported for several criminal acts done
by certain police officers during the research period. Two cases refer to police corruption and two cases for
abuse of power (1. taking away bag with jewelry and money from a driver and 2. smuggling of immigrants).
All of them confirm that the police is involved in corruptive activities, but both, the police and the
media by hiding other registered and unregistered abuses are trying to “deceive” the readers and to keep in
secret not only the extent, but also the different types of violations and abuses. Depending on the seriousness
of the consequences, these violations and abuses can have negative implications not only within the police
organization, but on the citizens, as well, because they reduce the trust and legitimacy of the police. The
article that refers to the following situation: “after the cases of domestic violence and murders with police
firearms, the violent police officers and soldiers will be disarmed” tries to relate the violent police behavior
with the use of police weapons. Additionally, the introduction of the measure “compulsory psychiatric and
psychological assessment” in the police laws means that the violent police behavior is related to the “violent”
police officers. Moreover, according to the media discourse it can be concluded that the police officers who
commit violent crimes are violent. In that sense, the media support and develop the thesis that the police
officers should not undertake criminal activities with elements of violence, even though their profession is
violent and repressive. In certain manner, that is a causal process of mutual influence and action among the
wearing police weapon, expressing violent behavior, and encouraging personal violent characteristics, which
all of them are under influence of the same represive funcion of the police.
In that context several questions are raised: does committing a criminal offence with elements of
violence mean that the police officer is violent, and that he must be examined by a therapist? Are the violent
police officers at risk to abuse the weapon? Is this risk too high that needs to disarm the police officer? These
questions are imposed for further discussion and survey. So far, the media readers have the expression and
perception that police officers who commit violent crimes are violent police officers and that they should be
disarmed with their weapons. Whether the repressive police function makes the police officers violent is
another question that deserves attention and further interdisciplinary examination.

5.

CONCLUSION

The police have its own place in the printed media and its coverage depends on the organizational
policy of the certain media and on the established relationships between the press and the police. Based on
the analysis of the sources of information, it can be concluded that the police is the basic and exclusive
source that gives information about its activities, work and other circumstances connected to the police
deviance. However, the newspaper Dnevnik, compared to Vest, offers more information and space about the
police, and therefore, based on the content analysis and also it has a bigger contribution in developing the
police image and reputation in a positive direction. To support this observation, the content analysis shows
that the police corruption is minimizing, while on the other hand the violations of the disciplinary rules are
emphasized. This disproportionate ratio indicates selective approach in revealing and reporting police
deviance. Moreover, while Dnevnik favors the police activities, mostly those related to the narco-crime and
narcoterrorism, Vest decides to emphasize certain events and legal decisions which are connected with the
police and which violate or tackle certain human rights and freedoms (for example, introducing the
possibility to use rubber bullets or to “disarm violent police officers”).
To sum up: this small study rise up many questions that are not tackled in this article, but are worthy
for further exploration. In general, the police coverage by the media indicates that both the media and the
police does not inform the public on regular and systematic way which show no effect on public confidence
in police. Therefore, in order to increase its legitimacy and trust among citizens, the management of the
police communication with the media should be subject of greater professionalism, strategic and
organizational planning within the police organization.
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THE USE OF POLICE SERVICE DOG IN CRIME INVESTIGATION
ABSTRACT
The police dogs belong to the group of service dogs, which means that they are specially trained
dogs used by the police for various purposes. The features of the police dogs such as speed, strength,
efficiency, endurance, courage, devotion, and especially the development of the sense of smell make them
significant auxiliary criminalist means in the fight against crime. The use of police dogs combined with more
operational and tactical measures and actions contribute to finding the suspects, missing persons and objects,
detection of drugs, explosives and other illegal substances, protection of buildings, people, etc.
The police officer and police service dog are connected by mutual cooperation for ages in the fight against
crime and in doing so it is important to note that police organizations around the world do not disregard the
role of the dog as a partner in the execution of various police tasks.
In this paper a special attention is paid to the types of police dogs and their use for police purposes. This will
indicate that despite the rapid technological development, the use of police service dogs is still an
irreplaceable part of police work.
Keywords: police service dog, criminal means, police officer, police.
1. INTRODUCTION
A police dog is a dog that is trained specifically to assist police and similar law-enforcement
personnel with their work. They are also known in the United States as police K9s (a play on words; a
homophone for canine). The term184 is sometimes used in the common parlance of several countries to refer
to any German Shepherd Dog because of the long history of the use of the German Shepherd by the police
and military; in some nations German Shepherds are the only dogs used by those forces. In the postindustrial era German Shepherds have often been depicted as police dogs in television, movies and police
dog memorials. This breed is often still used, as are a few other breeds. Almost all dog breeds that are trained
for police work, originate from Germanic and Romance countries.
European police forces were using bloodhounds as early as the 18th century 185 . It was not until the
World War I that countries like Belgium and Germany formalized the training process and started using dogs
for specific tasks, such as guard duty. The practice continued through World War II. Soldiers returning home
brought news of the well-trained dogs being used by both sides of the conflict. Soon, K-9 programs were
begun in London and other cities across Europe. The use of police dogs didn't gain a foothold in the United
States until the 1970s. Today, police dogs are recognized as a vital part of law enforcement, and the use of
police dogs has grown rapidly in the last five years. Today, police forces in most major cities use police dogs
to track criminals, sniff out illegal materials, search buildings, and do other jobs human police officers can't
do as well as a dog can. Not only are there thousands of police dogs on the job on any given day, but there
are also hundreds of police dogs who have given their lives to protect and serve.186
Most often, "police dog" refers to a dog that has been trained to guard their handler, and to find,
chase, intimidate, and hold suspects who are attempting to elude the police. Modern police dogs are not
184

More on the term police dog and K9 in Po lice dogs, Sheppard software, downloaded fro m
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/content/animals/animals/breeds/dogtopics/dog_police.htm
185
Parish constables often took their dogs to work for co mpany in the 15th century, but the first us e of dogs by the
police is believed to be in 1888 when two Bloodhounds were used during the Jack the ripper murders.
186
More detailed information about this aspect in Grabianowski, E., How Police Dogs Work, downloaded from
http://people.howstuffworks.com/police-dog.htm
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vicious animals; most are trained to enjoy their work, with chasing and grabbing introduced to them as tricks
or games that can be played only when the handler (a police officer) gives the appropriate command. The
dog's goal is not to bite; it is to grab and hold on at all costs until the handler gives the release command.
This means that the dog grabs hard, and a fleeing suspect can be bitten when attempting to avoid or fight off
a dog and the dog is attempting with full speed and energy to grab the suspect. Most handlers, if possible,
give the suspect a verbal warning that the dog will be set loose if they do not immediately halt, and this is
often sufficient deterrent that the dog is not needed.
Some police dog units prefer to start with a pursue and bark tactic, where the dog barks to alert the
handler to his whereabouts and to intimidate the suspect and keep him from running until the police arrive. In
this case, the dog usually grabs and holds only when the suspect does not halt. Others feel that the bark first,
bite later strategy is not effective and prefer to always use the chase and hold strategy.
A police dog and handler train and work as a team187 , because they must trust each other and
understand each other completely when working in stressful, even dangerous, and often rapidly changing
situations. Police dog teams have been accused of using excessive force in some cases, so it is critical that
the human be able to manage a difficult situation wisely, to use the trained dog only as appropriate, and to be
able to control the dog completely so that the dog can be called off instantly when the situation warrants. In
recognition of the valuable role these animals play in police duties and the dangers they face, there have been
a number of measures to ensure their protection. These include outfitting dogs with bulletproof vests to
protect them from guns and some areas have passed laws that make attacking a police dog a felony.188
Why do we bother using police dogs at all? For one thing, their sense of smell is almost 50 times
more sensitive than a human's. A dog can sniff out criminals, drugs, weapons, and bombs in situations where
a human officer would have to search every inch, a dangerous task. 189 In addition to sensitivity, a dog's sense
of smell is picky. It can discern a specific scent even when there are dozens of other scents around. Drug
smugglers have tried to fool drug-sniffing dogs by wrapping drugs in towels soaked with perfume, but the
dogs find the drugs anyway.
While a police dog is on a drug sweep, he can cover a lot of area very quickly. It would take human
officers 10 times as long to search the same area, and they'd still never find everything a dog can sniff out.
A police dog's work is not all about its nose, though. The intimidating growl of a welltrained German shepherd can cause many criminals to surrender instead of running or fighting. The very
presence of a police dog can prevent physical confrontations. When a conflict does arise, dogs are faster and
stronger than most humans, able to catch a fleeing criminal and clamp down with powerful jaws to
apprehend the suspect until other officers arrive. Dogs have more than earned their place in the police forces
of the world.
2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE USE OF POLICE DOGS
The use of the dogs for police purposes trough the history 190 for the first time is officially noted in
the XV century in England, and in the XVIII century the service police dogs have started being used at the
territory of USA, too. The use of the dogs for performing police tasks in Europe has become a regular
practice in the XIV century and they were used for searching crime offenders and defending the police
officers.
For the first time the dogs were used experimentally in France in 1895 and in Germany in 1899. In
1897 the Prussian police inspector Franz Laufer had big problems because of the more often attacks on his
police officers. Because he had modest means he decided to give his officers big dogs because of the lack of
other means of protection. At the beginning nor the officers nor the Government liked the idea, but since the
number of attacks was constantly increasing and because there wasn’t any other solution the Government in
1900 granted Laufer with additional monetary means.
187

Most of these dogs live in their handlers' ho mes and interact with their family and friends on a regular basis to ensure
that they remain social and pleasant animals.
188
In some jurisdictions police dogs are considered to be police officers in law so that any penalty that can be applied to
the assault of a human police officer can also apply to an assault on a police dog.
189
In one case, Breston, a Belgian Malinois who works with the Cheektowaga Police Department in Cheektowaga, NY
(a suburb of Buffalo), easily sniffed out a shipment of marijuana in heat-sealed Mylar bags, inside plastic-lined crates
sealed with foam sealant, inside a closed storage garage. With his sensitive nose and a search warrant, Breston kept
$3,400,000 worth of drugs off the streets.
190
More about police service dogs in history on http://www.dogsforlawenforcement.org/police -canines-in-history.html
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The police dogs were used even before 1899 and the same year in the Belgium city Gent was opened
the first school for service dogs for the needs of the police. The dogs were trained for police tasks. The
school’s program in Gent attracted a big attention and it prompted the others to use the dogs for keeping
safety and order.
The German police officers, who have completed their education in Gent, have done very favorable
reports about the achievements of the service dogs and by 1900 the police dogs were used in 600 German
cities. The same was happening in France, Italy, Austria and Hungary. In the systematic education of the
police service dogs the best befall the German and English cynologists and criminologists. Hull and Barnsley
Railway Police was the first unit in England that was using a trained team of police officer and a service dog,
and for that purpose in 1908 were used ‘Airedale terriers ‘imported from Belgium and trained in England.
The unit was using the dogs for overcoming the harsh and loud sailors who after getting drunk were coming
back to the boats. Also, they were used for keeping the property at the ports safe.
The founder of the modern school for police dogs was Conrad Most who in 1908 described the check
of the skills the police dogs have mastered. The prevalent police dog had to be scared of a bat and to pull out
before hits. While biting it must not attack but to hold firmly and then to release quickly.
The English police in January 1960 in Hatton (Lancashire Constabulary) have made the first central
register of all service police dogs. There were gathered all the specific data for every service dog, a data
about the breeding value of every dog. On the basis of these data the police units could get a dog as they
needed.
The history of the service dogs in the Canadian police is also interesting-at the beginning they were
used for transport with hauling sledges and around 1890 they began using dogs for blood seeking. Since
1930 and on in the Canadian police units were included multipurpose police service dogs for general use and
in 1937 in Calgary, Alberta, was opened the first school for leaders and service dogs in Canada.
The Egyptian police in 1945 had 150 German shepherds for detecting prohibited drugs.
The dogs training for searching and detecting mining explosives and drugs for the first time started
in England in 1968. At the beginning the search for mining explosives was combined with a search for
prohibited drugs and later the training was narrowed so the two types of searching were separated.
The example of England in 1969 was followed by Scotland in 1969 where the dogs were also trained
in combined way, and they were also engaged in selling trained dogs. In 1971 they sold a few trained dogs to
Switzerland, Germany and Italy and later these countries started training their dogs for special use.
In the Federal Republic of Germany in 1975 in the Federal state of Hessen stated a combined
training of dogs for general use and detecting mining explosives and prohibited drugs. In that period such a
combination was considered very successful.
In Slovenia the interest for using the police dogs has existed since the First World War and that is
confirmed by the piece Dog in the investigative office written by Celjan Milan Mitzer in 1910. Janez
Klemencic was actively included in the training of service dogs for the Slovenian Police. The most active
was the Association of lovers of bird dogs where was working Bogdan Sezun who later became one of the
leaders of the school in Podutiska.
In Macedonia the first police dog dates since 1949 when the police officers from the Macedonian
police were sent in Slovenia for nine months training. After finishing the training they came back to
Macedonia where were included for needs of the police for performing tasks from the area of public peace
and order and defense of the police officers while performing service tasks.
3. TRAINING OF POLICE DOGS
All police dogs must first become experts at basic obedience training 191 . They must obey the
commands of their handler without hesitation. This is what keeps the inherent aggression of the dog in check,
and allows the officer to control how much force the dog is using against a suspect.
Dogs from Europe are often given commands in their native language. Many people think this is so
no one besides the handler can accidentally give them an "attack" command in English. This is a myth. The
real reason is much simpler - the dogs were trained with those command words, and it's much easier for the
officer to learn a few Dutch or German words than to retrain the dog with new commands. A police dog must
also make it through endurance and agility training. The dog must be able to jump over walls and climb
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More detailed informat ion about the basic training of the police dogs in Grabianowski, E., How Po lice Dogs Work,
downloaded from http://people.howstuffworks.co m/police -dog.htm
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stairs. Each dog is acclimated to city life, because a dog that's nervous around people won't make a good
police dog.
Finally, each dog receives specialty training. Many dogs are trained to search for drugs, though some
are bomb or gun sniffers. Police dogs can also track missing persons or suspects.
The dogs that are employed in the Dog Support Unit (DSU) in Metropolitan Police 192 are trained
throughout their working life, which is usually 7½ to 8½ years, in order to maintain safe and effective
performance, and each year the teams are assessed formally. When they retire, the dogs usually stay with
their handler as a pet. The staff undergo specialist training to become Instructors and to deal with dangerous
dogs and dog related legislation. Dogs and handlers from all over the country and many parts of the world
attend the MPS Dog Training Establishment for a variety of courses. People often wonder if dogs sniff out
hidden drugs because they want to eat them, or because they're addicted to drugs themselves. In fact, the
dogs have absolutely no interest in drugs. What they're actually looking for is their favourite toy. Their
training has led them to associate that toy with the smell of drugs.
The toy used most often is a white towel. Police dogs love to play a vigorous game of tug-of-war
with their favourite towel. To begin the training, the handler simply plays with the dog and the towel, which
has been carefully washed so that it has no scent of its own. Later, a bag of marijuana is rolled up inside the
towel. After playing for a while, the dog starts to recognize the smell of marijuana as the smell of his
favourite toy. The handler then hides the towel, with the drugs, in various places. Whenever the dog sniffs
out the drugs, he digs and scratches, trying to get at his toy. He soon comes to learn that if he sniffs out the
smell of drugs, as soon as he finds them he'll be rewarded with a game of tug-of-war.193
As training progresses, different drugs are placed in the towel, until the dog is able to sniff out a host
of illegal substances. The same method is used for bomb-detection dogs, except various chemicals used to
manufacture explosives are placed in the towel instead of drugs.
When a police dog finds what it has sniffing for, it lets its handler know it is there by giving the alert
signal. Drug dogs use an aggressive alert - they dig and paw at the spot where they smell the drugs, trying to
get at the toy they think is waiting there. However, there are some specialties where an aggressive alert
would be bad news. If a dog searching for a bomb digs and scratches at it when he finds it, the results could
be disastrous. In these cases, a passive alert is used. A good example of passive-alert dogs are the beagles
used by the U.S. Department of Agriculture to sniff out produce that isn't allowed to enter the country. The
Beagle Brigade, as they're affectionately called, sniffs people's luggage while they wait in customs lines at
airports and border crossings. Because no one wants a dog digging at their belongings, the USDA beagles
have been trained to simply sit down when they smell fruits or vegetables. Difficulties 194 during training
and/or work may occur if the handler did not have time to train with the police dog, and because of a lack of
proper knowledge of working with dogs, may have ruined the dog’s training. Consequences that may occur
from this is that the dog ends up not being able to work well with the police in a certain situation, which can
have extremely serious effects. In this case, the police must state the problem to the personal dog trainer, so
that the K9 trainer can teach the dog and the K9 handler how to fix any mistakes that could have been made
by the handler.
4. DOG BREEDS IN THE WORLD USED FOR SERVICE TASKS
On the list of service dogs there are 26 different breeds. Having in consideration their use they can be
divided into:
 Dogs for general use: (German shepherd, Belgian shepherd, briard-French shepherd, Rottweiler,
airedale terrier, Doberman, Giant Schnauzer, Pug)
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The department uses tried and tested dog breeds such as German or Belgian Shepherd Dogs, Labradors and Springer
or Cocker Spaniels. More detailed informat ion about Dog Support Unit (DSU), Metropolitan Police on the official web
site http://content.met.police.uk/Site/dogsupportunit
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A story recounted in "Dogs On the Case," by Patricia Cu rtis (1989), tells of a drug dog that was a little too eager for
a game of tug-of-war. While walking along a line of cars waiting to enter the United States from Mexico, one of the
dogs alerted to the smell of d rugs, slipped her leash, and ran down the line of cars. Before her handler could find her,
she trotted back into view, holding a large brick of marijuana in her jaws. Although the border patrol had no way to tell
which car the drugs came fro m, the dog still got her tug-of-war. She d id her job, and the drugs were off the street.
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More detailed information about K9 Police Dog Training – Difficult ies on http://www.masterdogtraining.co m/train ing-a-dog/k9-police-dog-training/
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Seekers of prohibited drugs and explosives: (Springer spaniel, cocker spaniel, Labrador, golden
retriever, a Belgian shepherd, German shepherd)
 Rescuing from under snow avalanches, debris and searching for missing people (German Shepherd,
Labrador, golden retriever, border Scottish shepherd, Springer Spaniel, Belgian shepherd)
In Republic of Macedonia the most commonly used breeds for general use are: German shepherd,
Belgium shepherd, Rottweiler, Labrador, and in recent times also are used other hunting breeds especially
for special tasks.
In the past criminal-cynologica l practice the police dogs have been given many roles trough special
dog training and training they are trained to assist in carrying out various police and broader security tasks.
Their different roles have determined the classification of several types of police dogs as follows:
 Police dogs;
 Police protection dogs;
 Police sniffer dogs;
 Police dogs for rescuing;
 Police dogs for detecting drugs;
 Police dogs for detecting explosives.
There is almost no a police in the world that does not use the services of specially trained police dogs
for preventive-repressive aims in the fight against the criminality 195 .
5. POLICE UNIT FOR SERVICE DOGS IN MACEDONIA
The police unit for service dogs in Macedonia has been formed for the first time in 1946. After
twenty years the unit has spread and within the Ministry of Internal Affairs was formed a Department for
breeding and training dogs. This department in the eighties was included into the Unit for special tasks, and
then it was formed a special police station for dogs. That kind of police station has expanded and now exists
as Center for training and dressage. The center for training and dressage today has 50 dogs of 4 breeds:
German shepherd, Belgian shepherd, Labradors and Illyrian Sheepdog. The German shepherd and the
Labradors are specially trained for detecting drugs, releasing hostages, detecting explosives, and the military
uses them for securing the border lines. The Belgian shepherd is used for securing objects and detecting
drugs. The Illyrian Sheepdogs are specially trained for keeping objects safe. The police dogs in Macedonia
are trained by own staff. The police cynologists attend three-months training and three-months special
training conducted in some highly developed European countries (England, Germany and France).
6. THE USE OF POLICE SERVICE DOG
Crimes against persons often occur in one area and the victim either escapes or is allowed to leave.
The trauma, shock and general confusion related to the incident makes it difficult for the victim to locate the
scene. In cases such as a homicide, the body is often moved in an attempt to mislead police. More and more,
especially in gang-related crimes, in some of these cases, investigators may be able to gather some
intelligence in regard to where the crime could have possibly occurred, and this is where police service dogs
are able to help. In many cases, they are able to go into an area and pinpoint the scene for investigators. For
those dog handlers and trainers who do not include “Article Search” in their programs, “Tracking” can often
be equally effective in locating a crime scene with a police service dogs. Those canine teams that are capable
of both behaviours 196 (Tracking and Article Search) have two weapons at their disposal in their attempt to
locate a crime scene. In those cases, the dog handler can decide which behaviour to use, depending on the
intelligence he gathers as well as the environment and other related considerations such as time frame,
weather and contamination. In some cases, the combination of the two behaviours will allow the canine team
to be successful. Good results can be obtained only if the circumstances surrounding their use are right and
these circumstances are usually dependent on the initial action taken by the officers first at the sc ene. An
early call is essential if most effective use is to be made of the dog. The scene of the incident to which a dog
195
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is called must be left undisturbed as far as practicable. If doubt exists as to the value of a dog at the scene, the
dog handler should be consulted without delay. 197
According to the Police Law in Macedonia the service dogs is used as a mean of coercion in the
cases when:198
 Are fulfilled the conditions for use of physical force or truncheon;
 Are fulfilled the conditions for use of fire weapon and
 Public order and peace is being forged.
In cases where the conditions for use of weapon are fulfilled the service dog can be used without a
muzzle, but in any other case it can be used only with a muzzle on.
The service dogs as a mean of force can be used after a previous warning in order the public order
and peace to be set, after refusal of direct assault toward an authorized officer, for the person or facility that
is provided, as well as to prevent an escape of a person caught committing a crime that entails a prison
sentence of at least 5 years and the escape of a person arrested or a person for whom a warrant is issued for
arrest for committing such a crime. 199 In cases where the conditions for use of firearms are fulfilled, the
police dog can be used without a muzzle, and in all other cases only with a muzzle.
When the dog is off the leash, for example, when searching, it is the responsibility of the handler to
retain effective control. This responsibility is especially acute on those occasions when a dog is set to chase
after or to otherwise detain a person and such action should only be taken when absolutely necessary. It must
be clearly recognised that such use of force constitutes an assault, which, unless it can be justified, can incur
both criminal and civil liabilities.
In order to successfully fit in the system of operative-tactical measures and urgent investigative acts
undertaken within the operative action, the use of the police dog should be familiar at least in general terms
to all criminal practitioners. Only in this way this measure will fight for a spot primarily during criminal
proceedings in the first operation (and later, depending on the assessment in each case), when it should be
given the chance of police dog and his leader to show what they know and can. Unfortunately, not all the
opportunities offered by this criminal auxiliary tool are used, and this tool in the Macedonian Criminal
practice insufficiently is applied. 200
7. CONCLUSION
The dogs have always been used to help the man while doing certain activities. That is due to well
developed senses of hearing, sight and smell, and the susceptibility to dressage in situations when a task
needs to be completed and the man cannot do it alone. The police actions for finding drugs, wea pons,
explosives, when hostages should be released or when the police is entering in objects are inconceivable
without the presence and the help of the service dogs. Also, for securing cultural and sports manifestations
beside the police the police dogs are always present. Sometimes one dog can replace 10 people. Their help is
priceless in any police action.
As police dogs most frequently are used purebred dogs with daintiness senses that are strong, neat,
intelligent and capable of training, or posses the features that are necessary for the successful execution of
numerous tasks from the work of the police. Police service dogs are an effective tool. As with any tool,
training and education on how to deploy and manage it, is necessary. K-9 industry is getting better at training
the handlers, supervisors and administrators in these liability issues. With such training, liability reduces.
Without such training, you and your agency is open to litigation and increased liability. Training and
education is the issue.
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APPLYING THE METHOD OF CRIMINAL PREVENTION THROUGH
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (CPTED) ON PUSHKINOVA STREET, SKOPJE
ABSTRACT
Crime knows no boundaries. Depending on the current circumstances of a particular place, criminals
find adequate ways in pursuit of a variety of offenses. The role of the public authorities is to stop or prevent
crime. Speaking of crime prevention, criminology knows various methods to combat crime. One of them is a
method of Out Crime i.e. a method of crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED).
The knowledge about this method of local government in our country is almost minimal. The consequence is
the absence of its factual application. This research analyzes the current state of Pushkinova Street in Skopje
and all the security risks that have been present at it. The authors aim to present and offer specific ways that
could improve the overall security situation in that part of the City of Skopje using the CPTED method,
questionnaire and also, case study.
CPTED method is one of the more specific methods that Criminology knows. In the Republic of Macedonia
application of CPTED method is still missing. As a method of crime prevention through environmental
design around the world so far has seen positive results.
Key words: CPTED; Criminology; Pushkinova Str.; Skopje; Macedonia;
1. INTRODUCTION
Crime as a phenomenon seriously undermines the security of citizens, states as international entities
and the society in general. The struggle to suppress crime undergoes various methods employed by the
security authorities. The physical environment greatly affects the occurrence of crime, fear of crime and
quality of life in general. 201 In the recent decades, to cope with this problem, people equip their homes with
modern locks on their doors of their homes, using cameras, alarm systems, installed bars on the windows but
still it is no longer enough solution. Criminality is still present in great percentage. The answer to the
question “How to feel safe in the environment in which we live?” Can be found in CPTED - method of
criminal prevention through environmental design. The application of the method of Criminal Prevention
through Environmental Design (CPTED) as a relatively modern method gives great opportunities in the field
of prevention of crime as a social phenomenon. With its practical application to a particular settlement, the
occurrence of crime in that particular area is reduced.
This research analyzes the current state of Pushkinova Str. in Skopje and all the security risks that
are present in it. During the drafting of the urban plan of Pushkinova Str., the application of the method of
Criminal Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED202 ) is required. This will result in the access
control in this part of the ne ighborhood. The natural observation will be possible by people who live on this
street. Using the street designed by this method will enable the safe use of the road with minimal risk of
developing criminal behavior. The regular patrol police controls will affect the elimination and prevention of
occurrence of crime on the Pushkinova Str. Despite this, it is necessary to strengthen cooperation between
the police (community policing system), local government, private security and the citizens, for the
suppression of crime as it would prevent its occurrence.
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2. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF CRIME
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (CPTED) – GENERAL

PREVENTION

THROUGH

The methods of struggle against the perpetrators and the application of different methods of
combating certain forms of crime are commonplace in the work of security services and agencies.203
Everything in order to get this fight, it is necessary to apply appropriate methods, technologies and measures,
among them some of the sophisticated kind. But to achieve the desired goal, despite the discovery of the
perpetrators of various crimes and their proving, it is required to work on prevention and to reduce the
occurrence of new crimes. CPTED method offers exactly that. Thus prevent crime through environmental
design which promotes positive behavior that contributes to the elimination of criminal behavior in the
community.
By definition, sep-ted is a kind of philosophy of crime prevention on the basis of good design and
effective use of the urban environment that leads to a reduction of fear and the possibility of crime and to
improve the quality of life. The use of CPTED is designed to foster positive social interaction among the
residents who live in a certain area. The emphasis is on prevention, rather than fear and punishment.
The first study on the relationship between the urban environment and security as a factor was the
work of Jane Jacobs in her book „The Death and Life of great American Citie“, in 1961. Her theory is
reflected in two concepts: ,,eye on the street“, which implies the presence of buildings that are open to the
street and windows overlooking the street, as the primary safety factor and the second concept, which is
based on the activity of people as subjects who defend and respect the territory where they are living and
what belongs to them. So, from this point of view, in any local issue, which has expressed crime rate could
solve and prevent crime through the adoption of adequate urban planning. 204 The involvement of local
authorities, police, urban planners and other institutions, would more easily come to the desired result.205
This method provides natural access control, natural surveillance, territorial reinforcement and quality of life
in the the surrounding where people live.
CPTED method rests on four principles / strategies: natural surveillance / monitoring; natural access
control; territoriality and maintenance.
Natural surveillance / monitoring. Spontaneous or natural surveillance by this method should be as
widely available as possible and covers a larger territory. The ability to see beyond it provides an opportunity
for better natural observation. The maximum natural surveillance increases the feeling of safety and deter
any possible threat. A special aspect that stands out here is the lighting of the space or area. The lighting by
itself does not prevent criminal behavior, but may allow you to light where it is committing a crime, which
would allow legitimate people to see the potential threat. The lighting provides an opportunity for „choic e“
to go forward because residents can clearly see the road is clear and without danger. It increases security and
surveillance and on the other hand, reduces criminal misconduct.
Natural access control. Access control means regulation of space and by itself provides guidance to
people who come and go from the area. It is regulated by setting various gates at the entrances and exits of
the area and other barriers.
Territoriality. CPTED concept is characterized by containing in itself, called „defensible space“ is
the principle of territoriality 206 - citizens defend the territory where they are living. That means it is more
likely any crime to occur in a location that is not defended, and less likely to happen in the area that has
defense system. The one who defends a territory or area, it may be in his possession, but can also be a tenant
or employee.207 The urban space designed by CPTED method, must provide good visibility for witnesses to a
criminal event or to prevent access to undesirable persons. With CPTED, criminals avoid committing crimes
203
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in the presence of legitimate citizens. Property which is good defended suggests the criminal that near in the
area may be the presence of a legitimate citizen who'd witnessed a crime and call police immediately. On the
other hand, property which is not defended suggests the criminal that no one is noticing him and that it was
safe for him to commit a crime. That's the main purpose of CPTED: to make each location unsafe for
criminal activities while also the same location to make it safe for legitimate citizens,208 i.e. to reduce the
ability to perform a crime.209
Maintenance. The strategy of maintaining 210 the environment directly affects the fear of crime in the
community because of perceptions of inhabitants towards responsibility and care about the neighborhood.
Here it comes to the famous „Theory of Broken window“ 211 . This theory suggests that the neglected places
entail violence by men, while on the other hand, sites that are maintained consistently produce good behavior
and respect for the environment.
3. APPLYING CPTED METHOD WORLDWIDE AND RESULTS FROM PREVIOUS
RESEARCHES
More researches were conducted in this field. The results are everywhere positive and the method
completely works. There are practical experiences in some European countries like Denmark, Ireland and the
Netherlands by changing the the urban plan in certain city neighborhoods. The method is applied in South
Africa, and from countries in North America, CPTED so far is practically applied in Texas, Florida, New
Hampshire, Alabama, South Carolina, Nebraska, New York. In the state of Canada, the method is applied to
the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, the City of Calgary and other places.
In the US state of New York, the city Troy, the application of the sep-ted method contributed to
reduce thefts in the housing complex Arnold Fallon. With its implementation, the number of residents in this
community have increased, and the boundaries between private and public property were also strengthened.
The lighting around the complex was significantly improved as contributed to increase the sense of security
among the residents of this apartment complex. 212
The application of the method in Denmark has seen very positive results with the arrangement of the
two residential areas. Thus, after conducting statistical analysis the number of failed robberies decreased by 4
to 5 times compared to other residential areas that were not regulated by CPTED method; there are cases of
the reduction in the violence of 20% to 40% and therefore the sense of security of the citizens increased on
higher level.213
In Ireland this method is applied by the National Unit for the Prevention of Crime. With the
establishment of the adviser for the prevention of crime in the headquarters and in all regions, he gives
advice and practice opportunities for CPTED method. There, the procedure takes place as follows: first
request should be submitted to the City Council; to provide maps of the exact location; performed on-site
visit; analytical service carried profiling on the ground; and ultimately prepare a draft version of the report
that is submitted to the City Council214 . With the realization of the „Project for Reconstruction of the
Balimon“ residential complex in Dublin with 4801 residential units (only 20% were private and 80% stateowned), which was built in the 60s of the last century, the situation there completely changes. During the
existence of the complex there was been registered a high rate of crime, drugs and violence. 215 By adopting
the decision to demolish the complex and its reconstruction by CPTED method, the following urban
planning are adopted: the number of homes in private ownership; increasing natural surveillance /
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monitoring; apartments are replaced with houses; Improved lighting; placed video surveillance systems, etc..
It contributed to the reduction of crime in this part of Dublin.
In the Netherlands, however, the method has taken a special place in police work through the
implementation of community policing system through the principles: visibility, zoning, accessibility and
attractiveness.216
CPTED method in Macedonia officially does not apply, especially in the capital city Skopje. Certain
neighborhoods in the city are built in compact type and there left no space for urban maneuverability. In
cases where there still seems to have traces of this method, they are totally coincidental.
4. APPLICATION OF CPTED METHOD ON PUSHKINOVA STREET
If apply CPTED method on Pushkinova Str. in Skopje, then the occurrence of crime will decrease
and the overall security situation will improve.
Pushkinova Str. is located in the Municipality of Kisela Voda in Skopje, Macedonia. It is completely
unlit, poorly used by citizens and has been registered minor forms of crime. This situation represents a major
problem for residents who live on this street and the surrounding streets and is located in a frequently place
in Municipality of Kisela Voda. The problem with this street is that it`s located just behind the old Polyclinic
and it is a blind alley. On the street itself come out two underground garages that are part of two buildings
built next to it. These garages are in a dire, disappointing situation, no lighting and can be said to represent
adequately ,,lair“ of the drug addicts.
For the poor state in which the street is witnessing the magazine „Vest“, where even from the
26.08.2010, the text entitled „Underground parking-garage dangerous drinking holes in Kisela Voda are
crowded with drug addicts“ 217 it was shown a picture of the garages which that come out on the street.
Residents of the neighborhood who live on this street have complained that underground car parks are full of
used syringes, empty bottles of alcoholic drinks, and scattered trash. They also testify that often at night from
the garages are hearing screams. „We are guarding during all night. There will gather a bunch of drug
addicts, screaming, breaking and who knows what everything is going on down. We Fear for us to get down
because we do not know what will see down there. Many tenants have already abandoned garages and now
they are using them as basements“ – are the words of the residents of Pushkinova Str.218

Picture no.1. Pushkinova Str.
Local government of the Municipality is aware of the problem and consider that according to
Housing Law, community owners will report such and similar cases promptly to the police and in
coordination with the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, the problem will be solved. Yet after five years,
the situation is still a status quo. Therefore, we believe that the best solution lies in applying the method for
crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED). This is for several reasons: the idea of the method
is that it reduces the opportunities for criminals to do crime, and also increases the cha nces any crime to
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happen that will be seen by other citizens. Practically, CPTED enhances the quality of life, reduces fear of
occurrence of crime and reduces crime.

Picture no.2. Parking garages on Pushkinova Str.
Need for cooperation between the police, local government, business sector and citizens to live in a
safer community
If there is cooperation between the police, the local government, private security, business sector and
citizens, the quality of life in this part of the municipality will improve.
Cooperation between the police, the local government, private security, and citizens is essential if we
want to get the desired results. Citizens as „core“ of any society are those who should make the first step.
They need to be “the alarm” for each social degeneration. Every problem can be solved if we bring the right
solutions.
Practitioners agree that there is a great need for innovative practices within the police as a public
authority to help prevent what some would consider as a “crisis of violence” in many communities. The
increased level of crime is evident in recent decades. Police are tasked with finding effective methods to
prevent and control crime. It also recognizes that the fight against crime, and increase the sense of personal
safety requires a commitment by the police and by the public. Here above all we think and to the frequent
police patrols that police must enforce through populated areas. Provided a real solution to a problem
adequately, as is the case with Pushkinova Str., the first results we can expect in a very short period.
Residents who feel safe in their homes and neighborhoods will be more willing to engage in the activities
through which strengthens and protects the community. On that way, the awareness among people will
change.
Assistance in urban revitalization. Through its impact on the social, physical and economic
conditions, CPTED can be an instrument of the revitalization of communities in central city areas. When
investors, citizens, businesses and other factors may find that it requires a comprehensive effort to reduce the
fear and crime, there would be improvement in the community's identity and its cohesion. 219
5. RESULTS OF THE SURVEY AND PROPOSALS
The validity of the instrument is reflected in the fact that each variable has a significant independent
factor influencing variables in the block dependent variables without significant coefficient of statistical
sampling error and in the values among the variables and standard deviation. The survey questionnaire was
used of closed type using Likert scale with of the views of key battery, interval scale for ranking the
priorities and stratified sample of 50 respondents. For better visibility of the results, they are calculated as a
percentage. Gender representation comprised 44% men and 56% women.
On the question ,,When I use Pushkinova Str. in Kisela Voda I feel unsafe“ by the respondents, 70% totally
agree, 28% partially, and only 2% of respondents can not estimate.
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Graphic display No.1 “When I use Pushkinova Str. in Kisela Voda I feel unsafe”
With regard to this issue and received rates through Pearson Chi-Square test in order to determine
whether there is a statistically significant association with the frequencies of the two attribute characteristics
or between the observed frequencies and frequencies expected in a particular case, the following results are
given:
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
sided)

Sig.

(2-

Pearson Chi-Square
3,792a
2
,150
Likelihood Ratio
4,164
2
,125
Linear-by-Linear
1,186
1
,276
Association
N of Valid Cases
50
a. 2 cells (33,3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is ,44.
Given that the expected frequency is less than 5 and is 2, it can be concluded that gender is not
significant with 95% confidence (there is no difference in the responses between men and women on this
issue).
On the question „At night I feel less safe than during the day when I use the street“, 36% totally agree, 30%
partially, while 34% of respondents can not estimate.

Graphic display No.2. „At night I feel less safe than during the day when I use the street“
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Pearson Chi-Square test on this issue gave the results the anticipated frequency is less than 5 and is
2, after which it is considered that gender is not important, i.e has no influence:
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
sided)

Sig.

(2-

Pearson Chi-Square
2,445a
2
,295
Likelihood Ratio
2,453
2
,293
Linear-by-Linear Association
,236
1
,627
N of Valid Cases
50
a. 0 cells (,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
6,60.
Something similar are the results from the following question: „I feel afraid when I go down the street at
night“. Here 50% i.e. half of the respondents completely agree, 46% partially, and only 4% can not estimate.

Graphic display No.3 „I feel afraid when I go down the street at night“
For this issue by Pearson Chi-Square test also gender has no meaning and the anticipated frequency is 2:
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

Pearson Chi-Square
,328
2
,849
Likelihood Ratio
,329
2
,849
Linear-by-Linear Association
,304
1
,581
N of Valid Cases
50
a. 2 cells (33,3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
,88.
Especially important are the results of the question „I am not satisfied with the set of the street
lighting on the street“, where even 84% of the respondents totally agree and only 16% partially agree. This
is a significant fact that the lack of sufficient nighttime lighting, the risk of criminality of various types is
very large. The results of Pearson Chi-Square test on this issue show that the anticipated frequency is less
than 5 and is 1, which means that gender has no meaning here (there is no difference in the responses
between men and women on this issue). These results are presented in the following table:
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Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
(2-sided)

Sig. Exact Sig. (2- Exact Sig. (1sided)
sided)

Pearson Chi-Square
1,323a
1
,250
b
Continuity Correction
,580
1
,446
Likelihood Ratio
1,317
1
,251
Fisher's Exact Test
,277
,223
Linear-by-Linear
1,296
1
,255
Association
N of Valid Casesb
50
a. 2 cells (50,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3,52.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
The second part of the survey questions where the answers were with „Yes“ or „No“ the results are
expected and are not surprising at all. On the question „Person or a member of my family had occurred act
or happened an unpleasant experience when using the street“, 22% of respondents answered „yes“, while
78% had no such experience. But the percentages are different to the question „Have you ever been an
eyewitness / witnesses in a criminal event or have any information about criminal events observed in this
part of the neighborhood?“. Here, 50% of the respondents answered with „yes“ and the same number with
„no“. Of the previous two issues so far, and their analyzed results expressed in percentages, it can be
concluded, although the percentage of people who had personally unpleasant experience in this part of the
street is small, yet it is not minimal and single digit. Especially concerns the results of the question „Have
you ever been an eyewitness / witnesses in a criminal event or have any information about criminal events
observed in this part of the neighborhood?“ it is clear that even half of them witnessed the emergence of
criminality of a different kind of Pushkinova Str., which confirms the thesis that CPTED method is necessary
to apply for this case.
The cooperation with the residents of the municipality where there is located Pushkinova Str. and
local government gives disappointing results in the survey. On the question „Have you contacted the
municipality of Kisela Voda for more detail to meet the officials of the Municipality with this problem?“,
16% of respondents answered „yes“ and only 84% said ,,no“. This may be a sign that the people do not take
on time the issues they face in their place of residence and not looking to take timely measures of various
types which could implement the Municipality in which they live. The reasons here are not so important in
terms of whether residents believe that if they ever complain and ask for a greater attention to the problem
that they have, Council will decide adequately and quickly or will not solve. The subject of our interest are
the percentages obtained from the question in the survey. Pearson Chi-Square test on this issue gave the
result that the expected frequency is less than 5 and is 1, which in itself implies that gender does not
influence i.e. that there is no difference in the responses between men and women on this issue. This is
shown in the following table:
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
(2-sided)

Sig. Exact Sig. (2- Exact Sig. (1sided)
sided)

Pearson Chi-Square
1,299a
1
,254
Continuity Correctionb
,731
1
,393
Likelihood Ratio
1,305
1
,253
Fisher's Exact Test
,393
,197
Linear-by-Linear
1,273
1
,259
Association
N of Valid Casesb
50
a. 0 cells (,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11,00.
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Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
(2-sided)

Sig. Exact Sig. (2- Exact Sig. (1sided)
sided)

Pearson Chi-Square
1,299a
1
,254
b
Continuity Correction
,731
1
,393
Likelihood Ratio
1,305
1
,253
Fisher's Exact Test
,393
,197
Linear-by-Linear
1,273
1
,259
Association
N of Valid Casesb
50
a. 0 cells (,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11,00.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table
But the problem with Pushkinova Str. can not be solved by only one factor. This requires several
factors. The question: „I consider it necessary to take major steps to improve the situation in this part of the
settlement“, 100% of the respondents answered with „yes“. This gives us the right to conclude that we really
need to take significant changes to find a solution for this security problem.
Proposals
In the section „measures and programs“ the respondents were offered a list of possible solutions and
measures that would improve the security situation on Pushkinova Str. We offered the following measures:
street lighting; video surveillance; restoration of garages; asphalting of the street; construction of a children's
playground; construction of a mini park and setting the problem on daily agenda of the Municipality.
Respondents were asked to choose only three measures proposed by priority.
From the obtained results, in the first draft - measure possible solution, 56% of 100% of the respondents
chose streetlights.

Graphic display No.4. First draft - measure possible solution chosen by respondents (in blue colour)
If we consider that the sep-ted as one of the main principles include the lighting of the area, in our
case, by the results of the survey, the necessity of providing adequate street lighting is inevitable. Pearson
Chi-Square test on this issue gives different values unlike the situation with the previous questions. Here
gender impact is significant because the anticipated frequency is 5. This is shown in the following table:
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Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

a

Pearson Chi-Square
4,584
5
Likelihood Ratio
5,433
5
Linear-by-Linear Association
,602
1
N of Valid Cases
50
a. 10 cells (83,3%) have expected count less than 5.
count is ,88.

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
,469
,365
,438
The minimum expected

As a second proposed measure were selected two measures in identical percentages: the existence of
video surveillance on the street and construction of a mini park with 28% out of 100%.

Graphic display No.5. Second draft - measure chosen by respondents: the existence of video surveillance on
the street and construction of a mini park (in green and red colour)
Pearson Chi-Square square test in this proposed measure gave the result that the gender has
significance and the expected frequency is 6, with 95% confidence:
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp.
sided)

Sig.

(2-

Pearson Chi-Square
21,224a
6
,002
Likelihood Ratio
26,220
6
,000
Linear-by-Linear Association
,831
1
,362
N of Valid Cases
50
a. 10 cells (71,4%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count
is ,88.
As a third proposed measure, respondents chose the construction of a mini park with a total of 30%.
Pearson Chi-Square square test in this proposed measure gave the result that the gender has significance and
the expected frequency is 6, with 95% confidence:
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Chi-Square Tests
Value
Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases
a. 10 cells (71,4%) have expected
count is ,88.

21,224a
26,220
,831
50
count less

df

Asymp.
sided)

6
6
1

,002
,000
,362

Sig.

(2-

than 5. The minimum expected

Graphic display No.6. Third draft - measure chosen by respondents: construction of a mini park (in red
colour)
From this it can be concluded that from all 7 draft - measures that were offered to respondents as the
essential have proven the need for street lighting, the existence of video surveillance on the street and
construction of a mini park. We believe that only if these measures are implemented in practice, the security
situation on Pushkinova Str. will improve completely and the appearance of a possible criminality of various
types in record will be reduced.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper provides an analysis of the current state of Pushkinova Str. in Skopje and all the security
risks that are present in the same. By presenting the actual situation of Pushkinova Str., we gave the
knowledge that is necessary to take more steps to deal with this security problem which we feel especially
residents living on this street.
The goal was to present and offer concrete ways through which we can improve the overall security
situation in that part of the Municipality of Kisela Voda, using CPTED method. The results of the survey
proved to be a good „guide“ and a kind of indicator that residents Pushkinova Str. have the desire and need
their street to be urbanized, and therefore the security situation to improve. Sep-ted method, as a method that
knows the scientific discipline Criminalistics, according to recent surveys, most suited to be applied on this
street. Despite the existence of other forensic methods, sep-ted method can lead to improvement and solve
all security problems and issues faced by any community. Through its principles / strategies, it increases the
perception of safety, reducing crime and improving quality of life. This is because, the way a community is
organized infrastructural and systematic, the way it is maintained and managed, contributes to its security
and vitality some, including the behavior of the residents of the community. Each shift has its difficulties but
change for the better always brings relief and gives excellent results.
Macedonia still does not belong in the group of states that apply CPTED method in the preparation
of urban plans and their implementation. It is a trend that must be stopped. To make our community safer it
is necessary to take and also apply effective and efficient solutions in the segment of crime prevention. It is
necessary the method of Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) to become a practice
also in our country.
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ABSTRACT
With the “Law for Inspection Supervision” for the first time in the Republic of Macedonia it was
established the new institution “Inspection Council” as a unique legal entity. This institution will take care of
the work quality for inspection services, also the work of each inspector individually. The Council through
practical implementation of the Law for Inspection Supervision will establish work standards for inspection
services, will harmonize procedures to perform effective inspection supervision, and regulates the rights and
duties of inspectors and the subjects of supervision, and will also establish standards for professional and
ethical behavior for inspectors.
However, inspection services existed long time before Inspection Council and Law for Inspection
Supervision, and they had a large number of quality and efficient inspection supervisions, also a large
number of preventive and punitive measures (which are not the case of research in this work). Authors with
this work intended to explore (research using survey and SWOT analysis which will be presented) through
opinion of experienced inspectors, whether Inspection Council for real will bring efficiency, or the older
model is better and more practical for inspection services.
Key words: Law, Inspection council, Inspection Supervision, Inspection services, effective
supervision etc.
1. INSPECTION COUNCIL AND THE LAW OF INSPECTION SUPERVISION
With adoption of the new Law for Inspection Supervision (LIS) 220 , for the first time in the Republic
of Macedonia and in accordance with the law mentioned above the Inspection Council (IC) 221 was created.
The institution of inspection council, as a separate legal entity, will take care of the efficiency and quality of
inspection services and also the same for all inspectors individually. This council is composed of a chairman
and six members with two permanent working bodies, with one for the efficiency and quality of inspection
services and the second for education, development and training, also as well as “ad hoc” group for actual
needs and advices.
The Council, through practical implementation will establish standards for conditions and the mode
of the issuance and revocation the license for inspector, rights and responsibilities for inspectors, foundations
for organizations and action for inspection services, basic rights and responsibilities of the subjects of
inspection supervision, establishment, status and operation of Inspection council, the manner and procedure
of conducting inspection supervision, and other issues concerning inspection supervision.
The works of inspectors are regulated with Law for inspection supervision (Official Gazette of
Republic Macedonia, 50/2010; 162/2010; 157/2011; 147/2013; 41/2014; 33/2015; 193/2015) according:
basic principles of inspection supervision, organization and coordination of inspection services, rights and
duties of inspectors, procedure during inspection supervision and etc. By the way inspection supervision is
defined as supervision focused on implementation of laws and regulations, enacted with the law of labor of
the state authorities, units of local Government and the city of Skopje, public enterprises, trade compa nies,
institutions and legal entities and individuals over which supervision is made, with imposing measures and
sanctions in order to remove the established irregularities. Inspection procedure, can define as special type of
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Official Gazette, no 50 fro m 13.04.2010; 162/ 10; 157/ 11; 147/ 13; 41/2014; 33/2015; 193/2015
Official Gazette, no 50 fro m 13.04.2010
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procedure compiling with this law, the Law on General Administrative procedure or with another law that
regulates the actions of inspectors during the inspection supervision is performed.
The principles in which inspector should comply during his action are: principle of legality 222 ;
protection of the public interest; principle of equality, impartiality and objectivity; principle of material truth;
principle of hearing of the subjects thru supervision; principle of independence; principle of publicity;
principle of proportionality; principle of prevention and principle of subsidiary 223 . But the State Environment
Inspectorate (SEI)224 and other inspection services exist for a long time and have a huge number of quality
and efficient inspection supervisions and also huge number of misdemeanors and criminal charges225 , before
the occurrence of inspection council. As part of their actions inspector may request removal of irregularities;
temporarily to ban doing business, profession or duties, confiscate money and items that the crime was
committed or offense; and to submit criminal charges or misdemeanor.
The scope of work of the Inspection Council is coordinating the work of inspection services,
consideration of issues relating to the operation of inspection services, professional development, training of
inspectors, and the application of laws and regulations relating to inspection.
2. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAW OF INSPECTION SUPERVISION AND INSPECTION
COUNCIL IN PRACTICE
After adopting the law226 for inspection supervision and its application in the frame of practical
activities for inspectors in site, also are recognized weaknesses of this law. Namely the implementation of
legal provisions in the daily activities of the inspectors for environmental and nature protection, can be
noticed some difficulties adversely affect the performance of the work of inspectors. From the analysis of
application of the law can be ascertained following weaknesses and irregularities 227 .
1. Institutional weaknesses: insufficient human and technical recourses, low budget and etc.
The problem of financing the inspection services is a serious problem that reflects the inefficiency on
the site. Namely due to lack of funds is problem of use of motor vehicles and other technical equipment for
each inspection supervision which should be realized by inspection services. It is also necessary and
adequate human resource planning, in terms of employing required number of expert and professionals in
order for effective work of the inspection service. Also technical resources required to meet the needs of
employees in order for successful operational activities in terrain. If inspectors are not adequately equipped
with technical equipment needed for expertise and other analyses in terrain, there will be no successful
detection and proving of existing environmental crime and misdemeanors 228 .
2. Weaknesses arising from legislation
Namely in our national legislation there are certain legal decisions leading to overlapping of
responsibilities, uncovered areas, areas covered under foreign jurisdiction, insufficient coordination with
authorized inspectors derived from competence given/not given by material laws, not covering of some
municipalities with authorized inspectors. As a result of mentioned above big part of obligation falls on state
inspectors, for which there is no compensation or guideline which provides payment from inspectorate, in
case of performing inspection for municipalities needs.
3. Lack for guidelines for sampling (water, soil, GMO)
This legal gap represents serious problem for inspectors for environment and nature protection in
Republic of Macedonia in their activities and operations. Namely because there are no guidelines governing
the matter for sampling in terrain, that means there aren’t certain standards for sampling, i.e. compiling the
whole procedure, in direct relation calls into question the legality of the sampling and execution of expertise
on court. In this case due to lack of legal provisions for this type of procedure, it is possible that expertise
may not be accepted in court, in other words to be assessed as illegal and criminal charges for certain
222

Dzukleski, G. “Principle of legality and other principles used by inspectors are also the basic which are used in
forensic science“Introduction on Crimino logy, Skopje, 2006, p. 45
223
Mails-Sazdovska, M. “International Environ mental Protection”, Skopje, 2014, p. 95
224
Official Gazette, no 53 fro m 05.07.2005
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Ivanov, A. “Inspection supervision in the environment, with particular reference to the state environment
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nature, authors note protection
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criminal act not to be court resolved. In that case the work of inspectors will be very relative because their
work in terrain will be in vain, same as performing expert analysis and water, soil, air and GMO
examination.
4. Lack of cooperation with accredited laboratory for cooperation and support of inspection.
Besides the problem of legal prediction, i.e. no prediction of procedures for expertise of certain
samples, also serious problem presents the lack of licensed laboratory, with whom will be a cooperation
agreement to perform AD HOC expertise for inspection service.
5. Insufficient experience and training.
Inspectors for environment and nature protection show lack of professional knowledge and skills in
the area of methodology of detecting and proving criminal crimes. Namely in case of investigating, when
there criminal act exist according Criminal Code of Republic of Macedonia, inspectors are not enough
trained for application of adequate measures and activities with which will highlight the criminal act. This
lack applies to the operational-tactical measures and investigative actions, same as providing forensic
evidence229 or proves in this area.
6. Objective difficulties
Arising from the fact that environmental criminal acts are very hard to prove. Environmental
criminal acts same as environmental misdemeanors have certain properties and characteristic, which are
features only for this kind of criminal behavior, which unlike other cases are more difficult to prove. For an
example, the concentration of pollutants using situational forensic expertise, should as soon as possible to
conclude in the spot of pollution, because otherwise the dispersion of pollutants and reduction of anticipated
concentration will not prove the criminal act or the misdemeanor. This is quite difficult in terrain because
under the influence of weather and other conditions, pollutant quickly disperses, air under the influence of
wind and rain dilute, in protracted waters (rivers and etc) concentration are decreasing in the spot of
discharge, and so on.
7. Lack of effective coordination with police services if necessary for inspectorate needs.
There is certain cooperation when police intervene 230 for needs of inspection services, but it is not
enough for continuous and systematic cooperation between police and inspection services.
8. Other weaknesses.
Also should be noted that there are other weaknesses such as: during employment there are predicted
professions which are not adequate with area of environment and nature protection, overload with
administrative or paperwork which is in loss the quality of inspection supervision, weak coordination
between inspection service 231 (no mutual meetings, no mutual trainings, consultation and etc.), also weak
coordination with management and their departments within Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning
- MoEPP.
3. RESEARCH
The main objective of the research (this research was done within “Seminar for scientific research
project” as obligatory activity for PhD students in period between May-July 2015) will be success, quality
and efficiency of inspection supervision, before and after LIS and IC. Other goals and targets of research also
arise from the research subject of this paper and they will later be used for definition and verification of
hypotheses:
 Difference between inspection supervision before and after LIS and IC.
 Quality of inspection supervision before and after LIS and IC.
 Efficiency of inspection supervision before and after LIS and IC.
 Success of inspection supervision before and after LIS and IC.
 Prevention is more accessible before LIS and IC or after?
 Whether exams and licenses are required for development of inspection services?
 Settings standards for inspection supervision (or they were already there before LIS and IC).
 Whether conditions of inspection services were improved after LIS and IC?
 Weaknesses, strengths, opportunities and threats from LIS and IC.
229
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Hypotheses:
Bearing in mind that LIS and IC are designed for the purpose of effective and quality inspection
supervision and insights, it is to be expected to assume that LIS through IC will have direct impact on the
working conditions of inspection services, performance, quality, efficiency of supervision and inspection
services.
The problems faced by inspectors now, are the same unchanged, but also bearing in mind that the
administrative work increases enormously, it is to be expected that will reflect directly to the quality,
efficiency of inspection supervision and prevention from pollution of the environment and nature.
Method of research and instrument:
Delphi Method 232 using questionnaire like instrument (questionnaire filed anonymously by ten
experienced state environment and nature protection inspectors).
SWOT analyses233 (filed anonymously by ten experienced state environment and nature protection
inspectors).
First, Delphi method (through arithmetical sequence) 234 will allow us to get the real picture and idea
of experienced SEI inspectors on the need or necessity of IC or otherwise burdened with extra work at the
expense of quality inspection and supervision insights.
Of course, the SWOT analysis can provide information from experienced SEI inspectors’ threats that
may undergo for inspection supervision and insights form LIS and IC, weaknesses that LIS have, or
opportunities and strengths that can contribute to the improvement of inspection services (ex. Advance in
career).
4. RESULT ANALISYS
Result analysis from questionnaire according Delphi method. According to your opinion how much
LIS helps for more quality and efficient inspection insights and supervision?
Respondents
Result
Respodent1
2
Respodent2
Respodent3
Respodent4
Respodent5

2
4
1
1

Respodent6
Respodent7

5
6

Respodent8
Respodent9
Respodent10

6
3
1

Arithmetical Sequence

3.1

According to your opinion how much inspection services are over loaded with paper work from LIS?
Respondents
Result
Respodent1
10
Respodent2
Respodent3
Respodent4
Respodent5

10
8
10
10

Respodent6

6

232
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Respodent7

5

Respodent8
Respodent9

6
10

Respodent10
Arithmetical Sequence

10
8.5

According to your opinion how much your working condition have improved (technical and other
condition) after using LIS with coordination with IC?
Respondents
Result
Respodent1
1
Respodent2
Respodent3

1
3

Respodent4
Respodent5
Respodent6
Respodent7

1
1
6
6

Respodent8
Respodent9

5
1

Respodent10
Arithmetical Sequence

1
2.6

According to your opinion how much can inspector advance in his career with LIS?
Respondents
Result
Respodent1
5
Respodent2
Respodent3

2
3

Respodent4
Respodent5
Respodent6
Respodent7

1
1
5
6

Respodent8
Respodent9

5
2

Respodent10
Arithmetical Sequence

1
3.1

According to your opinion how passing exams for license can shall contribute to the performance,
efficiency and quality of the inspection supervisions and insights?
Respondents
Result
Respodent1
1
Respodent2
Respodent3

2
4

Respodent4
Respodent5
Respodent6

1
1
4
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Respodent7

5

Respodent8
Respodent9

5
2

Respodent10
Arithmetical Sequence

1
2.6

According to your opinion as inspectors of environment and nature protection inspectors, how much
LIS contributes to the prevention of pollution and in the environment and nature?
Respondents
Result
Respodent1
1
Respodent2
Respodent3

2
3

Respodent4
Respodent5
Respodent6
Respodent7

1
1
5
5

Respodent8
Respodent9

6
1

Respodent10
Arithmetical Sequence

1
2.7

According to your opinion how LIS helps in improving to the behavior (code of ethics) of inspectors
to entities through inspection supervision?
Respondents
Result
Respodent1
4
Respodent2
Respodent3
Respodent4
Respodent5

2
4
3
1

Respodent6
Respodent7

7
7

Respodent8
Respodent9
Respodent10

8
1
1

Arithmetical Sequence

3.8
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Result from SWOT analysis
Strengths:











Weaknesses:




Unnecessary admin istrative overload
Discrimination (fro m other civ il servants)
Non-comp liance with EU leg islation and obligations
in accordance with EU d irectives
 A pale copy of a Law for ad ministrative procedures
 Does not cover Workplace Risk
 The exams for inspectors, not covering working and
professional experience specially in inspection services
 Exams
 Giv ing “strong” authority to IC and promoting them
in body, which legal and effect ive status is more than
questionable in terms for ad ministrative bodies
 Establish planning and reporting (quarterly plan and
report) on totally erroneous grounds, promoting and
insisting on the so-called "quantitative indicators" to assess
the performance of the inspectors', the work model that has
long not applicable anywhere in the world.
 Wrong and misinterpretation and promotion of the so called "risk assessment" in planning, with "planning" in
advance of the inspection measures that would been taken
(decisions, education, misdemeanors and criminal charges )
which directly infringe on the basic principles of inspection
as a principle of independence, impartiality, proportionality
and prevention
 Wrong concept of the exam for obtaining licenses,
proportionality in representation of the areas also the
method of assessment.

Coordination between i nspection servi ces (i f i t
happens)
Legal Enti ty and budget from firs t line
No s trengths , everything is covered with Law for
administra ti ve procedures, LIS is overra ted
Qua rterl y Plan
Qua rterl y Report
The coeffi cient for complexi ty for i nspection
supervision
Pre-planned Inspection supervision
Somehow LIS establishes rules and a dminis tra ti ve
procedures in conducting the inspection supervision
(al though even before LIS it was regulated wi th the
Law for administra ti ve procedures)
Pa rtl y allows (but in pra cti ce can’t be applied)
adva nce in ca reer. Permanentl y exerted a mendments
aimed to “softening” of the cri teria for Executi ve
Inspectors , with whi ch ori ginal conception is
compromised.

Threats:











Opportunities:

Degrada tion of inspectors
Inadequa te valuation of inspector work or
a chievement
Increased level of administra tion by the i nspectors ,
reducing the pra cti cal i mplementati on of the
legislation
Leads to confusion and bewilderment when as
representati ve of the s ta te authori ty, when you a re
s ta rting to appl y LIS, because certain issues a re
regula ted wi th the Law for adminis tra ti ve procedures ,
but they a re repea ted in LIS
Abili ty for ha rassment and pressure (mos tl y poli ti cal)
on Inspectors
Tendentious inspection supervision or i nsight,
tendentious reports from ci tizens to IC indi vidual for
inspectors
Other threa ts arising from inappli cability of the law
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Improved work conditions and i nspection servi ces in
general , but not in the wa y pra cticed by IC
Better records from inspecti on cases
At this s tage whi ch LIS is, opportuni ties or capabilities
a re in minimum level , so i t is bes t to adopt a new law
No opportuni ties , because i t is the buck up for the La w
for administra ti ve procedures

5. CONCLUSION
To get a clear picture or the conclusion of the survey through questionnaire (Delphi method) we
must analyze the questions one by one with their answers or their arithmetic sequence (from my esteemed
and experienced colleagues):
Arithmetic sequence for the first question is 3.1 from maximum 10 which is very low and that means that
inspectors do not need LIS and IC for efficient and quality inspection supervision and insights.
Arithmetic sequence for the second question is 8.5 from maximum 10 which is high and that means
inspectors claim that they are over loaded with administrative paperwork.
Arithmetic sequence for the third question is 2.6 from maximum 10 which is very low and that means that
inspectors technical and working conditions aren’t improved using LIS through IC.
Arithmetic sequence for the fourth question is 3.1 from maximum 10 which is very low and that means that
inspectors cannot advance in career using LIS through IC.
Arithmetic sequence for the fifth question is 2.6 from maximum 10 which is very low and that means that
exams for license cannot contribute to the performance, efficiency and quality of inspection supervision and
insights.
Arithmetic sequence for the sixth question is 2.7 from maximum 10 which is very low and that means that
LIS isn’t needed or cannot contribute for the prevention of pollution and nature protection.
Arithmetic sequence for the sixth question is 3.8 from maximum 10 which is very low and that means that
LIS doesn’t improve the inspectors behavior through inspection supervision.
The results obtained under (Delphi questionnaire method and SWOT analysis) from my esteemed
and experienced colleagues, as a conclusion we can point out that the first hypothesis is not confirmed which
means that IC and LIS has no effect on the quality or effectiveness and success of the inspections
supervisions. But according to the same survey the second hypothesis is confirmed where the working
conditions of inspectors remains the same after the LIS and IC, also they aren’t playing a major impact on
the prevention of environmental and nature protection, however inspectors are overloaded with huge
administrative paper work at the expense of prevention from pollution and the preservation of a healthy
nature. The general opinion that IC and LIS are not required for quality and efficient inspections and that
should come to review for the law or its complete removal. Also general opinion is that the SEI’s place is on
the field for prevention from pollution, not booked back to the office with huge administrative work.
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IMPORTANCE OF PREVENTION OF INTERFERENCE
AND PREVENTION OF BANKRUPTCY CRIMINALITY
ABSTRACT
In this paper, the emphasis and focus are directed towards elaboration of the importance of
prevention in the prevention and prevention of bankruptcy crime, as well as the strategy of police action in
establishing adequate and effective means and methods to prevent and combat this type of crime.
In this context, it is the police to investigate the specifics of the mechanisms, tactics and technique of
execution of the crime before the bankruptcy and in the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings, which
requires a determination of the typical ways of committing and concealing of the bankruptcy crime,
determining the specifics in terms of generation and concealment of material evidence, the study of
individual personality characteristics of the bankruptcy delinquent, studying the request specifics about the
source of crime information, selecting the areas and forms of action to take measures for immediate action,
and coordination of legislation with the international legal standards in combating crime bankruptcy. It
recognizes that prevention is the widest complex of criminal policy, which in its duality, as a practical
activity and scientific field is determined by anticrime activity of the police and judicial authorities (public
prosecutor, criminal court and law enforcement of criminal penalties).
Modern criminal policy has focused efforts in setting the strategy of prevention for obstructing and
preventing bankruptcy crime, certain principles, which are closely related to the basic principles (principles)
of prevention.
An important feature of bankruptcy crime is its concealment, because the offender at any time is
available, but law enforcement due to the unavailability of criminal - the relevant information from the
criminal - legal aspect is interesting, pointing to its complexity as incriminated social phenomenon, which
requires high professional expertise and competence of the authorized police officers responsible for its
discovery, and interference suppression.
Keywords: prevention, bankruptcy crime, bankruptcy delinquent, criminal policy, strategy of
prevention.
1. INTRODUCTION
The total social action aimed at implementing the idea of prevention of bankruptcy crime establishes
institutionalized forms of prevention which are performed in the "antechamber of torts".
The fundamental intention of the state and criminal legislation in relation to bankruptcy crime should
be a sanction, but prevention can prevent this type of crime by establishing a coordinated system of detection
and coordinated action of the various state control inspection authorities, which increases the risk that the
offender of bankruptcy crime are detected and their sanctioning through appropriate deserved punishment.
In this context, emphasizing the judgments of bankruptcy crime, which the judicial authorities did
not react adequately to its phenomena, the irregularities which have knowingly tricked the regulations and
obligations towards the community, so it has come to the fore instead a socialist lucrative approach to their
work, which was also the work of other institutions dealing with social policy.
In the Republic of Macedonia since its independence until today, there still has not been created a
strategy to combat crime bankruptcy, due to which, its prevention is reduced to partial legislative moves
forced by the international community. At the same time, the aspiration to join the Euro-Atlantic integrations
required an adoption of the Strategy for Prevention and Repression of bankruptcy crime, incorporated in the
economy and politics of the country. The concept of crime prevention cocoa relevant constituent state
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criminal policy is determined by the situation of crime, sector policies and the presence of preventive
component as well as the capacity of the Legal penitentiary system to prevent it.
With the legal regulation explicit criteria for prohibited behaviors should be put and establishment of
effective regulatory bodies in charge of implementation of regulations and supervision of economic
activities.
The crimes before the bankruptcy and in the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings, they are in a
blanket position, with the intention of a clear and precise way to determine the objects of protection, as well
as the determinants of penal policy. Preventive guidelines established in setting a firm legal framework for
the prevention and suppression of bankruptcy crime in the country, priority should focus on public
administration, the judiciary and the media, and implementation of the legal framework by the Ministry of
Interior, and other security structures and state authorities, which are still under various party and "business"
pressures.
The implications of domestic and foreign scientific and professional public should have a
constructive effect or influence - the relevant institutions in Macedonia, adopted laws that regulate the
mentioned matter, and no longer talk about their decision, but it is required implementation of MI, PPO and
judiciary, which should be implemented.
2. GENERALLY ON PREVENTION
Modern trends of current permanent development and progress of democratic processes and relations
in society, progress in numerous disciplines and industries, especially computer science and
communications, set in different terms the internal affairs public, aimed at providing greater opportunities for
Prevention deviant for inclusion in the prevention and suppression of economic crime in a broader social
base.
The protective role of the internal affairs in society quote the detection, disclosure and proof of
economic crime, primarily underpinned by proactive - preventive action, enabling a wider perspective on
solving problems in the community, through greater collaboration with citizens, various institutions and
entities of society.
The term prevention incorporates a "totality of planning, thought and organizational measures taken,
which seeks to eliminate or at least reduce the direct or indirect cause of criminal behavior" (Horvatic,
Cvitanovic, 1999). 235 Some authors, under the Prevention understand only those types of activities to be
undertaken towards the prevention of crime by the public, local communities, authorities and services in
general, (Van Dijk, De Waard, 1991) that "the totality of all measures tools and techniques, beyond the limits
of the system of criminal justice, which aims, reducing various damages caused by the crime itself, which
marked the country and criminalized under its Criminal law as a crime". 236
Crime prevention was understood as a "system of out process and procedural actions and their
tactical ways and combinations to be taken within the criminal proceeding and the stage that precedes the
crime (direct prevention) as well as the plan of cutting situations , situations and events that lead to
endangering public safety through various criminal attacks (indirect prevention)". 237 According to Professor
Nikoloska, prevention and preventive action as a proactive action before the occurrence of the problems and
the need for repressive action is "a system of measures and activities aimed at preventing offensive behavior
in a particular community, referring to the totality of the offenders activities and moral, civil and behaviors
with elements of crimes provided with legal regulations". 238
Comprehensive prevention determination of the term specified in the decision of the European Union
to establish a European Network for the Prevention of Crime (Council decision of 28 May 2001 setting up a
European crime prevention network), according to which "prevention covers all measures that have to
purpose contribute to reduce crime and the feeling of insecurity, quantitatively and qualitatively, through
direct activities of deterring crime or through policies and interventions designed to reduce the potential for
crime and the causes. It includes activities of government, competent authorities, criminal justice system,
235
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local authorities and specialized organizations, the private and voluntary sectors, researchers and the public,
supported by the media". 239
In its pragmatic significance, the policy of prevention of crime covering differential levels of
activity, starting from the widest concept, which covers primary (ante delictum) activities that seek to
prevent criminal behavior before settling of the criminal act, to narrow concept which includes criminal
justice instruments (post delictum), which then acts performed or applied criminal justice sanctions.
Recognizing that prevention is the widest complex of criminal policy, focusing the interest is not only the
phenomenon of crime, but also the phenomenon of criminal behavior in general. The criminal policy in its
dichotomy, as a practical activity for the prevention and combating of crime, with repressive and preventive
measures and scientific field that deals with existing legislation and its impact on crime, is conditioned by
anticrime activity of the police and judicial authorities (Public Prosecutor's Office, Criminal Court and law
enforcement of criminal penalties).
Modern criminal policy has focused efforts in setting social strategy to counter criminality of certain
principles, which are closely related to the basic principles (principles) for prevention of crime, such as:240







Principle of legality,
Principle of legitimacy,
Principle of institutionalism
Principle of individuation,
Principle of interaction,
Principle of humanity.
Construction of the preventive strategy and its implementation is conditioned by the nature of the
socio - political system, the democratization of socio - political relations, the orientation of criminal policy,
society's attitude towards its own negative phenomena which necessarily has knowledge of the
phenomenology and etiology of crime..
3. STRATEGY FOR PREVENTION
The strategy of prevention may be divided into:241
 Indirect strategy that is implemented by the Government and its departments;
 Direct strategy, which is enforced by the police and
 Other strategies related to the participation of the community in the prevention of crime and other
negative phenomena of safety.
The objectives of the strategy for crime prevention, using the deductive method, are determined to
achieve general prevention of further derived and objectives for the prevention of crime as a separate whole,
which is seen through the prism of:





Strengthening the capacity of the police and other institutions,
Creating a national database of criminal - intelligence,
Improving cooperation with communities and partner relationship
Strengthening confidence in state institutions. 242
The prevention of crime in modern terms, as a process of general prevention, is focused on the
numerous perpetrators and various crimes, as well as removal of the situations and conditions that affect him
in his creation, through measures of prevention, which in legal terms have aimed "to prevent distortion of
norms, strengthening of legality, the legal and moral responsibility of individuals making less use of coercion
and punishment". 243
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Preventive police activity requires expertise, full commitment and good preparation by planning
activities that should be directed towards short-term actions, but to achieve long-term effects in determining
the causes that trigger the appearance or "taking organized action planning with the aim of understanding the
reasons that caused the criminal and antisocial behavior". 244 In this context, great significance extraction and
work of the community of before delinquent status, consisting of "certain objective conditions and behaviors
of individuals targeted to a specific potential victim - damaged"245 , which in terms of economic - financial
crime, reflected the legal voids and ambiguities in the legislation regulating the matter, as well as crime antisocial behavior of perpetrators of economic offenses that create criminal situation, for illegal possession
of enormous material wealth.
Organization and internationality of crime focus the international community to the institutional
organization of its prevention plan by establishing the Organization of criminal prevention in the European
Council, which in its advisory role gives members recommendations for establishing agencies to prevent
crime on a national and regional level, with particular emphasis on the prevention of crime at the local level
(community policing model), as one of the most popular approaches in policing - preventive action. This
model as a mandatory requirement in police reforms for European integration is operationalized in the
eighties of the last century, with the primary aim "suppressing unitary and centralism in the police
action"246 that did inefficient overall actions of the police, while allowing the immediate local area, direct
communication to the police and citizens in the prevention of crime and antisocial similar phenomena, to
raise the level of security and quality of life in the local community. The preventive role of society in the
suppression of economic - financial crime should be directed to:



Research manifesting its forms and establishing preventive measures to prevent it;
Analysis of the results of the activities and planning of future activities, especially in planning and
taking measures for disrupting the specific types of economic crime;
 Set the full cooperation with the other state institutions working to prevent this crime and
 Initiate change and adopting regulations on issues in this area should be based on the experience
gained and analysis. 247
In this context, the bankruptcy crime as a criminal phenomenon which undermines the economic
system of each country should be an obligation and a priority objective of the system and the planned
measures to prevent economic crimes contained in the strategy for the prevention of every country, that
traditional police Model action transforms into compatible model of police organization, in accordance with
international standards.
4. THE ROLE OF PREVENTION IN THE BANKRUPTCY CRIMES
Prevention in the country as a strategic incentive and foundation of the concept of cooperation
between police and the community in combating crime bankruptcy, a relevant role in the achievement of
European standards of policing and the implementation of structural reforms in the organization, resources
and human resources and "construction model of the police organization facing the affirmation of social
values aimed at citizens". 248
The focus of preventive police work must be directed at identifying and removing the causes and
factors that generate delinquent behavior in the economic sphere and the removal of the favorable conditions
that contribute performing bankruptcy crimes, and to strengthen the criminal activity to the police, raising
security culture of citizens, encouraging cooperation with other competent authorities and institutions and
developing the concept of community policing in the implementation of legal regulations.
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According to the Law on Police (Official Gazette No.114 / 2006), police prevention measures are
part of police work, focused on prevention of criminal offenses and misdemeanors, detection and
apprehension of the perpetrators, maintain public order, regulation and control of traffic on the roads, control
of movement and residence of foreigners, state border crossing control, indication help and protection of
citizens in case of necessity and the provision of certain persons and buildings (Article 5) as part of police
powers (Article 28): check and establish the identity of persons and objects, gathering information, search for
persons and objects, redirect, direct or limit the movement of people and vehicles in a certain area during the
necessary time warning and orders, suspend objects Search of certain facilities and premises of state bodies
and institutions with public authorities and other legal persons and insight in certain documentation, brake
inspection or search of persons, luggage and vehicles , and providing an overview of the scene, receiving
applications, recording in public places, gathering, processing, analyzing, using, evaluating, transmission,
storage and deletion of data and processing of personal data under the terms and conditions laid down in th is
and a special law.249
In the Republic of Macedonia since its independence in the absence of a strategy for combating
economic crime, which stems from the "symbiosis" between it and the state, making its prevention comes
down to partial legislative moves forced by the international community and without a political will
integrally implementing legislation. Aspirations to join Euro-Atlantic integrations, required an adoption of
the Strategy for Prevention and Repression of economic crime, incorporated in the economy and politics.
With the legal regulation, explicit criteria for prohibited behaviors should be put and established
effective regulatory bodies responsible for applying the regulations and supervision of economic activities.
The most effective means of combating economic crime is to reduce the powers and responsibilities of the
state, by creating an efficient economic system and economic policy.
The strategy for preventing and combating economic crime, and in this context the bankruptcy
crime, as part of the National Strategy for Prevention must be based on the fundamental tenets state legal and
establishing a sound legal framework for the protection of the economic system of criminal behaviors and
attacks its fundamental values.
Bankruptcy crime as one of the more dangerous forms of economic - financial crime, which causes
direct damage to the creditors of the legal entity and indirectly the Budget, is a systemic problem that needs
to be addressed through the criminal - legal regulation.
The criminal acts of criminality Bankruptcy is usually a blanket disposition, with the intention of a
clear and precise way to determine the objects of protection, as well as the determinants of penal policy.
The presence of the bankruptcy crime in our economic system is undoubtedly committed to finding a
methodology for the detection and processing in an efficient criminal procedure will continue to affect the
strengthening of responsibility and discipline among participants in the economic trends, acceptance and
respect of the existing system of values and create the necessary cultural behaviors in the economic area.
The fundamental intention of the state and criminal legislation in relation to bankruptcy crime should
be a sanction, but prevention can prevent this type of crime by establishing a coordinated system of detection
and coordinated action of the various state control inspection authorities, which increases the risk be detected
offender bankruptcy crime and its sanctioning through appropriate deserved punishment.
In its case-law, lenient sentencing policy for bankruptcy crime, lead to a situation in which penalties
imposed did not permit social distinction between convicts, nor a serious threat to other perpetrators whose
works were dark figure, which resulted her etc. "role of impetus and catalyst" for the pursuit of new
bankruptcy offenses, contrary to its general purpose "to achieve justice by punishing the offender, its
prevention and rehabilitation to commit crimes, and educational influence on others not to commit it
works". 250
Bankruptcy crime prevention must be combined with measures of repression, through consistent
application of the legislation by the prosecuting authorities, and measures and activities of other state
administration bodies and institutions in society. Criminal policy as a "unity of theory and principle political,
constitutional - legal and legislative determinations against criminal activities as well as a set of practical
measures for suppression and prevention"251 in the bankruptcy crime prevention should focus on creating a
249
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system that will reduce and cancel criminal situations of bankruptcy delinquent for legal involvement in
socio - economic and political system.
Dichotomous determination of criminal policy as a practical activity and scientific field for the
prevention and suppression of crime, bankruptcy, obligatory should be aimed at protecting the economic
system of the state accentuating them while citizens as active subjects of the protection and prevention of its
transformation into an instrument control and repression outside of bankruptcy crime.
Criminal policy highlights the relevance of the conventional wisdom in the supervision of the
bankruptcy crime, a "classic procedures of criminal law lists as a last resort or as a means of parallels". 252
In the criminological and criminal law perspective there is no a common position on the lack of a
consistent prevention strategy without explicit views of the state in relation to the key issue of
criminalization in certain behaviors that are considered deviant, that criminal behaviorism in bankruptcy and
insolvency proceedings has been "accepted" as normal, which tricked the creditors and legislation regulating
this issue and protect the economic system of the country. Prevention from bankruptcy crimes, as a separate
component of criminal policy, aims to establishment of conscious, planned and organized activities of
specific state and social entities in the prevention of the emergence and development of bankruptcy crime,
based on theoretical hypotheses about the social influenza - economic and educational - educational causes
for the occurrence of this type of crime.
These planned and organized actions and activities of state and social authorities aimed at combating
crime in bankruptcy and bankruptcy procedures are summarized in the measures of prevention; the legal
intention is "to prevent the violation of legal norms, strengthening of legality, the legal and moral
responsibility individuals making less use of coercion and punishment". 253 Preventive actions of the police in
preventing and combating crimes of bankruptcy, obligatory should be focused on:




Identify and remove the causes and factors that generate criminal behavior of bankruptcy delinquent,
Removal of the favorable conditions that contribute to bankruptcy crimes,
Strengthen and enhance the criminal - the operational activity of the police in detecting bankruptcy
crimes, with the active involvement of all relevant actors in the stage of preliminary investigation police procedure,
 Planning activities for obstructing bankruptcy delinquents to commit crime in bankruptcy and
insolvency proceedings,
 Develop the concept of community policing and more.
It recognizes that prevent the bankruptcy crimes, positive relationship you build if the police act
prior to the crime situation before bankruptcy and the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings, as opposed to
induced adverse effects on creditors and the economic system of the country.
In this context, highlighting the role of public prosecution in the bankruptcy crime prevention, which
as one of the three entities within the penal policy with its function to prosecute perpetrators of crimes
bankruptcy, is engaged in the prevention of socially - harmful appearances related to criminal cases before
the bankruptcy and opened bankruptcy proceedings arising from its preventive function, which is out of
court, constitutional and legal obligation. Preventive obligation of public prosecution is in the "monitoring of
certain phenomena in society, primarily criminal, who, with their manifestations threaten to jeopardize social
goods and values that lead to criminal fulfillment". 254 These analytical content Public Prosecutor directs
towards certain subjects of criminal policy, and by giving constructive suggestions for the purpose of
suppression of crime trends and factors associated with bankruptcy crime. Problems encountered in the
implementation of regulations governing bankruptcy matters oblige the public prosecutor and the court to
launch an incentive to amend the legislation, which undoubtedly affects the penal policy which leads to the
company. The enforcement of criminal sanctions against the perpetrators of bankruptcy crime, the final
phase in the realization of the preventive effect of sanctions, realized through their use, which penal policy of
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the legislature and the courts have full verification and justification. Criminal - political goal of sanctions "is
not revenge, but correcting the offender and their return to the company, as a valuable member". 255
The penal policy of the courts in preventing the bankruptcy crimes carried out with the tightening of
sanctions through quality legal solutions, especially with amendments of new incriminations in the Criminal
Code of 2004, and taking "measures and activities organized in cooperation coordination of several state
bodies and institutions (police, customs, financial police, Anti-Corruption Commission, the IRS and
prosecution)". 256
The adoption of the Law on Corruption in 2002, which was amended in 2004 amendments,257
regulates to the measures and activities for prevention of corrupt behavior in the exercise of power, to
prevent conflicts of interest in the exercise of public powers in legal entities, and is also devices and
measures and activities to prevent criminal - corrupt behavior in the Company before the opening of
bankruptcy and in the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings. Nevertheless, the judicial function under the
justification for a free case evaluation in the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings became a milieu of
criminal behaviors in bankruptcy and bankruptcy procedures, recognized by the judgments of bankruptcy
crime, which the judicial authorities did not carry out preventive duties and reacted adequately its
phenomena, especially the irregularities that knowingly tricked the regulations and obligations towards
creditors and the state.
The National Strategy of the Republic of Macedonia in the field of prevention of economic crime,258
and in this context the prevention of bankruptcy crime, is aimed at taking a systematic and planned measures
for the collection and exchange of data on the causes and manifestations of bankruptcy crime, remains aimed
at coordinating the planning activities of the organizational units of the Ministry, responsible for suppression
and prevention of crime and bankruptcy achieving regular communication with the other competent
authorities (financial police, customs, IRS), so the safety assessment of the security situation to determine the
species the activities most frequently manifested crime bankruptcy and insolvency procedures and joint
action in taking measures to detect, clarification, documentation and suppression of crime bankruptcy.
The National strategy for the prevention of crime before the opening of the bankruptcy of legal
entities and in the conduct of bankruptcy procedures should be developed through the institutions, in the
implementation of legislative solutions in the prevention and suppression of bankruptcy crime, which in
Macedonia long period of time independence until today exists thanks to the "actual immunity to
prosecution, provided the acquired criminal profit and social - economic and political influence". 259
Prevention of state bankruptcy crime can effectively resist solely with highly specialized, trained and
equipped personnel in the judicial police, public prosecution and the court, in the process of proving and
sanctioning the bankruptcy crime and its perpetrators. The functionality of the National Prevention Strategy
is based on the fundamental principles of the rule of law and respect for the democratic rights of citizens, the
priority objective of detecting the causes, factors and conditions affecting the Bankruptcy his criminality and
the repressive measures aimed at detection and elucidated criminal cases concerning bankruptcy and
bankruptcy procedures through sanctioning the perpetrators of bankruptcy crimes.
The role of the police in preliminary investigation in detecting, clarifying and documenting
bankruptcy crimes is relevant and significant for coordinated efforts in collaboration with the financial police
and the Public Revenue Office, which of prevention should focus on regular permanent controls and the
ability to detect the criminal elements in the financial, material and accounting operations of the legal entity
before the opening of bankruptcy and in the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings.
Police officers in the area to detect, prove and crime prevention in the bankruptcy and in the conduct
of the bankruptcy proceedings should be highly professional staff with a high level of knowledge of the
legislation, knowledge of economics and economic policy, specialized distinction criminal behavior than
allowed, while respecting the Police Code and the fundamental principles of the rule of law and human rights
and freedoms.
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5. CONCLUSION
In the Republic of Macedonia since its independence, we have been witnessing the conditionality for
the prevention of bankruptcy crime of the current government, which accepts as a social phenomenon - a
negative connotation, aimed at overall social - economic, social and political system, while emphasizing the
conventional wisdom, i.e. awareness and its significance in detection process and prevent criminal behavior
before the opening of bankruptcy and in the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings. Integral and systematic
implementation of legal regulations governing bankruptcy issues and reforms in the judiciary, have
significant and decisive role in preventing the bankruptcy crime, because the best prevention is better
resolved criminal case in connection with the insolvency and bankruptcy procedures and sanction
Bankruptcy delinquent, based on insolvency committed crimes and penalties provided for in the Criminal
Code, unlike lenient sentencing policy, which is an incentive to repeat the crime before the opening of
bankruptcy and in the conduct of the bankruptcy proceedings.
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BORDER MANAGEMENT AS A COMPONENT
OF THE MODEL FOR BORDER SECURITY MANAGEMENT

АBSTRACT
Illegal migration, cross-border crime and border military subversive activities are individual and
organized forms of illegal acts, causing serious negative consequences on the political, financial and security
foundations of states.
The criminal policy of each state should be conceptually set in order to provide a high level of border
security. In order to achieve a border security, each country should establish and maintain an effective border
security model. It is composed of border security policy / doctrine, border security architecture and border
security management. The Model for border security management consists risk management, knowledge
management and border management.
In theory, the definition about the meaning of the term border management almost cannot be found. The
definition of border management cannot be met neither in any document of the European Union, although
there are number of documents that refers to border security. This paper aims to give an answer on the
question about what is border management and to define its constituent components.
Keywords: border management, planning, organizing, managing, decision making, control.
1. INTRODUCTION
The border management is a component of the Model for border security management, and is
stipulated (but not defined) in the Schengen catalogue on External borders control, return and readmission recommendations and best practices adopted in 2009. Herewith, the catalogue provides that "А
comprehensive Мodel for risk analysis for border control links together risk analysis, intelligence and border
management at all levels"260 . Additionally, pursuant to the catalogue, the strategic management means
managing the organization through strategic key objectives, while the operational management denotes
managing resources and requirements within given tasks, budgetary frameworks, assets and jurisdiction 261 .
One of the matters of argument in this context is the definition of the term of border management, as
well as its content elements. In theory there are several definitions explaining the term management, and also
there is a particular science that studies this institute. Except for the basic management, the science and
practice are increasingly deliberating about security management and / or police management262 , while large
number of authors studied them as separate disciplines or as part of the management science263 .
This paper aims to answer the following hypotheses: in the border management, the decision-making by the
managers in border security services is based on previously made analysis; managers make decisions in
consultation with the employees who perform border security tasks; and border security services have
established formal and legal procedures on border management.
2. TERMINOLOGICAL DETERMINATION OF THE TERM BORDER MANAGEMENT
Definition of the term „border management“can be rarely found in the theory. Definition of this term
cannot be found even in any document provided by the European Union authorities, although there are a
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large number of documents that consider border security of the external borders of the Union. On the other
side, the term “Integrated border management” can often be found in the European Union law, which,
referring by the content of words, contains the term “border management” as a qualitative institute.
Nevertheless, the concept of “Integrated border management” comprehends a number of border activities
such as border control, detection and investigation of cross-border crime, inter-institutional cooperation and
coordination as well as bilateral and international cooperation 264 . Hence, the abovementioned model point
toward the definition of the term “border security” more than toward the definition of the term “border
management”. Pursuant to the Law on border control of the Republic of Macedonia, the “border
management” is defined as activities and measures taken by the public authorities responsible for border
management in accordance with law265 . Although, as a rule, the definition should make clear what is meant
by the term “border management”, the above interpretation does not give a clear understanding on the
substance of this term, moreover, the definition tangles by identifying the identical term. Considering the fact
that the definition that interprets the term “border management” is not obtainable , and in order to attempt to
create a definition of this term, here we will focus on more definitions of the basic concept of the term
“management”.
Generally speaking, the word “management” originates from the word “manage”, which means
giving direction, organization of the work process and leading the activities. The root of this word is closely
related to the words “govern”, “manage”, “regulate”, “directs”, etc266 . In the Anglo-Saxon terminology the
term “management” means managing with organizational systems in different areas of social activity 267 .
Aldag and Stearns define the “management” as a process of planning, organizing, staffing, leading
and controlling of the activities of one organization, in a systematic manner, in efforts to achieve common
goals 268 . Jones and George, believe that “management” is planning, organizing, leading and controlling the
human and other organizational resources for effective and efficient achievement of organizational goals 269 .
According to Stoner and Freeman the “management” is a process of planning, organizing, leading
and control of the work of members of the organization and use of all other organizational resources in order
to achieve the set organizational goals 270 . As for the Macedonian authors, according to Kralev,
“management” represents a set of functions aimed at defining the goals in the organizational system,
determining the manner of achieving those objectives, as well as to guide towards realizing those one, i.e. for
management, while pursuant to Dimitrov, “management” is the process through which members of the
organization move towards achieving the goal by using the functions and available resources271 .
Certain authors define the term “management” in both, broader and narrower sense of a word. Thus,
according to Milko’s narrow definition, the term “management” represents a manner of directing the
planned, organized and permanent human activity aimed at achieving the system objectives, i.e. the human
activity towards the abstract or material object of management, while in a broader terms, the “management”
presents operations policy, i.e. making political decisions that determine the social objectives and general
ways to achieve them272 .
Considering the all above given definitions, it can be concluded that there are several common
characteristics of all definitions. Initially it is the content elements such as planning, organizing, leading,
decision-making, coordination and control. Subsequently, next feature is the use of content elements in the
process of organization of the resources, and the final point is the intention, that is achieving the
organizational goals.
Considering these features, the term “border management” can be defined as a process of "planning,
organizing, leading, decision-making, coordination and controlling of the border security services
resources aimed to achieve an effective border security."
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3. CONTENT ELEMENTS OF THE BORDER MANAGEMENT







The content elements of the border management emanate from the definition, and they are:
planning;
organizing;
leading;
decision-making;
coordination, and
controlling.

3.1 Planning
Planning is a basic organizational feature of the border management. It represents stage of the border
management where decisions about implementation of policies, strategies and plans are making, in order to
create tasks of the organizational units of the border services aiming at realization of the organizational
goals. The term “planning” originates for the latin word “planus” which means surface, plane. General
definition on the term “planning” is that it represents a preceding activity of decision-making, i.e. what and
how to do something before making the decision, thus affecting the working process as a whole or on its
parts273 . The objectives of planning in the border management can be divided as strategic and tactical
objectives. Furthermore, the strategic objectives can be determined as general, specific and individual
objectives. The general strategic objectives are identical for the entire border security system, aimed at
directing the border services, readiness and functioning of the entire border security system and all its
components. The specific strategic objectives are created based on the general objectives, and relates to the
development of the subsystems. The individual objectives are concretization of general and specific
objectives, and based on them the specific tasks of planning are determining. As for the tactical objectives,
they are used to concretize the strategic objectives, aimed at preparation and performance of tasks at a
tactical level274 .
The process of planning in border management is consists of five phases, such as:
 Identifying the problem. In the phase of identifying the problem or the opportunity, the managers are
getting familiar with the organizational policy, situation or particular event.
 Setting the primary and secondary goals. The primary goals are setting by the authorities on the
highest level in the border services and represent the first stage in the planning, while secondary
goals are determining by the authorities on the middle and executive level in the border management
and are aimed at clarifying the primary goals 275 .
 Research of the possibilities. This phase includes gathering information aimed at finding
opportunities in the planning process.
 Formulation of the plans. Authorities or specially recruit staff in the border services are responsible
for converting the opportunities into concrete strategies and working policies, documented in plans,
and
 The result of the plan. The consequence of the plan is the achieved result. More concrete, the result
shows the achieved goals, but it also represents an opportunity to recognize the planning weaknesses
in order to renew the goals.
The main product of planning is the plan. If the planning is a mental process of thinking on what to
do and how to realize, then the plan is a result of planning, specific direction of action 276 . The plans are
intended for future and are used to explain the activities that will be undertaken, i.e. specifying certain
planning decision. The plan itself contains organizational, material, financial, personnel and other issues.
Border security services are made strategic and tactical plans. The strategic plans relate to long-term
and medium-term objectives, while tactical plans refer to short-term goals.
3.2 Organizing
The term “organizing” originates from the latin word “organon” which means “tool”. The
organizing is one of the key components in the border management. Generally speaking, “organizing”
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represents allocation of duties, defining the responsibilities and delegation of the authority needed to perform
the obligations and responsibilities 277 . Organizing in the border management can be considered as a system,
function and process.
The system as an organization means interconnected activities performed by the employees in the
border security services, where each employee performs logical operations, i.e. execute the activity of a
specific job in the border security system. The system represents the highest level of organization of the
border security services. The function of organizing means determining the tasks to be performed, the
manner and the responsible person for their implementation, the reporting method (to whom and how the
reports should be submitted) and decision-making (where and how the decisions are made). The process of
organizing means establishing an organizational structure of the border security services. Without adequate
organizational structure of the border security services, there is no effective combat against cross-border
crime and illegal migration.
3.3 Leading
Talking about management, including border management, implies policy of working and decisionmaking at the highest hierarchical level. It is а process of directing the individuals and organizational units in
performing the tasks set by the management278 . On the other hand we found term “leading” as an integral
part of border management.
„Border leading” represents an organized activity for implementation of policies, objectives and
tasks set by the border management authorities 279 . Consequently, “leading” is placed at a lower level in the
management hierarchy, i.e. the managerial decisions are realizing through leading in the performance
process. The “leader” is a person who analyzes the circumstances, makes decisions on how to solve the
problem and accomplishes the functions of the organization. The manner of performing the functions in an
organization is called “leading” 280 .
Nowadays, as the science of management is developing, more we discuss about the new institute
“guiding”. The “guiding” is identical with the term “leading”, but without giving power to the leader, and it
involves a special approach in motivating the staff to achieve the objectives. In fact, the “guiding” helps the
staff to achieve the set goals, i.e. activity that encourages the staff to gladly strive to achieve the goals of the
group and/or incite the leader to implement and direct the achievement of a specific goal in certain situation
through communication 281 .
If the border management is the highest level of designing and implementation of the working
policy, then the border leading represents an implementation/execution of the tasks defined in the general
policy, while border guiding means motivating of the employees by the leaders, to independently perform the
tasks aimed at achieving the objectives, with or without minimal impact in the decision making.
3.4 Decision-making
The decision-making is a process in which the choice of alternative solutions is made, that is to
choose an alternative that is the best solution of the problem, and the result of the decision-making is the
decision 282 .
The decision-making is a process of identifying the problems and possibility to find a solution for
283
them . Decision-making in itself also implies coordination of tasks in the border security services.
Utilization of the decision-making model in the border security services helps thorugh better operational
efficiency, embedding the information’s in the process, as well as sequential approach and clear definitions
on tasks that are important success factors. Also, the implementation of Common integrated risk analysis
model for border security services between the countries allows to improve the decision making process by
providing the necessary information to the decision makers, aimed at rational use of resources and proactive
action in the combat against cross-border crime and illegal migration.
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An implementation of the management model based on intelligence, resources allocation and the
decision-making through priority, represent an imperative for any security organization, including border
security services as well, which aims to achieve greater operational efficiency.
Many of these decisions are relatively simple and routine, such as directed the patrol, the choice of
equipment, or deciding to increase the number of officers. Since the decision maker already knows the
solution and its outcome, these routine decisions are also known as programmed decisions. However, the
authorities are usually faced with decisions that can dramatically affect the future results of operations. These
types of decisions are known as non-programmed decisions, since the appropriate solution and its potential
outcome are unidentified.
3.4.1 Coordination groups for decision making
In the border security services a strategic and tactical coordination groups for decision making are
organized. The strategic coordination group makes strategic decisions, while the tactical one adopts tactical
decisions. Strategic and tactical coordination groups are organized on national/strategic, regional/operational
and local/tactical level. The strategic coordination group adopts strategic decisions on the strategic,
operational and tactical level.
In order to identify the priorities for implementation of activities in border security services, the
strategic coordination group on a strategic level, on the basis of strategic analysis and control strategy
adopted by the Government or the Ministry (and/or bureau, directorate, department or other organizational
unit responsible for preparation of the control strategy), adopts a strategic plan on a strategic level.
Additionally, in order to implement the directions provided in the control strategy and the strategic plan, as
well as to solve the problems identified in the strategic risk analysis, the strategic coordination group on a
operational level adopts a strategic plan on a operational level that is based on the control strategy adopted
by the Government or the Ministry, the strategic plan adopted by the strategic coordination group on a
strategic level and derived strategic analysis. Moreover, the strategic coordination group at tactical level, in
order to implement the directions provided in the strategic plan on a operational level and to solve the
problems identified in tactical risk analysis, adopts a strategic plan on a tactical level based on the strategic
plan adopted by the strategic coordination group on a operational level and derived tactical risk analysis.
The tactical coordination group makes tactical decisions on the strategic, operational and tactical
level.
Tactical coordination group on a strategic level implements the strategic plan on a strategic level
through management with priorities, coordination of activities and organization of border security tasks. All
tactical coordination groups, on a strategic, operational and tactical level, implement the strategic plan on a
tactical level through management with priorities, coordination of activities and organization of border
security tasks.
3.4.2 Types of decisions
Two kinds of decisions, strategic and tactical, are made in the border security services. The strategic
ones are decisions that affect the long-term and medium-term management in the border security services,
and are made by the leaders of the organizational unit’s at all three levels, national/strategic,
regional/operational and local/tactical level. The tactical decisions are ones that means short-term
management with tasks in the border security services, and are made by the leaders of the teams/groups, i.e.
the lower level, at all three levels.
The decision-making is done by identifying the priorities, where the priority areas in the border
security are: operational priorities, time priorities and organizational priorities.
3.4.3 Decision makers
Decision makers are individuals or a group of employees in the border security services who have
the authority to make decisions about future actions, strategies, plans and resource allocation pursuant their
authority stipulated in the laws and bylaws of the Ministry and the norms resulting from separate
regulations 284 .
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The coordination groups for decision-making are coordinating their activities on meetings, where the
leaders of a coordination groups are making decisions.
3.5 Coordination
In a country where there are more state authorities or institutions with similar authorities, or in a
ministry, institution or organizational unit where there are units with the same or similar responsibilities, i.e.
when the services have the same directions, strategies, objectives and tasks, often a conflict of powers occurs
which are reflected in simultaneous action in resolving a particular security event. On the other hand, these
institutions (depending on their interest) may transfer their authority to take action to another institution. So,
one of the aims of the coordination is to exist one central body that will coordinate the authorities of different
institutions that perform same or similar tasks. Subsequently, the National coordination centre for border
management is established at national level, aimed to coordinate all institutions that have competences in the
border security. On the other hand, a working body or team responsible for task performance can be
established within the organizational unit, where the officers that participate in the team have same function
or competences, i.e. several officers with similar competences participate in the team, thus a coordination of
the working team is required.
The term “coordination” implies an act of synchronized action or opinion of different people
working together aimed to achieve a more effective goal285 , i.e. harmonization of several activities in order to
operate successfully and achieve certain goals 286 .
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Generally there are several types of coordination, such as: vertical, horizontal and diagonal287 .
The vertical coordination can be found in all types of organizations, and it is aimed at harmonizing
the plans, goals and objectives at the national, regional and local level of organization in border security
services, i.e. provides integration of tasks performed by the managers and servants.
The horizontal coordination is aimed at harmonizing the activities at the same hierarchical level, i.e.
harmonization of activities between border organizational units and employees at the same hierarchical level.
Within this coordination the officers who are on the same level or rank align their activities through constant
communication or established task forces.
The diagonal coordination is realized within the border organizational units that are unconnected
neither horizontal nor vertical, but through technical cooperation or expert technical guidance.
3.6 Control
The control as a function in the border management is aimed at identifying faults and weaknesses
both in terms of functioning of border security services, and in terms of current decisions made. The control
allows determining if the system of organization in border security services is operational and whether daily
tasks are performing as they are scheduled. The control is a process in which planned and achieved results
are determining and comparing, in order to undertake adequate measures and prevent potential variations,
and with intention to achieve the set target more effectively 288 . The control is required to perceive certain
discrepancies, in order to undertake measures that will allow elimination of negative phenomena and
achieving the border security through rational utilization of all available resources. Generally, there are
several types of control that originate from the management science, but herewith we will focus on a division
that is based on the goals that should be achieved by control.
Thus, we distinguish: (1) control of the result of the operation; (2) control of the method / process of
the operation; (3) control of the legality in operation, and (4) control of the efficiency and advisability of the
operation 289 .
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Research in border management is consisted of three segments, and they are: a survey research,
comparative analysis of the conditions with the border management in five countries and analysis of newly
adopted guidelines at the Ministry of Interior that relates to the area of border management290 .
For the purposes of this research the general scientific methods were applied, such as hypothetical deductive method, inductive - deductive method and analytical - synthetic method. In addition to general
methods, also the special methods were used such as comparative method and the method of content
analysis, while the questionnaire was used as a technical tool.
The survey was based on the combined and stratified random sample. More specifically, we say that
the combined sample was applied in the survey because three state institutions such as Ministry of Interior,
Customs Administration and the National Coordination Centre for Border Management were included in the
survey. On the other side, since equal percentage of respondents in relation to total number of employees in
the aforementioned institutions, selected by random selection, have participated in the survey, indicates that
stratified random sample was applied. The survey covered 278 respondents from border security services in
Macedonia.
As for the survey research, for the purposes of this paper, we used and analyzed a three questions
asked in the survey used for establishment of the Border management291 .
(1) First question relates to decision-making by border security staff based on the previously
performed analyzes, and the results are given in the following table :
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Table 1: Respondents according to the organization in which they work and their views on the decisionmaking with or without analysis
Decision which is
Decision based on the analysis
not based on the Total
analysis
Border police
154
57
211
71,3%
26,4%
Customs Administration 47
6
53
88,7%
11,3%
NCCBM292
4
5
9
44,4%
55,6%
Total
205
68
273
73,74%
24,46%
In the opinion of respondents, the decisions on the level of border security services in the highest
percentage (73,74%) are made based on previously performed analyzes, while smaller percentage (24,46%)
of respondents believe that decisions are made without any analysis.
The situation in the individual border security services is similar, except in the National coordination
centre for border management where a higher percentage of respondents believe that decisions are made
without analysis. But here should be considered the fact that the number of respondents is small compared to
other border security serves, and that respondents are basically servants appointed from several public
institutions.
Next, is the question on the decisions-making by the managers in consultation with the employees in the
border security service (see тable 2).
Table 2: Respondents according to the organization in which they work and their views on whether they are
consulted by the managers before he makes a decision:
Decision
based
on A decision that is not
No reply Total
consultation
based on consultation
Border police
139
74
3
216
64,35%
34,26%
1,39%
Customs Administration 48
5
53
90,57%
9,43%
NCCBM
5
3
1
9
55,56%
33,33%
11,11%
Total
192
82
4
278
69,06%
29,5%
1,44%

Based on the results presented in table 2, it can be concluded that 64,35% of respondents from the
border police believe that managers make decisions in consultation with the responsible employees, while
34,26% think that the decisions of the managers are not based on such consultation. Additionally, 90,57% of
respondents employed in Customs аdministration, believe that managers made their decisions in consultation
with the employees, while very small percent of respondents (9,43%) believe that managers didn’t consult
the employees when making decisions.
In the following table 3 presented are the results of the question “Whether employees in border security
services should be consulted by the managers, before they make a decision”.
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Table 3: Respondents according to the organization in which they work and
should be consulted by the managers before they make a decision:
Decision based on A decision that is not
consultation
based on consultation
Border police
160
51
74,07%
26,61%
Customs
49
4
Administration
92,45%
7,55%
NCCBM
4
4
44,4%
44,44%
Total
213
59
76,62%
21,22%

their views on whether they
No reply

Total

5
2,32%

216
53

1
11,11%

9
278

2,16%

The obtained results are identical as in the previous question. So, 74,07% of the respondents
employed in the border police deemed that managers should consult them before they make a decision, while
26,61% believe that management should not consult them. Moreover, 92,45% of respondents employed in
the Customs Administration deemed that managers should consult them before they make a decision, and
only 7,55% believe that management should not consult them.
Comparing the results in tables 2 and 3 indicates that about 10% of the respondents in the border
police are not consulted by the managers before they make a decision, but they are on opinion that they
should be consulted.
(2) The comparative analysis on the circumstances in the border management, particularly in the
process of decision making on issues related to border security, relates to five countries that took part in the
DCAF project on border security, i.e. in the Working Group on Risk Analysis, and they are: Albania, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro 293 . The results of the activities in this country are
given in the following table:
Table 4: Results of the activities of Southeast Europe countries within the working group for implementation
of the Risk Analysis Model in the segment of border management:294

Implemented
YES
NO

Signed
YES
NO

Prepared
YES
NO

Implemented
YES
NO
NO

Signed
YES
NO
NO

Prepared
YES
NO
NO

Implemented
YES
NO

Signed

NO

293

YES
NO
NO

YES

2013

NO

Bosnia
and
Albania
Herzego
vina

Standard operating procedures
for decision-making within the
risk analysis model
Training program for decisionmaking within the risk analysis
model
Standard operating procedures
for decision-making within the
risk analysis model

2010

NO

ACTIVITIES ACHIEVED BY THE
SOUTHEAST EUROPE COUNTRIES
WITHIN THE DCAF WORKING
GROUP FOR 2009/2010/2013

Prepared

2009

Source: The author was a head of the Working group of the Geneva Centre for the Democrat ic Control of Armed
Forces aimed to imp lement the Risk Analysis Model in the countries of Southea st Europe.
294
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YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Macedonia
Serbia
Montenegro

Training program for decisionmaking within the risk analysis
model
Standard operating procedures
for decision-making within the
risk analysis model
Training program for decisionmaking within the risk analysis
model
Standard operating procedures
for decision-making within the
risk analysis model
Training program for decisionmaking within the risk analysis
model
Standard operating procedures
for decision-making within the
risk analysis model
Training program for decisionmaking within the risk analysis
model

Considering the findings presented in the previous table it can be concluded that since 2009 only
Albania has prepared, signed and implemented the procedures for decisions-making within the risk analysis
model, while it has not prepared and implemented a training program in this segment. On the other side,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Montenegro in the considered period did not prepare, sign and
implement neither procedures nor training program on decision-making process, while Macedonia in 2013
prepared and signed only procedures for decision-making.
(3) At the end of 2013 the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Macedonia adopted two documents
that are related to the decision-making process and they are also related to border police. The first document
entitled “Guideline for assigning tasks and coordination” 295 contains provisions for management and
direction, strategic and tactical groups for assigning tasks and coordination, strategic assessment, tactical
assessment and planning, while the second document “Guideline for establishment of the organizational
procedures for management, command and control in the process of conducting criminal investigations and
carrying out police duties” 296 is related to gold, silver and bronze command, a book on decisions made and
issued commands, decision-making process and other.
Since both guidance’s are classified documents, they will not be analyzed for the purposes of this
paper, but the titles suggest regulation of the decision-making policy in the ministry and its organizational
units on the basis of written procedures.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
(1) The conclusions derived from the survey indicate that increasingly border security services have
understood the need for implementation of the (border) management in accordance with the Model for
border security management297 . Countries in the region have implemented or are working on the
implementation of the rules and standards in the field of border management. Thus, Albania has fully
implemented the standards, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro have considered the standards
as a priority, while the Republic of Macedonia at the end of 2013 adopted bylaws related to the management
in the organizational units in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and their implementation was started in 2014.
(2) The attitude of the employees in the border security services is directed to the strengthening of
the capacity of the border management. Over 70% of the respondents believe that decision-making should be
295
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based on analysis, or in consultation with the employees, which indicates the necessity of establishing the
border management based on Model for border security management.
(3) The content elements of border management are unequally set in the practical application of the
model. Namely, planning, managing and decision-making are mostly present in border management, while
the organization, coordination and control are less presented as contents. The newly adopted Guidelines in
the Ministry of Interior should establish equilibrium in the system, where the organization, coordination and
control will take their part in border management, thus finalizing the entire Model for border security
management.
(4) Until 2013 the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Macedonia did not have any significant
results in the area of border management. The adoption of the guidelines in this area leads to establishment
of border management in all its segments as part of the Model for border security management. Border
police should be dedicated to the by-laws implementation, training of the staff and developing their own
procedures for border management, designed exclusively for its own purposes.
(5) The term border management is still not defined in the border security system of the Republic of
Macedonia. The planning of activities is based on an ad hoc reflection of managers, management is based on
the principle of management without the leading organizational skills, and decisions are made on horizontal
principle. In the border security services, programmed decisions almost do not exist. A step forward is made
with the adoption of the Guideline for assigning tasks and coordination (which regulates only one of the six
functions of border management), and since it is adopted recently, its application in the practical work in the
border police should be followed.
Considering the up to now perceives, what is recommended for the managers in border security services in
the Republic of Macedonia is to develop a Model of border management based on the general standards of
security management. Another recommendation refers to the implementation of the normative acts that will
regulate and implement all six elements of management. Preparation of procedures for decision-making in
specific situations will reduce the number of non-programmed decisions, i.e. managers would not be
uncertain about the potential result, even in terms of making routine decisions. Horizontal management
system should replace the current vertical system, which will influence employees to be more motivated in
the realization of goals, while the manager will get a role to guide, not to manage the organizational unit.
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“LONE WOLF” TERRORISTS, REAL DANGER IN THE REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA AND THE COUNTRIES OF THE WESTERN BALKANS
ABSTRACT
The phenomenon of "terrorists - lonely wolves" is a phenomenon that has been known since ancient
times, but with the development of technology and relations nowadays, somehow emerged as one of the
greatest terrorist threats. On one hand, the revolution in internet technology and the dominance of social
networks on people's lives, radicalization and recruitment for Islamic militant movements have become very
affordable and realistically easy. On the other hand, the policy of open borders of the EU makes the flow of
radicalized individuals to certain countries and thus the availability of potential targets of a terrorist attack to
be possible. With the large influx of migrants from African countries and from the Middle East tha t is
happening in this period, the chances of entering of radicalized individuals who can then act as "terrorists lonely wolves", in the region of Western Balkans but also in Europe is already reality.
Keywords: terrorism, terrorists - lonely wolves, radicalization, recruitment, Islamic militant
movements.

1. INTRODUCTION
Strategies applied by terrorist organizations are constantly changing, in parallel with the changing
strategy of the countries to combat terrorism. As a result of the massive recruitment of fighters from the
western countries and the Western Balkans for fighting in the Middle Eastern battlefields, many countries
have adopted changes to their legislation. These amendments introduce a criminal offense participation in
foreign military, paramilitary and police and parapolice units, recruitment of persons for foreign armies and
financing such activities. This activity of the countries, perhaps insignificantly decreased the number of those
who decide to go to foreign armies, but the fact is that there is a legal impediment to such action. We are
witnessing that countries worldwide daily arrest people who were at the front lines of the Middle East, but
also number of those who still intend to go to these battlefields and become members of an Islamic state, but
were prevented by police, is large. The furthest in these preventive activities went UK, where according to a
new five-year strategy for combating terrorism, parents will be given new powers to have their child’s
passport cancelled if they think they may travel to the Middle East to join a terrorist group. Increased action
of intelligence services in the world and the exchange of information between the services of friendly
countries for terrorist threats, bring success to the security services in preventing major terrorist attacks on
European soil. But in response to preventive and repressive measures implemented by the countries, came to
the seeming change of tactics of terrorist groups, after they started increasingly to rely on terrorist attacks
carried out by lone wolves. This is based on the fact that the leaders of terrorist groups in their calls for
recruitment of people fighting in the Middle East, are increasingly trying to motivate radicalized individuals,
that if they are not able to travel to the countries of jihad (like Syria, Iraq etc.) better to start with attacks on
"infidels" in the countries where they live. The above said is afforded by the statement of former CIA
Director Leon Panetta, who claims that the terrorist strategy "lone wolf" is the main threat to the US (and the
world) that we have to pay attention. 298

2. DEFINING TERMS
The term Lone Wolf terrorist is used to refer to individuals pursuing Islamist terrorist goals alone,
either driven by personal reasons or their belief that they are part of an ideological group (meaning a group
of individuals who all claim to believe or follow a similar ideology). The term Lone Wolf is expanded out to
Lone Wolf pack when referring to small isolated groups pursuing the goal of Islamist terrorism together
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under the same ideology, but without the sort of external direction from, or formal connection with, an
organised group or network. The central ideology, that stretch terrorist cells and individuals, is an
overpowering Islamist ideology promoted by Al Qaeda, ISIS299 and similar groups whose aim is to establish
a global Caliphate through terrorist crimes intended to encourage global Islamic awareness. Al Qaeda and
similar terrorist groups designate themselves as the vanguard of the fight, as a group of believers who pave
the way that the rest of the Muslim Ummah300 will follow. These groups started fighting against the infidels,
and believe that the fight will start a chain of events that would restore global Caliphate. In other words, this
is an ideology with which easily identifies alienated loner or an individual who is trying to provide a deeper
meaning to the act of violence.
The growing dominance of the Internet in everyday life, and the availability of extremist material
online, has spurred the proliferation of self-recruitment extremists. Loners who rely on violence can now
easily learn about extremist beliefs and use it as a justification when performing an act of violence.
According to the eminent terrorism expert Bruce Hoffman, a new strategy of al-Qaeda is to
encourage and motivate individuals to do acts of violence completely out of any terrorist chain of
command. 301
In 2003, an article was published on the extremist Internet forum Sada al Jihad (Echoes of Jihad), in
which Osama bin Laden sympathizers were encouraged to take action without waiting for instructions. 302 In
2004, Abu Musab al-Suri, who had been in the inner circle around Bin Laden, published a “Call for
Worldwide Islamic Resistance,” on the internet, in sixteen hundred pages manuscript. In this manuscript, alSuri proposes a next stage of jihad, characterized by terrorism created by individuals or small autonomous
groups, which he also labelled “leaderless resistance”. These individuals will weaken the enemy and prepare
the ground for the far more ambitious aim of waging war on “open fronts” - an outright struggle for
territory. 303 In 2006, Al Qaeda leader Abu Jihad al-Masri followed suit with a call to arms, entitled "How to
fight alone" circulated widely in jihadist networks. These events have become a nascent of Islamic terrorists,
lone wolves.
The effectiveness of terrorist attacks done by lone wolves should be measured not in casualties but
with their capacity to spread terror in the civilian population. Statistically these attacks causing fewer
casualties unlike other terrorist attacks, but can cause greater fear because of their unpredictability. The
unpredictability of the terrorist attacks perpetrated by lone wolves, makes them hard to detect and prevent.
Major terrorist attacks require major planning, gathering information and funding, which increases the
chance of detecting them. In contrast, for the terrorists lone wolves is enough internet connection and any
weapons, to which can come, and even cold weapons. Initiating terrorist attacks by lone wolves presents an
ideal tactic of terrorist groups such as IS. Their campaign radicalized small number of individuals who
respond to IS calls, to begin with attacks on their fellow citizens of the West. These individuals may ha ve
little training or act spontaneously, but most important is that sow fear among citizens with minimal costs
and investments. The expert in international security studies in London, Raffaello Pantucci, classifies
terrorists lone wolves into four categories:
 LONER: Loner is defined as an individual who is planning or trying to perform an act of terrorism
using the veil of extreme Islamist ideology. While he may utilise the ideological cover of an Islamist
ideology to provide an explanation for their action, they do not appear to have any actual connection
or contact with extremists. There is no evidence of any external command and control. It can be hard
to include such individuals properly within the context of ideologically driven Islamist extremists, as
it is almost impossible to ascertain exactly what level of ideology they have actually imbued and
how much it is simply being used as cover for other psychological or social issues.
 LONE WOLF: Lone Wolves are individuals who, while appearing to carry out t heir actions alone
and without any physical outside instigation, in fact demonstrate some level of contact with
operational extremists. While similar to Loners in that they act alone when operating in the real
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world, close analysis demonstrates that they have some level of contact with members of a terrorist
organisation and are possibly even in contact with such individuals through the internet in what can
appear to be some sort of command and control structure. What is not clear, however, is whether or
not the individuals are operating within a clearly defined extremist network, nor if they have a
history of training in camps abroad or with known extremists.
 LONE WOLF PACK: Lone Wolf Pack is one that is similar to the Lone Wolves, except rather than
there being a single individual who becomes ideologically motivated; it is a group of individuals
who self-radicalise. What distinguishes this group from the broader community of Islamist terrorists,
however, is that they have not made the final step of making contact with operational extremists.
This means that they remain within the confines of the broader community of loner terrorists, since
they lack a formal connection to terrorist groups. While they might demonstrate some form of
contact, it tends to be limited and demonstrates no particular command and control features. Instead,
they appear to be a small group of similarly minded individuals who choose to engage together in an
act of terrorism that they justify under the banner of jihadist ideology.
 LONE ATTACKERS: Lone Attackers are individuals who operate alone, but demonstrate clear
command and control links with actual terrorist groups. Unlike the Lone Wolves or Lone Wolf
Packs group, these individuals have contact with active extremists, rather than loose online
connections or aspirational contacts. The individuals have clearly imbued the jihadist ideology and
are actively involved in networks that provide them with actual explosive devices or weaponry that
permit them to attempt to carry out a terrorist attack. They are clearly not loners in anything except
their final action – in other words, they are in fact simply one-man terror cells dispatched by terror
groups. 304
It is hard to make a profile of a lone wolf terrorist. An interesting attempt in this area makes Peter
Bergan from New American Foundation, who says that the so-called lone wolf attackers will be American
(or residents of the country where they performed an terrorist act), inspired by the Islamic State militant
group, radicalized online and have easy access to guns. 305
3. MOTIVATION AND RADICALIZATION
The radicalization of individuals is carried in places where people usually gather, or in places where
individuals are "vulnerable" and therefore susceptible to forming radical views. The most freque nt places
where people gather represent religious buildings, universities, student dormitories, café etc. However the
places where individuals are emotionally most vulnerable and thus receptive to acceptance of radical views,
are the prisons. Prisons are – by definition – confined spaces in which access and movement are tightly
restricted. However, prisons are high, that is uniquely suitable environment for radicalization. 306 First, the
prisons are disruptive environments in which individuals are faced with existential issues of particularly
intense way. This explains why the rate of religious conversation in prisons is higher than the general
population: faith provides a feeling of safety and security and also offers a chance to break with the past.
Second, conversions towards Islam by non-practicing Muslims (becoming ‘born-again Muslims’)307 or
individuals from other religious backgrounds far outnumber conversions towards other faiths. Some of the
experts believe that the popularity of Islam among prisoners may be explained by its simplicity and relative
ease with which anyone can declare oneself to be a Muslim. 308 Others contend that Islam has become a
symbol of anti-systemic defiance, and that converting to Islam constitutes an act of rebellion. In the words of
Farhad Khosrokhavar, ‘Islam is becoming in Europe, especially France, the religion of the repressed, what
Marxism was in Europe at one time’. 309
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Radicalization can be performed by radical imams, activists of terrorist organizations, but can also be
done via the Internet. Most often for radicalization are used personal grievances and frustration combined
with Islamist rhetoric or religious justification for violent acts. Persons who are in charge of radicalization,
among individuals detect personal grievances or dissatisfaction as dissatisfaction because of family reasons,
of the integration that is the position which have in the society, and for certain persons are dissatisfaction
with the international policy of certain countries to the countries of origin of the persons or to those countries
that the population are of the same ethnicity or religious belief.
There is a big similarity in the radicalization of individuals of Western European countries and those
of the Western Balkans, but there is essential difference between them, too. How does radicalization in
Western Europe, and which advantages the activists use?
In the West European society, there are major differences in position between the Muslim
(immigrants) and non-Muslims. A strict policy of these countries towards Muslim immigrants from first
generation and Muslims from second and third generation, makes them not feel completely integrated into
the societies in which they live, and are more likely to identify themselves more as Arabs, Iranians, Syrians,
Afghans and etc. or from where they originate, rather than Europeans. In this way they become good
“material” for processing by the activists of terrorist organizations. The activists, such dissatisfaction are use
to instill in them radical views, which later will make them easier to become members of terrorist
organizations, or for performing terrorist act without becoming part of any terrorist organization.
This situation is similar in the countries on the Balkans, too. In these areas in 90', raging wa r of
interethnic and interreligious character, with the presence of many holy warriors "Mujahideen" from the
Middle East, Afghanistan, etc. Upon completion of the war, the holy warriors settled in the Balkans and the
most in Bosnia and Kosovo. Balkans since ancient times was known as "powder keg", as the region where is
easy to initiate inter-ethnic conflicts, primarily because of the different ethnic and religious structure of the
population. On this region as well as the regions of Western Europe, for radicalization of individuals,
activists of terrorist organizations use personal grievances combined with Islamist rhetoric. However one of
the biggest differences in radicalization is that many people in the Balkans in the whirlwind of war lost a
loved one, who was killed by military and paramilitary units of the nations of different ethnic and religious
backgrounds. Due to their personal grievances they are quite susceptible to manipulation by the activists of
terrorist organizations or radical imams, and when it comes to running a religious war for the protection of
Muslim holy territories or the protection of Muslim "brothers" from the infidels, radicalized people from the
Balkans are always present. The radicalization in this area is manifesting mostly thr ough abstract goals as,
striving to create ethnically homogeneous area and big states, and of course the revocation of a fatwa, or
“calls” from Muslim authorities for holy war.
It follows that the essential difference in the radicalization of individuals in Western Europe and the
Western Balkans is that because of the previously stated grievances (primarily from the loss of a close family
member), persistent ethnic conflicts, and because of the poor financial condition of the population, the
radicalization of the people from the Balkans area takes much less time and money. As a result of
radicalization and recruitment for militant Islamic movements, many people from the Balkans went to fight
in the Middle East for the Islamic state (IS). Most of them originate from Kosovo, Albania and Bosnia but a
significant number are from Macedonia and Serbia. From the West European countries most numerous are
from France.
In addition to, that radicalization represents one of the biggest current problems facing European
society and the world in general, is confirmed by the five-year strategy of the British government for tackling
extremist ideology, that the British Prime Minister David Cameron had announced, describing it as "struggle
of our generation". 310 In his speech Cameron highlighted the fact that we mentioned above, that the Muslims
of the second and third generation in Europe do not identify with the country they live, and in the present
case, that they do not identify themselves as Britons. According to this strategy, people become radicalised
because of historical injustices, recent wars, poverty or hardship that serve as arguments as “grievance
justification”. However, according to the British prime minister, poverty can’t be taken as a reason for the
radicalization, because many of the terrorists have had the full advantages of prosperous families and a
western university education. The prime minister will set out what he sees as the four main reasons that
people become radicalised:
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Extremism can seem exciting, especially to young people.
People can be drawn from non-violent extremism to violent extremism.
Extremists are overpowering other voices within Muslim debate.
Failures of integration allow extremist ideas to gain traction.
On August 6, 2015 in the action of Macedonian police under the code-name "Cell", 9 people, who
were part of paramilitary organizations or recruited some of Macedonian citizens to participate in
paramilitary organizations on battlefields in Syria and the Middle East, were arrested. Most of them are
Muslims, and only one is with Christian religion background, who later converted to Islam. This proves the
fact that radicalization and the manner of its implementation, and indoctrination of religious extremism, is so
strong that individuals often converted to Islam religion to join of IS and other terrorist organizations. The
best example for this ascertainment, are the results of research done for the master thesis entitled “Islamic
fundamentalist religious groups and movements and their involvement in organization and perpetrating
terrorist acts”.311 This research was done on 60 students of state universities in Macedonia, mostly Orthodox,
and thereby obtained striking results. On question "whether under certain circumstances would have become
a member of the terrorist group IS or any other terrorist organization?", as many as 11 respondents or 18.4%
answered that they would become members of a terrorist organization if they like its ideology or if it is
followed by a good financial benefit.
4. RECRUITMENT
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The Internet is the world's most widespread network of communication. It is cheap, global, difficult
to regulate and allows users to remain anonymous. Terrorists can use the Internet for a wide range of
purposes, including planning attacks, reconnaissance, fundraising and even psychological warfare.312 Internet
is the accelerator for the phenomenon of terrorist lone wolf. It is very popular between Islamic militants and
a very effective tool, which provides a space in which they can get material for radicalization, training
manuals and videos. This global network provides direct access to community of likeminded worldwide, that
Islamic militants may be linked to provide additional encouragement and guidance to carry out certain
activities. The only way that IS may resist the militarily overpowering West is by asymmetrical threats. That
means to attack by individuals in Western countries and thus to show the people that the West should pay a
heavy price because their countries attack IS.
In mid-2014, a spokesman for IS, Abu Mohammad al-Adnani, issued a video calling for more
individual acts of violence against soldiers and civilians in "countries who entered the coalition" against the
group, encouraging supporters of IS "to kill them wherever they find them." According to Peter Neumann,
director of the International Center for the Study of radicalization and political violence in London, it is
obvious that lone wolf terrorism has increased in the past few years, but that was already the case before IS
came into existence. It was adopted as a deliberate strategy by al-Qaeda in the late 2000s and was repeatedly
encouraged by Anwar al-Awlaki, the American-born radical preacher based in Yemen, who wrote in the
online al-Qaeda magazine Inspire that, It is better to support the prophet by attacking those who slander him
than it is to travel to land of Jihad like Iraq or Afghanistan. Jamie Bartlett, head of the Violence and
Extremism Program in London, believes that the internet in the last few years has both increased the
possibilities and the likelihood of lone-wolf terrorism. He think that it has made it a great deal simpler for
one individual to learn about radical ideologies as well as acquire skills like bomb-making, lowering the
barrier to participation in a broader, global network of extremism. 313
The biggest danger for a person to become a lone wolf terrorist has of those individuals who were
already on the battlefields of the Middle East and then returned to their home countries. But lone wolf
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terrorists do not become only the returnees from the battlefields, who were fighting for some terrorist
organizations such as IS, but also those who want to become members of terrorist organization, and from one
or another reason never reached the battlefield. Individuals today, become radicalized by reading and
interacting with online propaganda and have little or no interaction with other extremists. In this way all
those who in various ways are radicalized and who accepted the call of Islamic militants, members of IS or
other terrorist organization, for the defense of Muslims by attacking those who fight against them, become a
great danger to the security of countries.
On a two-day Conference on Security, which was held in the city of Yaroslav on 29 June 2015, the
head of the Russian Federal Security Service (FSS), successor to the KGB, Alexander Bortnikov, said that
"Islamic state" recruited citizens in over a hundred countries, creating a long-term threat to the global
security. Bortnikov emphasized that the purpose of the Islamic State is to create a global network of sleeper
cells that could undermine the security and territorial integrity of its recruits' home countries.314
Recruiting activities of IS also provide "results" in the Western Balkan countries, and it is assumed
that about a thousand people from this region have left to fight in the Middle East countries. Only from
Macedonia, according to official data, there are about 130 people departed on the battlefields in Syria, of
which for 16 of them there are confirmed information that they are killed. 315

5. REFUGEE CRISIS - OPPORTUNITIES FOR FIGHTERS OF IS TO INFILTRATE
IN THE BALKANS AND EUROPE
During the writing of this paper, there is a large refugee wave in which through Greece in
Macedonia, as well as in the Western Balkan countries and in Europe, are entering thousands of refugees
every day. According to UNHCR spokesman Brian Hansford, the number of refugees and migrants in
Europe in the first six months of 2015 increased by more than 80 percent compared to the same period last
year.316 These people come from countries in which there are armed conflicts, so most numerous are from
Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and countries in Africa. Besides women and children, there a re a large number of
young people, among the refugees, who probably have some military training or they are members of the IS
or al-Qaeda. The members of these terrorist organizations can easily enter the territory of the Balkans using
the refugee crisis. Large numbers of refugees that Western Balkans countries are facing, disables the control
mechanism of states to control all those refugees who will entered on its territory, and this process is almost
impossible and often superficial, because all of the refugees do not have identity documents and everything
is based on their claims and statements about their possible identity. This is due to the fact that the exchange
of information with countries of origin of refugees almost does not exist.
Chances of members of terrorist organizations, to remain on the territory of the Western Balkans are
bigger. That is confirmed by the fact that Hungary has begun building a fence, which prevents migrants on
their way to Western European countries. The chaos created by the refugee crisis and the closure of borders
to refugees to the north, just multiply the possibility of members of IS or al-Qaeda to remain on the territory
of the Western Balkan countries, especially in Macedonia and in this region to form sleeper cells or to act as
terrorists lone wolves, whether or not they have any contact with the base in the Middle East.
There is no doubt that among the thousands of migrants, transiting militants whose task is to
infiltrate the region of the Balkans, after which they would formed terrorist sleeper cells and operational
teams that would act as needed. Confirmation of this comes from Italy where at the beginning of 2015, 22
year-old Moroccan Majid Touil suspected of terrorist attack on the National Bardo Museum in Tunisia that
left 24 people dead, was arrested. Suspected terrorists arrived in Italy by boat in which there were 90
migrants.317
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6. CASE STUDY
In the analysis are taken cases of terrorism carried out by lone wolves in the region of the Western
Balkans and in Western Europe (the perpetrator originated from a Balkan country), including: the murder of
two and wounding of another two US soldiers on Frankfurt Airport (Germany) by Arid Uka in 2011, the case
of the attack on the US embassy in Sarajevo (Bosnia) by Mevlud Jasarevic in 2011 and the case of the attack
on the police station in Zvornik (Republic of Srpska) by Nerdin Ibrikj in 2015.
1) On March 2, 2011 at Frankfurt airport in Germany, Arid Uka committed a terrorist attack, killing
two US soldiers and wounding two others. According to the German investigators, Uka targeted a United
States Air Force bus parked outside the terminal building that was supposed to transport fifteen U.S. airmen
to Ramstein Air Base.318 He first approached a soldier who was standing outside the bus, and found out that
the soldiers have to go in Afghanistan. According to German prosecutor Rainer Griesbaum, Uka waited for
the airman to turn away and then shot him in the back of the head, killing him. Shouting "Allahu Akbar"319
the attacker then entered the bus, shooting and killing the driver, and continued to fire at two other airmen,
wounding them. The attack ended just because his gun jammed. Immediately afterwards he was arrested by
the German police. Arid Uka, the 21-year-old perpetrator, had not been previously known to German police.
He was described in media reports as an ethnic Albanian from Kosovo and a devout Muslim, whose family
had been living in Germany for 40 years. According to German authorities, Uka confessed to the killings
when interrogated after the shooting. He reportedly insisted that he had acted alone and was not a member of
a terrorist group but his Facebook page was reported to indicate contacts to Islamists from the Salafist
movement, including Sheikh Abdellatif, Moroccan Islamist preacher living in Germany. Uka told
investigators that a YouTube video showing American soldiers raping Muslim women motivated him to
commit the shooting. He said that he was radicalized by jihadist propaganda videos. 320
2) On October 28, 2011 a member of the Wahhabi movement Mevlud Jasarevic from Novi Pazar,
armed with automatic rifle, attacked the US Embassy in Bosnia capital, Sarajevo. Shooting around, Jasarevic
wounded a policeman. After that, shouting "Allahu Akbar", he was walking around in the area outside the
embassy with rifle in his hands. He was dressed typical for members of the Wahhabi movement, in other
words he was wearing short pants and had a long beard. After neutralization by special police forces and
after he was arrest, the police found two hand grenades in his pockets. 321 Jasarevic lived in the village of
Gornja Maoca, a place known for the Wahhabi movement, where he radicalized himself and then returned to
Novi Pazar, where he was born, to spread Islam as preached by Wahhabi movement. Among the Wahhabis
he was known as Abdu Rahman. Jasarevic via video message announced the attack on the US Embassy and
Germany, and that he planned to extort concessions from the authorities to request NATO forces to leave
Afghanistan. During the trial, Jasarevic said that the motive for the attack was “bad treatment of USA
authorities towards Muslims around the world", while his target were members of US Special Forces who
fought in Iraq.322 Although with Jasarevic were arrested two others, which the prosecution claimed were part
of a terrorist group, but the court did not prove that. That suggests, that Jasarevic had acted alone.
3) On April 26, 2015 Nerdin Ibric perpetrated a terrorist attack on a police station in Zvornik,
Republic of Srpska, Bosnia, killing one policeman and wounded two others, before being killed by other
officers. Nerdin parked his vehicle outside a police station and walked out of it. Than immediately started to
shot with a rifle at the officer who was outside the building, shout ing "Allahu Akbar". Then he entered the
police station and continued firing. He wounded two police officers, before being killed.
According to the Minister of Interior of Republic of Srpska, Dragan Lukac, Ibric some time before
the attack behaved abnormally and during prayers in a mosque worshiped by Wahhabi practices. Later
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during the investigation two more people were arrested. They were radical extremists who were on
battlefields in Syria in IS (Avdulah Hasanovic and Kassim Mehidic), that played a major role in the
radicalization of Ibric. These people were detained and faced charges that Ibric was recruited by them to
perform this terrorist attack.323 Possible motive for the attack is that Ibric father was killed by the police
during the war in Bosnia. 324

7. ANALYSIS
In the case of Arid Uka is clear that he radicalized by jihadist propaganda videos, but also through
his Facebook profile established a relationship with Sheikh Abdellatif, Moroccan cleric who lives in
Germany, who additionally influenced his radicalization. It is clear that Uka completely radicalized over the
Internet. The occasion for terrorist attack was a video in which American soldiers raping a Muslim woman.
From presented facts, and the fact that Uka acted alone, in other words had no real c onnection or contact
with extremists, it is a terrorist “loner”.
The second case concerns Mevlid Jasarevic, who was a member of the Wahhabi movement and it is
radicalized in Gornja Maoca, a village with a Wahhabi population, where he stayed some time. The occasion
for the attack on the US Embassy was his dissatisfaction with the treatment of the US towards Muslims. In
this terrorist attack he acted alone, and also had no real connection with extremists which means that in this
case it is a terrorist “loner”.
In the third case it can be concluded that Nerdin Ibric radicalized himself because he was in direct
contact with members of the IS. His radicalization is a combination of his personal dissatisfaction, because
of lost close family member in the war, combined with the Islamist rhetoric. The immediate motivation for
the terrorist attack was exactly the loss of his father, who was killed by police. Because Ibric had contact
with the operational extremists, in other words members of a terrorist organization, it belongs to a group of
terrorists ‘lone wolf’.

8. CONCLUSION
The increasing number of terrorist attacks perpetrated by terrorists, lone wolves, indicates that
attacks with many victims are no longer performed exclusively by traditional militant groups. Fa ced with
increased activity of the intelligence services, which is manifested by increased monitoring of terrorist
activities and cooperation between the services, terrorist groups such as the Islamic state and al-Qaeda,
launched a call to supporters to act individually against "infidels" in the societies in which live. Due to the
increased vigilance of the security services, were prevented major terrorist attacks in Europe, but at the
expense of that, the number of terrorist attacks committed by lone wolves had increased.
The consequences of terrorist attacks carried out by terrorist groups are much greater than those
carried out by lone wolves. However the effectiveness of the lone wolf attacks is not measured by the
number of victims or the affected area, but by their unpredictable actions. Because of this unpredictability,
terrorist attacks by lone wolves are very difficult to detect and prevent. From the current practice of terrorist
attacks perpetrated by lone wolves, it can be concluded that when terrorists lone wolves using weapons such
as rifles and pistols, are more effective than when using bombs. This means that it is much easier to kill
people using handguns than to create some explosive devices which by their nature are unstable and require
technical ability which can not obtain online.
Traditional tactics of the security services to fight lonely wolves have proved unsuccessful. Within
the traditional paradigm of counter-terrorism, security services rely on surveillance and informers to prevent
major terrorist attacks. Mostly, security services have success in stopping terrorist attacks by monitoring and
intercepting communications between people. But lone wolves in most cases act alone, so this method of
detection is not effective for them. On the other hand, these terrorists do not have to be in direct contact with
terrorist groups such as IS, to gain the instructions to carry out a terrorist act.
To prevent terrorist attacks by lone wolves, security services despite rely on traditional tactics, such
as undercover operations, surveillance and tapping, along with the psychological analysis of individuals who
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may become a threat to society, should develop some proactive strategy. This may include counseling on
mental health for people who were already on the battlefields of the Middle East or have obvious change in
behavior which suggests that they are part of a radical religious movement, and of course, religious
education for people who are not yet radicalized and certainly even for those who are already radicalized. As
a method of deterring people from radicalization, in other words to perform de- radicalization, can be used
negative experiences of persons who have been on the battlefields of the Middle East, and were members of
IS. It is likely that many people who were in the Middle East and fought as members of IS, and now returned
to countries where they live, had a negative experience of their "adventure". Probably their experience is not
the same with what they viewed on the recruiting videos released by the terrorist group, or from what they
been told and promise by activists or radical imams, who radicalized them with their sermons. Exactly these
negative experiences may become the most powerful weapon in the hands of security agencies to combat
radicalization, and thus to combat terrorists lone wolves.
To combat lone wolf terrorists and the radicalization, much more than just engaging of security
services is needed. In solving this issue should include the whole social community, including fam ilies,
schools, universities and other institutions directly or indirectly related. Primarily, to combat radicalization
the most important is the family. It is in direct contact with the person who intends or had radicalized
already, and the first signs of change may be noticed exactly by the family. That is why in the UK with a
new strategy to combat terrorism, parents will be given new powers to have their child’s passport cancelled
if they think they may travel to the Middle East to join a terrorist group. The same applies to schools and
universities, in which changes in behavior or appearance of the individual are the best to be noticed. This
also refers to the fight against terrorists lone wolves. The lone wolves, because of their alienation or
exclusion from society, fastest and most efficiently can be revealed by their families. Early detection of
persons who intend to become terrorists lone wolves by their families or responsible in schools or
universities, can greatly facilitate the work of the security services in preventing their intentions.
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OF GOOD INTER-ETHNIC RELATIONS IN MACEDONIA
ABSTRACT
The respect of the human and minority rights is one of the EU Criteria for Membership in the Union.
Nevertheless, the legitimacy of the EU criteria and standards for the candidate countries have been criticized
for the lack of consistent application across countries and lack of transparency in the European Commission
monitoring. The main research questions of this paper are: What is the role of the EU in promoting security,
stability and good inter-ethnic relations in Macedonia? Is the EU a conciliator or an instigator of the interethnic radical rhetoric within the Macedonian party politics? This is a qualitative case study analysis of
Macedonia conducted in the period of October-November 2014. We argue that party elites in Macedonia see
the EU as a conciliator between the ethnic groups in Macedonia. The smaller communities, nevertheless,
would feel neglected by the EU if compared with the second largest ethnic group in Macedonia.
Key words: European Union, EU Progress Reports, inter-ethnic relations, minority rights, security
1. INTRODUCTION
Full membership in the North-Atlantic Alliance (NATO) and in the European Union (EU) has
always been the strategic Foreign Policy of Macedonia. The reason for this is multidimensional; the
improvement of the economic, social, political, and security conditions within the country are some of the
priorities of such integration. After its independence in 1991, Macedonia’s security and stability have been
endangered on various occasions. The most common reason for that have been the fragile inter-ethnic
relations, which in 2001escalated to a level of armed conflict between the National Liberation Army of the
Albanians and the Macedonian Defense Forces which lasted for eight months. The very ‘candidate status’
which was granted to Macedonia in 2005 was mostly due to the constitutional and legal changes made by the
Macedonian authorities in order to comply w ith the EU criteria of respect for human and minority rights. In
the Enlargement Strategy Paper of 2005 (Commission of the EU 2005a, 8), Macedonia was acknowledged
by the EU Commission for its strong commitment to the implementation of the Ohrid Framework Agreement
(OFA) and for the important progress made since 2001 in strengthening the country’s stability. Nearly a
decade later the positive EU Progress Report on Macedonia has been disputed internally. For instance, the
European Policy Institute assessed the recommendation as ‘shaded’ (Ristevska - Jordanova et al. 2014). The
2014 Report (Commission of the EU 2014) ignited a spectrum of reactions by the political parties and their
leaders. On one hand the governing parties were claiming that the positive report signifies an
acknowledgment by the EU for its good governing, while on the other hand the opposition claimed that there
was a ‘hidden’ negative message within the Report, and a much sharper rhetoric than in the previous ones.
This, according to the opposition was a sign of the wrong direction that Macedonia is heading towards with
the current governing coalition led by Gruevski. Be that as it may, the EU itself has not been immune to
ethno-regional issues arising within its Member States. Having in mind the Referendum for Independence of
Scotland, the Test Referendum for Independence of Catalonia in the late 2014, and the rest of the ongoing
ethno-regionalist issues within EU, we can see how ethno-regional upheavals can still be considered as one
of the most feasible threats to the EU security. Therefore the main question arises from this notion: What is
the role of EU in promoting security, stability and good inter-ethnic relations in Macedonia? Does EU have
legitimacy of posing the political criteria referring to the human and minority rights respect? Finally, is the
EU considered to be a conciliator or an instigator of the inter-ethnic radical rhetoric within the Macedonian
party politics?
This qualitative study relies mainly at face to face interviews with the political elites and an analysis
of the EU Progress Reports for the Republic of Macedonia. We argue that party representatives in general
see the EU as a conciliator between the ethnic groups in Macedonia, and that they perceive the EU’s role in
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maintaining good inter-ethnic relations as positive. Nonetheless, we claim that the non-majority minority
groups would have higher expectations from the EU regarding protection of the multicultural before the bicultural Macedonian society.
The article proceeds as follows. First, the instruments of the EU for the improvement of the
democracy, the human rights and the rule of law in the Candidate Countries would be introduced. The
second Chapter will offer a glimpse to the most important challenges for Macedonia in the area of minority
rights protection, according to the EU Progress Reports on Macedonia since 2006. (Commission of the EU
2006-14) The third part will introduce the methodology used for the qualitative analyses, the data gathering
process and the main hypotheses. The Fourth chapter will contain the results of the qualitative analyses on
the four main research questions, and the closing chapter will offer our final conclusions.
2. THE INSTRUMENTS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION FOR DEMOCRACY, HUMAN
RIGHTS AND THE RULE OF LAW IMPROVEMENT IN THE CANDIDATE COUNTRIES
After the fall of the Berlin Wall, which was followed by a wave of restructuring of the federal states
and giving birth to new independent states, the need for a preventive diplomacy was born. (UN 2011) This
need derives from the change of the international political system and the real necessity to prevent the
conflicts arising from those restructurings.
The concept of preventive diplomacy is a long-term idea of the United Nations (UN) that is in a
constant development since its birth (a half century ago). The goal of this action is to prevent disputes from
arising between parties, to prevent existing disputes from escalating into conflicts, and to limit the spread of
the latter when they occur. This concept has been revived by the UN in 1992 within the ‘Agenda for Peace’.
(UN 1992) With this step the concept of preventive diplomacy received its deserved meaning and attention
within the frames of the international politics.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), and the Group of 8 (G-8) have published quite a lot in the area
of conflict prevention, while the EU is a new actor in this sense. In the mid-nineties, the EU has started to
follow the global trend of international organizations by reforming its structures and capacities in the
direction of prevention and conflict management.
Two general types of preventive diplomacy can be met in the international politics. The first one is
the so called structural prevention which works on the long-term, and the second one, which works on the
short-term, is known as operational prevention or crisis management. These two types of preventive
diplomacy are consisted of measures and policies that aim at eliminating the deeply rooted reasons for
conflicts such as poverty, economic inequality, discrimination, political repression and non-efficient
institutions, so to finally find sustainable solutions.
In line with this, the European Union imposes general criteria for the Candidate Countries known as
the Copenhagen Criteria (Commission of the EU 2005b, 4) which aim at boosting the economic
development, in a parallel process with enforcing human rights respect, building democracy, and rule of law.
This, nevertheless, indicates that the structural changes of the EU referring to the pre-accession reforms of
the candidate countries are directly related to the conflict prevention.
Under the Common Foreign and Security Policy of EU (CFSP) Member States appeared in the
international scene as a collective actor in the developing of processes and mechanisms for efficient and
coherent joint foreign and security policy that would be able to deal with conflict scenarios. The Treaty of
Lisbon (2007), albeit reforming the old EU structure and abolishing the distinction between the three pillars,
in effect did not affect the decision-making procedures for CFSP matters. In line with the initial goal of the
CFSP, with the Treaty of Lisbon two major innovations were introduced: the creation of the High
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and the European External Action
Service, and the development of the Common Security and Defence Policy. (EUR Lex, 2015) CFSF’s initial
goal to keep the main interests of EU, especially its independence, security and its irrefrangibility by gradual
constitution of a joint defense policy and defense forces has been kept. Peace keeping through strengthening
of the democracy, the rule of law and human rights respect and civil crisis management remain under
CFSP’s main priorities. Among the measures of this policy is the platform that speaks out the Union’s
positions towards third countries, as well as it offers criteria for integration and solution to its conflicts.
(Weidenfeld and Wessels 2009).
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In order to adjust their laws to the acquis communitaire, Candidate Countries have to fulfill the
criteria of minority rights protection as well, because inter-ethnic tensions have been one of the main triggers
of conflicts in the countries of Central Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, the EU has been criticized for lacking
internal foundation for its inconsistent application and the absence of transparency in the monitoring process
by the European Commission. One of the reasons to receive these critiques is that EU is faced with an
inherent problem of the effectiveness of the EU conditionality in an area in which the EU has yet to develop
its own common internal standards, for what the conditions of EU has been described as vague and open to
interpretation. (Szöcsik 2013) This, on the other hand, creates double standards within EU and a lack of
legitimacy for the political criteria towards the candidate countries.
Referring to the factors that might influence a conflict to arise, which the preventive diplomacy is
pointing at, Macedonia can be seen as a country with a high degree of potential for such conflicts. Having in
mind the past inter-ethnic conflict of 2001, which was settled by the Ohrid Peace Agreement (OFA), it is
very important that we continue monitoring all the variables in order to predict and eventually prevent such
conflict to repeat in future.
If looking at some of the most important variables that might instigate a conflict (which the
preventive diplomacy addresses) such as poverty, economic inequality, discrimination, political repression,
corruption etc., we would see that Macedonia should be very careful regarding its internal security and
peace. Namely, the last statistical indicators for Macedonia from 2013 say that 24.2% of the Macedonian
citizens are poor. The inequality rate of income was 37%. (RM State Statistical Office 2015) In 2014
Transparency International ranks Macedonia on the 64th place (out of 175) for Corruption. There is a slight
improvement in the Corruption Perception Index from 2013 and 2012, nevertheless the index indicates a
high level of corruption. (Transparency International 2014) Public opinion polls in 2012 show that around
44% from the people think there is corruption in the public institutions at central level, and around 38% think
there is a middle level of corruption, 11% think there is a little and almost 4% think there is no corruption in
these institutions. (Transparency International for Macedonia 2012)
A survey of 2011 shows that 53,5%of the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia think that there is
discrimination at all bases, while 40,1% think that discrimination is rare or there is no discrimination at all.
The most common type of discrimination in Macedonia is the discrimination on a political party membership
bases with 89,9% from the respondents considering it exists, and only 7,4% believing that such
discrimination in Macedonia does not happen. Furthermore, 67,7% from the Macedonian citizens think that
discrimination on ethnic bases is an often, while 30,3% do not share that opinion. (Krzalovski 2011)
In 2015, Freedom House classified Macedonia’s press as Partially Free. Within the Country Report
for Macedonia under the Nations in Transit publication, Macedonia’s Index for Media Independence in 2014
and 2015 scored 5 in a scale of 1 to 7 (1 means democratic and 7 authoritarian). The former indicates that
there is a serious issue with the freedom of press. The democracy score is 4.07 and the judicial framework
and independence 4.25, which indicates that compared to 2006 Macedonia has worsened its democratic
conditions. (Risteska 2015)
The scandal so called “Interception” or “Putsch”, that was announced in the late 2014, and has
intensified with the opposition’s “Bombs” in 2015 (Focus 2015), have also slowed down the integration
processes due to the urgent need for a dialogue between the political parties from the government and the
opposition. The scandal involves audio tapes revealing unlawful actions by the governmental parties.
(Berendt, 2015) These notions have shaken the political scene and the very society, instigating mass protests
which on occasions have escalated with violence between the protestеrs and the police. The Kumanovo
shooting on the 9th of May 2015, which had happened in the middle of the political crisis in Macedonia
involved armed men (many of Albanian ethnic origins coming from Kosovo) and the Police forces of
Macedonia. Eight policemen and ten of the armed men were killed. The reasons and the circumstances were
not clearly unveiled, which brought more inter-ethnic suspiciousness among the public. (CNN 2015)
The European Union took an active role in the negotiations between the government and the
opposition leaders, which concluded with the Agreement of 2nd of July (2015). This agreement, among
several other things, obliged the opposition to stop boycotting the Parliament’s work, the incumbent
Government should submit its formal resignation and the new government should be led by another Prime
Minister whose only program shall be the organization of the national elections on the 24 th of April 2016.
Leaving aside the ‘name issue’ with Greece, from the above stated facts we can see that the reasons
to worry about Macedonia’s path and future integration into the EU can be easily justified.
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3. ASSESSING THE MACEDONIAN PROGRESS IN THE SPHERE OF MINORITY RIGHTS
RESPECT BY THE EU.
In 1995 the Republic of Macedonia established the first diplomatic relations with the EU. The
Cooperation Agreement in 1997 and the Agreement on Stabilization and Association in 2001 were the
pioneer steps of Macedonia in the most powerful policy tool of the EU, the Enlargement Policy. Ten new
Member States were accepted as part of the EU family in 2004, when Macedonia applie d for EU
membership. The next year the EU Commission gave favourable opinion on the application of Macedonia
for membership in the European Union and the Council granted candidate status to the country. Ever since
the EU releases reports on the progress made by Macedonia towards its full EU membership. A “successful”
or “positive” Report means that the EU will give recommendation for the initiation of negotiations for
membership between the EU and the Candidate Country. If such a recommendation was not rece ived by the
EU (the Report was negative) the Candidate Country has to continue with the necessary reforms. In October
2009 the Commission recommended that accession negotiations should be opened. (European Commission
2015)
Human and minority rights respect has regularly been included in the Progress Reports (Commission
of the EU 2006-2014) as a special chapter. We hereby make a short revision on those assessments by, firstly,
pointing out at the general notes on the progress regarding minorities’ protection, and afterwards, going into
a more specific analyses of the challenges for Macedonia regarding minorities protection.
The first report of 2006 was the most encouraging one, and most criticism free. Namely, it claims
that the inter-ethnic relations in Macedonia have continued to improve and that the level of minority rights
protection has remained high. In the next years of 2007 to 2010 the EU acknowledged some progress in
terms of building good inter-ethnic relations; nevertheless, it assessed the country as moderately advanced in
this area, and the integration of minorities as quite limited. Already in 2011 some ethnic tensions were
reported, albeit the general assessment of this area was positive up until 2012. The last two reports of 2013
and 2014 voice a hampered progress in the area, and report some inter-ethnic incidents, hate speech during
sports events, violence in public spaces and demonstrations. The EU recommended a more proactive
approach to guarantee the ethnic, cultural and linguistic identities of all communities, and more efforts, under
the OFA, to proactively promote positive inter-community relations. What was pointed out throughout all of
the reports was the belief that the commitment of the government to make progress in the implementatio n of
the Ohrid Framework Agreement remains essential for the country's stability. “Effective implementation of
the OFA needs to be maintained, in a spirit of consensus.”
In 2006 the EU acknowledges the progress that has been achieved by the Macedonian government in
obtaining better representation of the non-majority communities in the public administration and public
enterprises; nevertheless, the progress was uneven across the various communities. The general level of
participation grew from 20.5 % in July 2005 to 21.7 % in August (Albanians 16.5%; Serbs 1.6%; Turks
1.4%; Roma 0.6%; Vlachs 0.5%; Bosniaks 0.3%; other communities 0.9%). Ethnic Albanians have made
significant gains, although they still remained under-represented in public life, but other groups have seen
little or no gains. There were still insufficient opportunities for interaction between the different
communities, particularly in the sphere of education. (Commission of the EU 2006)
In 2007 the increase in representation of the non-majority communities remained uneven among
individual ministries. While slow progress had been made in the police, the number of non-majority
communities' members in the army remained low. Another remark was that Committees for interethnic
relations had not been set up in all the municipalities concerned, and were often not effective. Sustained
commitment to implementing the regulatory framework for use of minority languages was required.
(Commission of the EU 2007)
The 2008 EU Progress Report noted as important the enacted Law on the Parliamentary committee
on inter-community relations, which clarified the scope of application of the double majority mechanism (the
‘Badinter’ principle). Moreover, a Law on the advancement and protection of the rights of the smaller
communities was adopted which, provided for a specialized agency to be set up. In several mixed secondary
schools there were severe incidents of violence between students from different ethnic communities. Smaller
ethnic communities, whilst largely integrated, need adequate facilities for teaching in their mother tongue.
There was little progress in equitable representation of the ethnic Turkish and the Roma communities, which
remain underrepresented within the civil service. The lack of enforcement mechanisms, such as sanctions, to
ensure that institutions meet recruitment targets for non-majority communities remained a problem, as did
the politicization of some recruitment. (Commission of the EU 2008)
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In the Progress Report of 2009 EU claims that the capacity of the Secretariat for the Implementation
of the Ohrid Framework Agreement (SIOFA) needs to be strengthened so that it may coordinate effectively
the implementation of policies such as equitable representation and the provisions on the law on languages.
There were no strategic human resources planning to ensure gradual fulfillment of the recruitment targets for
non-majority communities, and some of those recruited civil servants from non-majority communities failed
to meet the required criteria and some were not provided offices or equipment. The high schools in Struga
municipality, where ethnic shifts were introduced following fighting between pupils from different ethnic
communities, partly restored ethnically mixed education at the start of the 2009-10 school year. Nonetheless,
several other municipalities were still maintaining separate ethnic shifts. This raised concerns about long
term damage to inter-ethnic relations. As it was reported in the previous Progress Report, between 3,000 to
5,000 Roma, ethnic Albanians and ethnic Turks were still lacking personal documents, such as birth
certificates and medical insurance or employment cards, which are necessary to benefit from social
insurance, healthcare and other social services. (Commission of the EU 2009)
In 2010 the administrative capacity of SIOFA was slightly increased, but even nine years after the
signature of the OFA, the Secretariat did not produce a report on its activities. The content of the first
national encyclopedia and the urban plan ‘Skopje 2014’, triggered protests and interethnic resentment. Three
years in a row the EU points out that planning to ensure gradual fulfillment of the recruitment targets for
non-majority communities, and a single data collection system on fair representation for the entire public
sector, are very much needed. (Commission of the EU 2010) The SIOFA budget for 2011 was significantly
increased; nonetheless the Secretariat faced problems in recruiting sufficiently qualified senior staff. Some
progress was made in the implementation of the Law on the use of Languages spoken by at least 20% of the
citizens. The practice of separating pupils along ethnic lines or language shifts continued in a number of
schools and cases of inter-ethnic violence in secondary schools persisted. Members of non-majority
communities complained about the neglect of their respective historical and cultural monuments by the urban
plan 'Skopje 2014'. The direct involvement of politicians of one of the parties of the government coalition in
the violent confrontation between members of the two main ethnic communities inside the Kale fortress in
Skopje caused concerns.
The majority of the Committees for relations among communities have continued to face lack of
resources, unclear competencies and insufficient representation of ethnic communities living in the
municipality. The overall number of civil servants from the non-majority ethnic communities reached 30%,
which is broadly in line with the demographic structure. In 2010 there was a 46% increase of members of
Roma and a 12% increase in the Turkish community. Nevertheless, a large number of newly recruited civil
servants received salaries, even though they were not assigned any tasks or responsibilities. (Commission of
the EU 2011)
In 2012 a review of the implementation of the OFA was launched by the SIOFA, and the
government adopted a report for the first time since the signature of the Agreement. In the first half of 2012
there were a number of incidents and killings in the country (the case of “Monstrum”), which led to
heightened tension between the ethnic communities and public protests. The EU acknowledged that the
political leaders made statements calling for restraint and mutual respect and that the government responded
in a calm and measured way. It also recommended that this approach needed to continue in order to avoid
politicizing of the incidents. Relations in the government were affected by different points of view
concerning the status of victims of the 2001 conflict. (Commission of the EU 2012)
Even if the OFA has been in force since 2001, in 2013 progress was still needed on systemic issues
related to decentralization, non-discrimination, equitable representation, use of languages and education.
Roma, Turks and other smaller communities have continued to be underrepresented in the public
administration, notably at senior level. At the same time, the merit principle needed to be strengthened in the
recruitment of non-majority members in the state institutions. (Commission of the EU 2013)
Finally, in 2014 EU recommended a more proactive approach from the political actors to guarantee
the ethnic, cultural and linguistic identities of all communities. The court verdict on the so-called “Monster”
(Monstrum) case related to murders carried out in 2012 and the murder of a teenager in the Skopje
municipality of Gjorče Petrov in May, while not ethnically motivated, triggered protests and increased the
inter-ethnic tension. The coalition partners made joint efforts to calm the protests, but some political leaders
from both communities continued to use ethno-centric and divisive language, particularly during election
campaigns.325 (Commission of the EU 2014)
325

The Report refers to the rhetoric used during the local elections campaign in 2013. For instance, the Prime Min ister,
Nikola Gruevski (2013), addressed its electorate in the town of Kicevo’s: “Fat mirDehari […] at first represented
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In conclusion, we can detect a slightly sharpened rhetoric regarding the minority protection area. It is
more visible in the last two reports where it was clearly stated that the progress in this area had been
hampered. We can also see that since 2011 the EU Reports constantly point out at the violent incidents
driven by ethnic intolerance that have occurred in Macedonia. Moreover, the slow progress that has been
made legislatively has been shadowed by the insufficient implementation of the laws and the ineffective
work of the Institutions. The SIOFA has been constantly criticized for its lack of transparency and
insufficient financial and administrative capacities, moreover for the politicization of the recruitment of
cadres.
The representation of the smaller communities, particularly the Turkish and Roma, in the civil
service has still remained low during all these years, and has been reported continuously. The measures to
address the underrepresentation of smaller minorities, remained inadequate. A special accent was put on the
discrimination against the Roma community which has been raising as a concern. Roma people were seen as
subject of ill-treatment by the police, discriminated, and many were denied citizenship. Roma children were
frequently denied the right to education and comprise the majority of the country's street children. The
enrollment rate in primary education was below 30 %, and high drop-out rates are still recorded, in particular
among girls. There has been some progress in the implementation of the four action plans under the 20052015 Decade of Roma Inclusion, but still with a limited impact. The efforts to meet the objectives of the
National Strategy for Roma have yielded no visible results. Unemployment among the Roma remains
extremely high, and social and civic marginalization is common. Even if a Roma had been appointed as a
minister without portfolio in the new government, discrimination against Roma people continued. Several
measures were taken to address the issue of persons without documents and to integrate internally displaced
persons and Roma refugees under the strategy on social inclusion of Roma 2012 - 2014. However, EU
recommends a significant strengthening of the implementation of existing strategies and inter-institutional
cooperation.
4. METHODOLOGY, HYPOTHESES AND DATA
The main question addressed within this article is: what is the role of the EU in promoting security,
stability and good inter-ethnic relations in Macedonia? From the short summary on the European Union’s
instruments democracy, human rights and the rule of law improvement in the Candidate Countries we could
see that Macedonia has been facing many challenges to maintain its peace and stability, especially due to its
fragile inter-ethnic relations. As the last EU Progress Reports have indicated, the political elites have used
nationalism as means for campaigning, which continues to deepen the inter-ethnic mistrust and intolerance
levels. Once more, the internal ethno-regional issues that EU faces and the lack of internal common
standards may cause mistrust and confusion in the candidate countries’ integration path, especially after all
those positive reports that did not bring the date for opening of the negotiations. Thus, by discussing the
topic with the political elite of Macedonia we seek for answers to three main clusters of questions.
First: “Does the EU have legitimacy of posing the political criteria referring to the human and
minority rights respect? Is there a consistency in the pre-accession criteria or is EU biased towards certain
countries; are there double standards in its assessments? ” We hypothesize that the political elites will assess
the EU criteria as legitimate, but that politicians will assess the EU as inconsistent and biased toward certain
countries or regions.
Second: “Is the EU a conciliator or an instigator of the inter-ethnic radical rhetoric within
Macedonian party politics?” We expect that EU is perceived as a conciliator of the inter-ethnic tensions due
to its permanent scrutiny and democratic standards.

himself to us with a photo where he has a Kalashnikov in his hands, and then he said that his dream was from Struga to
Ku manovo, via Kicevo, Tetovo, Gostivar, Skopje; he wants Albania, not Macedonia. […] with all due respect to the
Albanians, tonight I would like to tell Fat mir Dehari that the photo with Kalashnikov won’t scare anybody, and if
Fatmir Dehari wants to live in Albania, there it is Albania for him. […] Kicevo was and it will remain in Republic of
Macedonia. On the 24th in Kicevo, in Struga , in Dolneni, in Brvenica, people won’t vote for a party, […] people will
vote for the Macedonians, the Turks, the Ro ma, the Srebs, the Bosn iaks, the Vlahs and the others. They will vote for
whether they want to live in A lbania, as Fat mir Dehari wants, or they will live in Macedonia.” At the same elections,
the photo of the leader of DUI, Ali Ahmeti (2014), with a Kalashnikov in his hands, app eared on the official Facebook
page of DUI with the statement: “Is there any Albanian that won’t be present in Kicevo tomorrow? Kicevo is our blood
that cannot be forgiven. Central Meeting, Thirsday 21. March. Center Kicevo”.
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Third: “What influences the assessment of the minority rights respect within the EU Progress
Reports on Macedonia? Do we see sharpening of the EU rhetoric within the 2014 Progress Report? Are there
any omitted or neglected issues that the EU should have pointed out in the Reports?” We expect to hear that
the latest EU rhetoric has been indeed sharpened, and that Macedonia needs to make serious efforts in
approaching the country closer to the EU doors. Our hypothesis is that the politicians from the government
parties will assess Macedonia’s progress more positively than those in current opposition, and that the nonmajority minorities will feel generally excluded from the EUs interests.
The core of this qualitative analysis is based on thirty in depth interviews conducted with high
representatives from 26 different political parties (Table A1 in Appendix A), including parties from all ethnic
communities in Macedonia (Macedonian, Albanian, Turkish, Vlach, Roma, Serbian, and Torbeshi). The
interviews have been conducted on voluntary bases, in the months of October and November 2014. The
respondents are highly ranked party representatives. Among them there are Members of Parliament,
Ministers, Former Ambassadors, and a former Prime Minister of Macedonia.
5. RESULTS
Before jumping to the research questions of this article we introduce the general opinion of the party
representatives regarding the potential for future conflict in Macedonia. Almost three fourths of the
respondents claimed they still see some conflict potential in Macedonia, which does not necessary insinuate
an armed conflict, such as the one of 2001. Still, they saw potential threat in the Albanian-Macedonian ethnic
issue and the dialogue of the political parties within the institutions. The representatives of the parties in
government in general saw less probability for ethnic conflict than the parties in opposition; moreover, the
Albanian parties in opposition saw a potential for conflict due to the lack of rule of law, and the very
challenging task of the government to maintain functioning democratic institutions and to fight the
corruption. The smaller communities, united in their opinions, claimed that the potential for conflict might
arise only from the ‘Albanian factor’. (Rizankoska and Trajkoska 2015)
In order to answer the general research question “What is the role of EU in promoting security,
stability and good inter-ethnic rations in Macedonia?” we shall start from the first cluster of questions: “Does
EU have legitimacy of posing the political criteria referring to the human and minority rights respect? Is
there a consistency in the pre-accession criteria or EU is biased towards certain countries; are there double
standards in the assessment? ”
The answers of the party representatives have been almost unique. A large majority of the
respondents claim that the EU has legitimacy to pose those criteria on the Candidate Countries because
Macedonia is the aspirant country, and not the other way round. Some of the respondents have pointed out
that complying with these (Copenhagen) criteria is legitimate, and we can logically expect that after the
eventual full membership of Macedonia in the EU, the country would be a direct creator of these criteria
itself. Ristov (DRM) compares the EU pre-accession process with a job interview, where the candidate is the
one who needs to demonstrate that he / she has the necessary skills for the offered position. Velickovski
(LPM) adds that “the examples with Catalonia and Schotland are the proof that within EU there is a much
higher level of acceptance of the regional and national specificities, which are mostly solved in a democratic
manner. Nevertheless, there were few comments in the opposite direction. Namely, Ruzin (LDP)
acknowledges that lately the political elites of the Candidate Countries have shown lower level of respect
towards the EU. The indications from the Union that until 2020 there will not be a new enlargement wave
have reflected into a new EU skepticism and a fall of the EU’s authority. Especially in Macedonia, where six
consecutive positive reports did not bring yet a date for the beginning of the negotiations, which have
demoralized Macedonia’s citizens.
Bekiri (DPA) also points out that “the EU has no courage to impose the same criteria to its member
states, and it is not ready to enter into resolving minority issues”. Miletic (RPSM) joined to this perspective
by noting that the EU have no legitimacy to pose those criteria now, after the breakup of Yugoslavia,
because the today’s model of EU is a copy of the Former Yugoslavia which was considered as a positive
example of multiculturalism. Thus Macedonia can learn how to deal with multiculturalism from its own
experience; nevertheless, some nationalists abuse the right for self-determination to do what they want for
personal interest. The fault of EU is that they do nothing to stop them, while they do act rigorously towards
secessionist incentives in their own countries.”
Avirovic (SPM) claimes: “Macedonia is one of the best examples of protection and respect for the
minority rights in Europe” She also adds that “there are double criteria for the candidate countries and the
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older member states”. Nikolovski (IMRO_DPMNU) throughout the interview insists that the EU does not
treat minority issues, exactly due to the fact that those criteria come from the Council of Europe and not from
an EU Act.
Most of the opinions towards the consistency of the accession criteria lean towards the negative
confirmation. Namely, most of the respondents see the EU as a pragmatic political actor, which in many
occasions does not use the same criteria for the member states, moreover it uses double standards for the
Countries Candidates and the Member States. Georgievski (IMRO-PP) claimed that the first East European
Countries that entered the EU (the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, etc.) had lower economic
and multiethnic standards than the latter ones. The criteria, nevertheless, have been constantly sharpened.
The ‘name issue’ has been, whatsoever, pointed out as the main motif for suspicion towards the consistent
policies by the EU towards its Candidate Countries. Most of the respondents claimed that the EU has shown
almost no interest in resolving the issue, which can be taken as a double standard if compared to the way the
issue between Croatia and Slovenia ‘was’ resolved.
Inseparable question to the first one is weather the EU is considered to be a conciliator or an
instigator of the inter-ethnic radical rhetoric within Macedonian party politics? In spite of the general opinion
among the party representatives that EU aims at reconciling the political conflict arising from ethnic issues,
there are some claims, in the opposite direction, that EU in some occasions “unconsciously” ignited
worsening of the inter-ethnic relations in Macedonia. “The EU in several occasions has neglected or has
turned the blind eye to certain problems in Macedonia, such as the violence of 24 th of December 2012 in the
Parliament. This indirectly promotes unstable political environment in the country applicant” - stated Sarac
(MTNU). Stanoevski (GROM) have argued that Macedonia is still serving as a laboratory for inter-ethnic
relations experiments, such was the OFA, which “was imposed from the outside”.
Be that as it may, the most common critique that could be heard by the party elite was that the OFA,
which has been strongly supported by the EU since its drafting, favors mostly the Albanian community and
neglects the other smaller ethnic communities. This contributes to a more ethnocentric actions of the political
parties. Thus, the multiculturalism in Macedonia is in fact bi-culturalism. Ibraimovski (PFER) said that this
approach of favoring only the second largest community in Macedonian indirectly promotes federalization of
the country through the election of Mayors in the ethnically concentrated Municipalities. Avirovic (SPM)
argues that the biggest problem for the Macedonian multiculturalism has been the ethnic divide of the
political party spectrum. Velickovic (LPM), moreover, claims that ‘a political nation’ needs to be created.
These arguments support the idea of constructing civic rather than ethnic political platforms of the political
parties, which has not been the case in Macedonia so far.
On the other hand one fifth of the respondents see the role of EU as neither positive nor negative.
Apart from the fact that many representatives point out at the fact that the EU cannot directly interfere in
Macedonia’s politics, Bekiri (DPA) sees the EU as “not very interested in finding solutions regarding the
minority rights issues, even though the problems are clear.” Dimova (SDUM) adds that “we have the OFA as
a factor of multiculturalism, which could have been the Macedonia’s ‘peace keeping instrument’ for ‘export’
in Kosovo or Ukraine, but unfortunately it has been extremely abused (politicized) by the leading Alba nian
party-DUI.
Finally we asked “What influences the assessment of the minority rights respect within the EU
Progress Reports on Macedonia? Do we have a sharpening of the EU rhetoric within the 2014 Progress
Report? Are there any omitted or neglected issues that the EU should have pointed out in the Reports?”
Most of the interviewees believed that the Progress Report of 2014 is a real picture of the current
political situation in Macedonia. Dzaferi (DUI) even claims that “the Report should not be perceived as the
image the EU has about Macedonia, but as the image that we have created about ourselves in the eyes of
others”. Several respondents pointed out that the Reports are basically written as a product of the data that
the country gives to the EU, the ministries, the civil society organizations and the monitoring institutions
from abroad. Therefore, some of them claim that the image is real, and few take that fact as a proof that the
EU is driven by political internal interests, and thus it is biased.
Indeed, only few party representatives assessed the report as not real indicator of the situation in
Macedonia. For instance, Stanoevski (GROM) claimed that “the Reports are driven by variety of interests,
from the internal political situation as well as the correlations that the political elites have with the elites of
EU “. Lashkovska (IMRO_DPMNU) even claims that EU unfortunately has neglected much of the reforms
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that Macedonia has been doing in the previous years, and hopes that they will be acknowledged in the next
Reports. Zekiri (DPA) thinks that “the Reports are not real in the part devoted to the Albanian community”.
It should be emphasized that the several negative perceptions on the credibility of the last Report come from
the representatives coming from the government coalition parties (IMRO-DPMNU, GROM, SPM), who at
the same time are the ones to claim that there was no sharper rhetoric by the EU in the last EU Progress
Report.
The representatives from the smaller ethnic communities have usually pointing out the lack of
protection for the non-majority minorities and they think that the focus has always been on the second
biggest ethnic community in Macedonia. The Roma representative Ibrahimi (PFER) claims that “after the
election in 2014 there were 250 open working positions for the Albanians, while none for the Roma. EU
gives more affection to one community only.” He also added that the EU should have pointed out the
discriminatory treatment of the Roma community by the Macedonian border police when trying to cross the
border in order to travel in the EU.
The former Prime Minister Georgievski (IMRO-PP) pointed out that in most areas the reports were
real and correct, nonetheless, the EU was very permissive regarding the democracy in Macedonia. “I think
EU is aware of it because it wants to maintain the relations between the government and the Union. The
Government of Macedonia, on the other side, does not understand that and thinks that it have ‘played’ the
EU this time again. Thus, it continues with the usurpation of the democratic space in Macedonia”- states
Georgievski.
Halili (PDP) would also state that “the last two Reports have had a sharpened rhetoric regarding the
minorities’ rights, which in fact is a crucial coming back to the reality regarding the minority rights in
Macedonia, especially because with the OFA those rights are transformed into ethnic rights.”
6. CONCLUSION
The three clusters of hypotheses have been proven with this qualitative analysis. To start with, most
of the party representatives consider EU as legitimate to pose the Copenhagen Criteria to the Candidate
Countries, since those criteria are usually based on International Conventions ratified by most of the
countries aspirants. The name issue with Greece (that is preventing Macedonia from opening the negotiations
process) has been pointed out as a double standard if compared to the issue between Slovenia and Croatia,
which moreover has been seen as a very powerful reason for the increasing level of euro-scepticism. In spite
of the few opinions that EU has “unconsciously” worsened the inter-ethnic relations in Macedonia, the
general opinion proves the hypothesis that EU is a consolidating political actor in Macedonia.
Finally, as expected, the vast majority of the interviewees believe the Progress Report of 2014
reflects the real picture of the current political situation in Macedonia regarding the minority protection.
While the government representatives consider the Report as positive, those in opposition claim that the
latest Report ‘hides’ a negative massage that should not be neglected if Macedonia wants to continue its path
towards full integration into EU.
The smaller ethnic communities commonly complain on the narrow focus of the EU towards the
second largest ethnic community in Macedonia (the Albanian community) while it neglects the interests of
the others. Nevertheless, the analysis of the EU Reports shows that EU indeed consecutively addresses the
issues that smaller communities face (the Roma and the Turkish communities in particular). While the
smaller communities expect more direct involvement and pressure from the EU on the Macedonian
government, the central problem stays in the hands of Macedonia’s governments that did not stopped the
politicization of the OFA’s implementation. This in time deepened the intolerance and the dissatisfaction
gap within the Macedonian society and brought new reasons to worry about Macedonia’s stability and peace.
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Appendix A
Table A1: List of the interviewees: by ethnic group, party affiliation and party’s government inclusion.
Ethnic group

Macedonian

Albanian

Turkish

Vlachs
Ro ma
Bosnian
Serbian
Torbeshi

Name
Political Party
Ana Laškoska,
Internal Macedonian Revolutionary OrganisationAleksandarNikolovski Democratic Party fo r Macedonian National Unity,
IMRO-DPM
NU in Macedonia, SPM
VladankaAvirovik
Socialistic
Party
Toni Ristov
Democratic Renewal of Macedonia, DRM
Oliver Stanoeski
Civil Option for Macedonia GROM, GROM
LidijaDimova
Social-Democratic Union of Macedonia, SDUM
NanoRuzin
Liberal Democratic Party, LDP
IvonVeličkoski
Liberal Party of Macedonia, LPM
Miki M ilkovski
New Social-democrat ic Party, NSDP
LjubčoGjeorg jievski
Internal Macedonian Revolutionary OrganisationPeoples Party, IM RO-PP
TalatDzaferi,
Atulla
Democratic Un ion for Integration, DUI
GzmentKasumi
Aliu,
Mitasin Bekiri,
Democratic Party of the Albanians in Macedonia,
Agron
Zekiri
DPA
Muhamed Halili
Party for Democrat ic Prosperity, PDP
Jasin Demiri
National Democrat ic Revival, NDR
Afrim Gaši
Movement BESA, BESA
Furkan Çako
Democratic Party of Turks in Macedonia, DTP
Enes Ibrahim
Party for Movement of Turks in Macedonia,
PMTM
VejselSaraç
Movement for Turkish National Unity, MTNU
Niko Babunski
Democratic Party of Vlachs in Macedonia, DPVM
Gjo ko Gjorg jiev
Party of Vlachs in Macedonia, PVM
Ibrahim Ibrahimi
Union of Ro ma in Macedonia, URM
Samka Ibraimoski
Party for Full Emancipation of Ro ma, PFER
Avdija Pepič
Party for Democrat ic Action in Macedonia,
PDAM Democratic League in Macedonia,
Rafet Mu minovik
Bosnian
BDLM
SafetBiševac
Bosniak League in Macedonia, BLM
Dragiša Miletič
Faruk Feratoski

Radical Party of Serbs in Macedonia, RPSM
Party for Eu ropean Future, PEF
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In Govern ment in 2014
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

